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ABSTRACT
To meet new demands, existing bridges might be in need for repair,
upgrading or replacement. To assist such efforts a 55-year-old posttensioned concrete bridge has been comprehensively tested to
calibrate methods for assessing bridges more robustly. The
programme included strengthening, with two systems based on
carbon fibre reinforced polymers (CFRPs), failure loading of the
bridge’s girders and slab, and determination of post-tension cables’
condition and the material behaviour. The complete test programme
and related instrumentation are summarised, and some general results
are presented. The measurements address several current
uncertainties, thereby providing foundations for both assessing
existing bridges’ condition more accurately and future research.
Key words: Assessment, bridges, carbon fibre reinforced polymer,
concrete, destructive test, ductility, flexure, full-scale test,
monitoring, near-surface mounted reinforcement, non-destructive
test, prestressed laminates, post-tension, punching, robustness, shear,
strengthening, structural behaviour.
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INTRODUCTION

In order to meet current and future demands for sustainability and structural resistance, existing
bridges might be in need for repair, upgrading or replacement. For instance, responses to a
questionnaire by infrastructure managers in 12 European countries, acquired and analysed in the
MAINLINE project, indicated a need for strengthening 1500 bridges, replacing 4500 bridges and
replacing 3000 bridge decks in Europe during the coming decade [1]. The Swedish Government
Proposal 2012/13:25 recommended an investment of SEK 522 billion (EUR 60.4 billion) from
2014 to 2025, to meet transport infrastructure requirements in Sweden [2]. With adjustment for
inflation this represents a 20 % increase relative to the previous investment level, as detailed in
Prop. 2008/09:35 [3], indicating a need for substantial actions to maintain robust and sustainable
infrastructure. Due to budgetary constraints and the major social, economic and environmental
benefits of avoiding demolition and reconstructing existing bridges [4], they should be repaired
and strengthened rather than replaced in cases where this is cost-effectively feasible [5]. Thus,
advanced methods should be used for accurately assessing bridges’ condition [6], and
identifying the optimal operations to maintain, strengthen or replace them, from a perspective
based on life-cycle cost minimisation [7].
To obtain reliable assessments of existing bridges, which are crucial for rigorous life-cycle cost
analysis, it is essential to address current uncertainties regarding key variables, such as structural
and loading parameters and possible deterioration mechanisms [8]. In the past decade
monitoring concepts have been developed to update models for bridge assessment, reducing the
uncertainties, based on empirical data [9]. Moreover, proof loading has been suggested [10], and
subsequently implemented for reinforced concrete structures in ACI Standard 437.2-13 [11], as
an approach to verify the reliability of relevant models and reduce uncertainties regarding the
true condition of existing bridges. Thus, testing and monitoring of bridges at service-load levels
is an accepted and well-known approach for assessment.
Detailed, large-scale laboratory tests of bridges and their materials have been reported, e.g. [12]
and [13]. Destructive investigations of prestressed concrete [14], post-tensioned concrete [1516] and non-prestressed reinforced concrete bridges [17-22] have also been described. However,
such studies have generally focused on specific components or elements, for instance, the bridge
slab [15]. Few complete full-scale bridges have been tested to failure in order to improve
understanding of their true structural behaviour, and rigorously calibrate methods and models.
Hence, more comprehensive empirical information on the behaviour of concrete bridges,
especially of prestressed and post-tensioned concrete, as they approach failure, and costeffective methods to avoid risks of failure, is required.
Thus, in the study presented here a 55-year-old post-tensioned concrete bridge was thoroughly
instrumented (with up to 141 sensors) and tested to failure. The aims were to calibrate and refine
methods and models for assessing existing reinforced concrete bridges, and to assess the utility
of methods using carbon fibre reinforced polymers (CFRPs) for upgrading reinforced concrete
structures [23]. Since there have been few full-scale tests on post-tensioned bridges, a particular
focus was on assessment of the post-tensioned system. The complete test and measuring
programme is described here, and selected general results to provide insights about the tests.
More detailed results will be presented later.
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THE KIRUNA BRIDGE

2.1

General description

The Kiruna Bridge, located in Kiruna, Sweden, was a viaduct across the European route E10
and the railway yard close to the town’s central station (Figure 1). It was constructed in 1959 as
part of the road connecting the city centre and the mining area owned by LKAB. The sub-level
caving method for extracting the ore causes subsidence. Thus to ensure the continuing utility of
the Kiruna Bridge, in 2006 LKAB initiated geodetic position measurements of the bridge
supports. In 2008 Luleå University of Technology (LTU) started to monitor the bridge
continuously [24]. Due to ongoing subsidence, LKAB decided to permanently close the bridge
in October 2013 for demolition in September 2014, providing an opportunity for LTU to test it
to failure in May-August 2014.

Figure 1 – Photograph of the Kiruna Bridge from the north-east, showing the slag heap from
the LKAB iron ore mine in the background (2014-06-25).
2.2

Geometry

The bridge was a 121.5 m continuous post-tensioned concrete girder bridge with five spans:
18.00, 20.50, 29.35, 27.15 and 26.50 m long (Figure 2). According to construction drawings
both the longitudinal girders and bridge slab in the western part (84.2 m) were supposed to be
curved with a radius of 500 m. However, inspection of the actual geometry showed that the
slab’s girders consisted of straight segments with discontinuities at the supports. Moreover,
there were 5.0 % and 2.5 % inclinations in the longitudinal and transverse directions,
respectively.
Longitudinal movements of the bridge were allowed at the eastern abutment by three rolling
bearings (support 6 in Figure 2), but not the western abutment (support 1). Devices were
installed at the bases of the intermediate supports 2-5, each consisting of three columns, in 2010
to enable vertical adjustment of the supports to counter uneven settlement of the basements.
The superstructure consisted of three parallel, 1923 mm in height, longitudinal girders
connected with a slab on top (Figure 3). Including the edge beams the cross-section was 15.60 m
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Figure 3 – Cross-section of the Kiruna Bridge.
wide, and the free distance between the girders was 5.00 m. In the spans the girders were 410
mm wide, gradually increasing to 650 mm 4.00 m from the intermediate supports and widened
to 550 mm at anchorage locations of the post-tensioned cables, two fifths of the span lengths
west of support 3 and three tenths of the span length east of support 4. The bridge slab was 300
mm thick at the girder-slab intersection and 220 mm 1.00 m beside to the girders.
The Kiruna Bridge was post-tensioned in two stages with the BBRV system. In the first stage,
six cables per girder were post-tensioned in each end of the central segment. In the second stage,
four and six cables per girder were post-tensioned from the free end of the western and eastern
segments, respectively. Each cable was composed of 32 wires with a 6 mm diameter.
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The girders were each reinforced with three 16 mm diameter bars at the bottom, and 10 mm
diameter bars at the sides with either 150 mm spacing for the central girder or 200 mm for the
others. The vertical reinforcement also consisted of 10 mm diameter steel bars with 150 mm
spacing. The concrete cover was 30 mm thick, except for the 16 mm diameter reinforcement
bars, for which the horizontal concrete cover was 32 mm thick.
Before the tests the pavement on the slab was removed from the road crossing the bridge. The
bridge was originally designed according to Provisional Regulations of the Royal Civil
Engineering Board issued in 1955 [25].
2.3

Material

According to construction drawings the concrete quality in the substructure and the
superstructure was K 300 and K 400, respectively, while the reinforcing steel quality was
generally Ks 40, except in the bridge slab (Ks 60). The steel quality for the post-tensioned
reinforcing BBRV reinforcing system was denoted St 145/170. The bridge was constructed in
accordance with the National Steel Regulation [26] and National Concrete Regulation [27],
issued in 1938 and 1949, respectively.
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TEST PROCEDURE

3.1

General description

An experimental programme was designed to assess the behaviour and load-carrying capacity of
the bridge using both non-destructive and destructive test procedures. For safety reasons, related
to continuing use of the European route E10 during the tests, the experimental programme was
developed for loading in span 2-3, with associated monitoring in spans 1-4 (Figure 2). The
experimental programme can be summarised by the following, chronological steps:
1. Non-destructive determination of residual post-tensioned forces in cables in span 2-3
(May 27-28, 2014).
2. Preloading Test Schedule 1, of unstrengthened bridge girders, including destructive
determination of residual post-tensioned forces in cables in span 2-3 (June 15-16, 2014).
3. Preloading Test Schedule 2, of strengthened bridge girders (June 25, 2014).
4. Failure test of the bridge girders (June 26, 2014).
5. Failure test of the bridge slab (June 27, 2014).
6. Complementary non-destructive determination of residual post-tensioned forces in
cables in midspans 1-4 (June 27 and August 25, 2014).
7. Material tests of concrete, reinforcing steel and post-tensioned steel.
8. Condition assessment of post-tensioned cables.
Steps 1-6 were carried out at the Kiruna Bridge, with the test dates in parenthesis. However,
steps 7-8 are planned to take place in the Complab laboratory at LTU after demolition of the
bridge.
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3.2

Strengthening

The experimental programme included tests of two separate systems for strengthening concrete
structures using carbon fibre reinforcing polymers, which were attached to the lower sides of the
central and southern girders in span 2-3 (see Figure 4 and Figure 10). However, the northern
girder remained unstrengthened.
A system of three near-surface mounted (NSM) 10x10 mm2 CFRP rods was installed in the
concrete cover of the central girder [6, 28]. The bar lengths were limited to 10.00 m, due to
transportation constraints, thus several overlaps (1.00 m) were required to apply the
strengthening over the entire span length. A set of full-length CFRP rods was installed
centrically in span 2-3, with sets of 5.80 and 5.74 m CFRP rods on the western and eastern
sides, respectively
To strengthen the southern girder, a system of three 1.4x80 mm2 prestressed CFRP laminates
was applied to the blasted concrete surface [29-30]. The lengths of the middle and outer
laminates were 14.17 and 18.91 m, respectively, in order to provide space for the anchorage
device at each end. Each laminate was tensioned to 100 kN at the eastern end, controlled with a
load cell, as the force was applied using a manually operated hydraulic jack. The force was
gradually transferred to the concrete by the anchorage device. In this manner no force is
expected to be transferred at the end, while it is fully transferred after 1.20 m. The anchorage
devices were attached to the bridge until disassembly after Preloading Test Schedule 2. This
experimental programme was the first reported full-scale installation and test of the
strengthening method using prestressed laminates with these innovative anchor devices.
For the CFRP rods and laminates, denoted StoFRP Bar IM 10 C and, StoFRP Plate IM 80 C
respectively, the mean modulus of elasticity and tensile strength were 210 GPa (200 GPa) and
3300 MPa (2900 MPa), respectively, with mean values specified in parenthesis. Epoxi StoPox
SK41, a commercially available and CE-approved thixotropic epoxy adhesive, was used to bond
both strengthening systems.
4 hydraulic jacks with cables
anchored in bedrock
4

3

Beam 2

3 prestressed
CFRP laminates
(1.4x80 mm2)

2

N
1

Beam 1

3 NSM CFRP
rods (10x10 mm2)

Figure 4 – Arrangement for loading the bridge girders in midspan 2-3.
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3.3

Preloading

In span 2-3 two welded steel beams (outer dimensions 700x1180x5660 and 700x1180x6940
mm3) were arranged horizontally to apply loads in the midspans of each girder, see Figure 2 and
Figure 4. They consisted of a double web (thickness 15 mm) with flanges (thickness 30 mm)
and were of the steel grade S355J0. The beams were supported by steel load distribution plates
(steel grade S275JR), with areas of 700x700 mm2 and total thicknesses ranging from 20 to 265
mm, due to the inclination of the bridge slab. A horizontal concrete surface was also cast locally
under the plates. The bridge was loaded using four hydraulic jacks with cables, threaded through
drilled holes in the bridge slab, anchored over a length of 14.60 m in the bedrock, as illustrated
in Figure 4. The distances from the centre of the jacks and cables to the centre of the support of
the transverse steel beam were 885 mm. The capacity of the jacks was approximately 7.0 MN,
with a 150 mm stroke length. The piston cross-section area was 1282 cm2 for jacks 1, 3 and 4,
and 1284 cm2 for jack 2. Each cable consisted of 31 wires with 15.7 mm diameter.
The bridge was preloaded by applying two schedules of incrementally increasing loads using the
four jacks to both strengthened and unstrengthened girders in midspan 2-3, as listed in Table 1
and illustrated in Figure 4. The schedules were designed to reach the cracking load of the
girders, as predicted by preliminary nonlinear finite element analysis. Before the forcecontrolled loading to a specified level, given by the actual load case, the bridge was unloaded.
To ensure no drift in the measurements and stable loading, peak pressure was maintained for
load cases 7, 9, 13 and 29. Load cases 15-18 in Schedule 1 were designed to determine the
remaining forces in the post-tensioned cables (see Section 3.6).
3.4

Bridge girder failure test

Preloading was followed by a test to failure of the strengthened girders, according to the setup
described in the previous section. Each girder was equally loaded to 12.0 MN in total (the
approximate load-carrying capacity predicted by preliminary nonlinear finite element analysis):
4.0 MN delivered by the outer jacks and 2.0 MN by the inner jacks. The pressure in jack 4 was
subsequently increased to failure of the southern girder and then the pressure in jacks 2 and 3
was increased to failure of the central girder, while the settings of the other jacks remained
unchanged so they provided approximately constant loads. The jacks’ grip positions were
changed as necessary to accommodate deflections exceeding the stroke length.
3.5

Bridge slab failure test

The bridge slab in midspan 2-3 was tested to failure using an arrangement similar to load model
2 (LM 2) described in Eurocode 1 [31], with its centre located 880 mm from the outer side of
the northern girder (Figure 5). By rotating steel beam 1 (Figure 4 and Figure 5), hydraulic jack 1
was reused to apply load on the slab, through two 350x600x100 mm3 steel plates spaced 2.00 m
apart. A horizontal concrete surface was also cast locally under the plates. Due to the widening
of the bridge girders at the anchorages of the post-tensioned cables, the distances from the
centres of the western and eastern load distribution plates to the inner sides of the girders were
470 and 330 mm, respectively. As in the previous tests, the loading was force-controlled.
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3.6

Assessment of post-tensioned cables

The residual force in the post-tensioned cables was non-destructively determined by monitoring
strains at the lower surface of each girder resulting from gradually cutting the concrete with a
saw on both sides of a strain sensor [32] placed one-tenth of the span length west of midspan 23, before the bridge and slab failure tests. After the failure tests, the procedure was also applied
to each girder in midspan 1-2, the northern girder in midspan 2-3 and the central and southern
girders in midspan 3-4. In order to keep the reinforcing steel intact, the arrangements of sensors

Table 1 – Load cases for preloading the unstrengthened and strengthened bridge girders in
midspan 2-3.
Load case

Jack 1

Jack 2

Jack 3

Jack 4

kN

kN

kN

kN

1

1,2

500

250

250

500

2

1,2

500

500

-

-

3

1,2

-

-

500

500

4

1,2

1000

1000

-

-

5

1,2

-

-

1000

1000

6

1,2

1500

1500

-

-

7

1,2

1500

1500

-

-

81,2

-

-

1500

1500

91,2

-

-

1500

1500

10

1,2

500

250

250

500

11

1,2

1000

500

500

1000

12

1,2

1500

750

750

1500

13

1,2

1500

750

750

1500

14

1,2

2000

1000

1000

2000

15

1,2

2000

1000

1000

2000

16

1,2

2000

1000

1000

2000

17

1

2000

1000

1000

2000

18

1

2000

1000

1000

2000

500

500

-

-

20

1

-

-

500

500

21

1

1000

1000

-

-

22

1

-

-

1000

1000

23

1

1500

1500

-

-

24

1

-

-

1500

1500

25

1

500

250

250

500

26

1,2

1000

500

500

1000

27

1,2

1500

750

750

1500

2

2000

1000

1000

2000

292

2000

1000

1000

2000

191

28
1

Load case for preloading the unstrengthened girder

2

Load case for preloading the strengthened girder

350

Bridge transverse direction
direction

9

1 hydraulic jack with cables
anchored in bedrock
1

N

Beam 1
600 700 700 600

Figure 5 – Arrangement for loading the bridge slab in span 2-3.
and saw cutting lines were designed to avoid cutting either the stirrups or longitudinal
reinforcing steel. The cutting proceeded to an approximate depth of 35 mm, or the actual depth
of the longitudinal reinforcing steel. All the non-destructive tests were carried out without
applying external loads.
As part of Preloading Test Schedule 1, the cracking moment test [33] was applied to calibrate
the non-destructive test method. During load cases 1-14 cracks formed, and instruments
described in the next section were used to monitor the behaviour of selected cracks and adjacent
areas between load cases 14 and 15. Thus, the remaining force in the post-tensioned cables can
be determined from data acquired from load cases 15-18, based on the sequence of reopening of
the cracks.
Further laboratory assessments of the condition of both the cables and their grouting are
planned.
3.7

Material tests

To determine characteristics of the bridge’s materials, tests of the concrete, reinforcing steel and
post-tensioned steel are also planned. Thus, before the tests described here at least six concrete
cylinders were drilled out from the superstructure in both midspans 1-2 and 3-4, and each of the
columns at support 4. In addition, during demolition of the bridge several 10, 16 and 25 mm
diameter steel bars, and a specimen of the post-tensioned cables, were obtained for uniaxial
tensile tests.
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4

INSTRUMENTATION

4.1

General description

To evaluate the bridge’s behaviour a comprehensive measuring programme was designed. This
section summarises the instrumentation used to measure changes in monitored variables during
the bridge girder and slab tests and the non-destructive tests with no external load. In addition,
measurements during strengthening were carried out according to the description in previous
section.
Before initiating any experimental investigation existing cracks in the entire span 2-3 and the
half-spans 1-2 and 3-4 adjacent to the loaded span were mapped. The focus was on cracks in the
girders, the crossing beams and the slab at the loading point. In order to follow the formation of
cracks, the mapping was repeated after each test sequence. The cracks were mapped manually
and their widths were not measured, apart from several cracks specified in the measuring
programme.
In addition to the monitoring during bridge loading, long-term measurements were carried out
during the nights before Preloading Test Schedules 1-2 and the failure test of the girders. The
durations of the monitoring on these occasions were 22398, 21613 and 45558 s, respectively,
and the same instrumentation was used as in the followed bridge loading, excluding manual
measurements. Moreover, the bridge was examined when the anchorage device for the
prestressed CFRP laminates was disassembled.
Most measurements of the bridge were generally acquired at a sampling frequency 5 Hz, except
for the long-term measurements (1 Hz).
4.2

Girder test

A battery of instruments was installed before the tests of the longitudinal bridge girders to obtain
as comprehensive measurements as possible, within budgetary constraints, of the resulting
forces, displacements, curvatures, strains and temperatures. These measurements were
complemented by monitoring using several video and still cameras. Data were acquired from all
the instrumentation described in this section during the full programme of tests of the bridge
girders unless otherwise stated.
Force
The applied load on the structure was measured by monitoring the oil pressure in each hydraulic
jack (1-4), illustrated in Figure 4, using UNIK 5000 sensors (GE Measuring and Control;
A5075-TB-A1-CA-H1-PA), which have a measuring range between 0 and 600 bar.
Displacement
Displacements of the bridge were measured using the following instruments. Draw-wire
displacement sensors (MICRO-EPSILON; WDS-500(1000)-P60-CR-P) were installed to
measure deflections at positions 1-10 and 13-15 (Figure 6): in midspan 2-3 on the lower sides of
the girders, and lower sides of the crossing beams 500 mm from the outer columns (positions 45 and 9-10). All these sensors had a measuring length of 500 mm except those used at positions
6-8 (1000 mm). Twisted lines connected each sensor to a reference point on the ground or the
basement.
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Figure 6 – Positions of bridge displacement sensors.
At positions 11 and 12 both the longitudinal and transverse displacement were monitored using
Noptel PSM-200 sensor. The reference point for the horizontal displacement of the bridge slab
at the centre line of support 3 was 150 mm perpendicularly away from the southern side of the
basement. A transmitter was installed on the basement and a receiver on the lower side of the
bridge slab, oriented vertically to the transmitter. The Noptel PSM-200 sensors were only active
during the failure test of the bridge girders.In addition, the displacement of the basements’ upper
side at support 2-3 was manually measured during the girder failure test, 500 mm against the
centre of the bridge in transverse direction, in relation to positions 4-5 and 9-10, and the
reference point was an unaffected point beside the bridge. For safety reasons, the incremental
monitoring proceeded until a certain load was reached, 9.0 MN in total.
At positions 16-17 (Figure 6) longitudinal displacements of the upper part of the rolling
bearings, i.e. the lower side of the girders, was measured using linear displacement sensors
(Micro-Measurements; HS 100) with a 102 mm measurement range, and positions in the
abutment as reference points.
In Preloading Test Schedule 1, load cases 15-27, the width of one crack in the centre of the
lower side of each girder (110, 910 and 1380 mm east of midspan for the northern, central and
southern girders, respectively) was measured, using crack opening displacement sensors
(EPSILON; 3541-010-150-ST) with the measuring range of 10 mm. Data were also acquired
from the sensor on the girder strengthened with laminates during Preloading Test Schedule 2
and the bridge girder failure test.
Curvature
The curvature at support 2, support 3 and midspan 2-3 was measured over distances of 4.82,
5.08 and 5.00 m, respectively, using rigs composed of steel beams, supported at the ends, and
five linear displacement sensors with 800 mm spacing based. At the supports the rigs were
located on the bridge slab, while the midspan rig was located under the girder. Due to the
discontinuities at the supports, i.e. changes in directions of the girder, and straightness of the
curvature rigs, the instrumentation was installed along the line of the central girder in span 2-3.
The sensors were HS 100, HS 50 and HS 25 instruments (Micro-Measurements) with
measurement ranges of 102, 51.5 and 26 mm, respectively, set at the positions increasingly
distant from the centre of the rigs.
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Strain
Strain gauges supplied by Kyowa were installed on the longitudinal and vertical reinforcing
steel bars, CFRP rods and laminates, and the concrete surfaces of both the columns at supports
2-3 and next to some major cracks during Preloading Test Schedule 1, load cases 15-27. All of
these gauges had 120 ohm resistance, and those installed on the longitudinal reinforcing steel,
stirrups or CFRPs and concrete had measuring lengths of 10, 5 and 60 mm, respectively (KFG10-120-C1-11L1M3R, KFG-5-120-C1-11L1M3R, KC-60-120-A1-11L1M3R). In total, 35
strain gauges were systematically arranged on the longitudinal reinforcing steel bars: at sections
A-K in Figure 7 and cross-section positions 1-12 in Figure 8, 1879 mm from the centre lines of
the supports on each side (B and J), and 1433 and 2226 mm from each side of midspan 2-3. The
locations of the sections were at angles of 45° to the centre line of the supports and 60° and 45°,
respectively, to the load distribution plates. On the reinforcement bars they were installed in the
corners of the closed stirrups (Figure 8) except at positions 2, 5, 8 and 11, where they were
located 1248 mm from the lower side of the girders. All the strain gauges, apart from those in
the bridge slab, were placed on the side of the girders.
The locations of the sensors for each section and cross-section position, are specified in Table 2.
Due to the greater width of the girder in sections G-H and the corresponding increase in
concrete cover strain gauges 25-28 were not used in the final measuring programme. Care was
taken to avoid damaging the girder in any way that could potentially affect the quality of the
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Figure 7 – Positions of strain gauges on longitudinal reinforcing steel.
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Figure 8 – Cross-section positions of strain gauges on longitudinal reinforcing steel.
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Table 2 – Positions of strain measurements on longitudinal reinforcing steel.

1

No.

Position1

No.

Position1

No.

Position1

1

A6

14

E4

27

H4

2

A12

15

E7

28

H7

3

B1

16

F1

29

I6

4

B2

17

F2

30

I12

5

B3

18

F3

31

J1

6

B6

19

F4

32

J2

7

B10

20

F5

33

J3

8

B11

21

F6

34

J6

9

B12

22

F7

35

J10

10

C6

23

F8

36

J11

11

C12

24

F9

37

J12

12

D4

25

G4

38

K6

13

D7

26

G7

39

K12

Section A-K in Figure 7 and cross-section position 1-12 in Figure 8

strengthening.
As illustrated in Figure 9, strain gauges were also installed in three lines on the vertical
reinforcing steel on the northern side of the southern girder in span 2-3, at 900 mm spacing
starting from the edge of the loading plate. Thus strain gauges 6-9 were located 1250 mm from
the central point of the load application. Vertical distances from the bottom side of the girders to
the sensors were 148, 548, 948 and 1348 mm, respectively.
In addition, an ARAMIS system in 5M configuration was used to optically record deformations
of the surface on the southern girder on the opposite side to the instrumentation of the vertical
reinforcing steel, and accompanying software was utilised to analyse the strains. The optical
monitoring was based on a grid, centred 2.0 m west of midspan 2-3, from the bottom of the
LKAB
Midspan 2-3

Vertical
reinforcement

Girder-slab
intersection

9
8

5

7

4

2

6

3

1
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reinforcement

Figure 9 – Positions of strain gauges on vertical reinforcing steel.
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Figure 10 – Geometry of bridge strengthening systems in span 2-3 and positions of the strain
gauges on the NSM CFRP rods and prestressed CFRP laminates.
girder. Thus, strain gauges 3-4 according to Figure 9, on the opposite side of the girder, were
located within the monitored area, which theoretically covered 1050x880 mm.
In total 14 strain gauges were installed on the NSM CFRP rods and 10 on the prestressed CFRP
laminates (Figure 10): gauges 1-8 recorded the strain at the western edge of the NSM
strengthening; 9, 10 and 15 were located in the sections equipped with strain gauges on
longitudinal reinforcing steel; 11 and 16-18 at midspan 2-3; 14-16 at major concrete cracks and
19-24 next to the anchorage of the laminates.
To obtain the reaction forces in the columns adjacent to the load application in midspan 2-3, i.e.
supports 2 and 3, the concrete strains were measured by installing a sensor 800 mm above the
bottom in the centre of each side of each column. Before the bridge tests, the methodology of
using strain gauges to determine the reaction forces was validated using load cells, while
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preloading the column with hydraulic jacks and utilising the column’s vertical adjustment
device.
On each side of the cracks instrumented by crack opening displacement (COD) sensors as
described above, the concrete strains were measured. Like the COD sensors, the strain gauges
were located in the centre of the lower side of the girders. These sensors were only active in
Preloading Test Schedule 1, load cases 15-27.
Temperature
During the experiments temperatures were measured at several locations in midspan 2-3 (Figure
11), using type T (04 N/N-24-TT) temperature wires inserted into holes to specified depths in
relation to the concrete surface: 30 mm for positions 1, 3 and 6; 60 mm for positions 2 and 7; 50
mm for positions 4 and 8; and 80 mm for position 5.
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2500
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1000

1000

6+7

1000

4+5
1+2

Figure 11 – Positions of temperature wires in the concrete at midspan 2-3.
4.3

Slab test

Relevant instrumentation that was still intact after the girder failure tests, and complementary
instrumentation, was used to monitor the behaviour of the bridge during the following bridge
slab failure test. The sensors still active during this test were:
-

the oil pressure sensor for hydraulic jack 1, as shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5,
draw-wire sensors 4-7 and 14-15, as shown in Figure 6;
strain gauges 1-39 as specified in Table 2, excluding gauges 12, 17 and 24-28, which
were not used for various reasons;
strain gauges 1-9 as shown in Figure 9, except gauge 8, which was out of order;
strain gauges 1-24 installed on the columns at supports 2 and 3;
temperature wires 1-8, as shown in Figure 11.

Displacement
The above instrumentation was complemented with four draw-wire sensors, with similar
specifications to the sensors utilised in previous tests. Two were located on the lower surface of
the slab, at the centre of the load applications, to measure deflections, and two on the lower side
of the northern longitudinal girder, in both cases 2.00 m on either side from midspan 2-3.
Curvature
To monitor curvature in the slab test the rigs used in the girder tests at supports 2 and 3 were
installed on the top surface of the slab, parallel to the steel beam used for load application, 500
and 1000 mm southern to the centre of the loading plates. The midpoint of this instrumentation
coincided with midspan 2-3.
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4.4

Non-destructive test

Three strain gauges of the same type as previously specified for monitoring the concrete were
used in the non-destructive tests to determine the residual forces in the post-tension cables,
located in a line in the centre of the lower sides of each girder in span 2-3. In order to provide
enough space to avoid damaging the sensors while cutting the concrete, the centre-centre
distance was 120 mm, since the total length of the strain gauges was 74 mm with a 60 mm
measuring length.

5

RESULTS

5.1

General description

In the experimental programme for the girder tests the bridge was instrumented with sensors at
up to 141 positions in total, excluding the surface measurement using ARAMIS, and 93 sensors
were used in the bridge slab failure test. General observations regarding the test procedures and
the observed load-carrying capacity of the bridge are presented in this section.
5.2

Girder test

The loads applied in the preloading schedules and loading the bridge to failure, according to the
recorded pressures in the hydraulic jacks, are illustrated in Figure 12 to Figure 14, which show
that the preloading followed the schedules listed in Table 1, with minor deviations due to
difficulties in manually controlling the oil pressure. In Preloading Test Schedule 1 (Figure 12)
the complementary instrumentation used to determine the remaining forces in post-tensioned
cables was installed after approximately 7400 s. The time spent installing it (about 5.5 hours
including associated operations) is not shown in the graph, but no corrections have been applied
to the force-time courses shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 12 – Observed loadings during Preloading Test Schedule 1, unstrengthened girder.
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Figure 13 – Observed loadings during Preloading Test Schedule 2, strengthened girders.
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Figure 14 – Observed loadings during the bridge girders failure test.
In order to manually follow the basement settlements of the bridge safely, the loading was
carried out stepwise up to a certain level, see Figure 14. Another reason for the irregularity in
the loading procedure was the limited stroke length of the hydraulic jacks, which required the
grip position to be changed several times to accommodate longer deflections of the bridge.
After applying a total load of 12.0 MN (4.0 MN for each girder), the pressure in jack 4 was
increased to reach failure of the southern gird§er, while the pressure in the other jacks remained
nearly constant. However, the pressure in jacks 1 and 4 slightly decreased as the central girder
was loaded to failure using jacks 2-3, in responses related to the deformations of the bridge.
Deflections of the bridge are illustrated by the load-displacement curve in Figure 15, showing
the relationship between the total load and midspan deflection of the central girder. Figure 15
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also presents the behaviour according to finite element analysis with 2D and 3D idealisation in
the software ATENA and ABAQUS, respectively. Unfortunately, draw-wire sensor 8 (Figure 6),
was damaged during the test, so the midspan deflection of the southern girder is not available for
the entire test. The highest loads the longitudinal southern and central girders were subjected to
induced deflections of 136 and 159 mm, respectively (Figure 15). However, the bridge loading
was further continued. The shapes of the girders after the test are shown in the photograph in
Figure 16. The peak load at loading the southern girder to failure was 13.4 MN (5.5 MN in jack
1) and 12.7 MN for the central girder (6.1 MN in total in jacks 2-3).
5.3

Slab test

The data acquired from the specified test setup indicate that the load-carrying capacity of the
bridge slab was 3.32 MN. Thus, the load transferred in each loading plate was 1.66 MN. The
slab failed only at the western load distribution plate, displaying very brittle behaviour with no
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Figure 15 – Load-displacement relationship during the bridge girder failure test.

Figure 16 – Photograph of the bridge girders after failure, view from the south (2014-08-26).
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Figure 17 – Photograph of the bridge slab failure, view from south (2014-06-27).
appreciable indication of the failure. In Figure 17 the final shape of the bridge slab is presented
from underneath the bridge. Due to the arrangement of the test setup and type of failure it was
not possible to further load the slab to achieve failure at the eastern load distribution plate.

6

CONCLUSIONS

Closure of the Kiruna Bridge provided a rare opportunity for LTU to monitor a post-tensioned
concrete bridge during tests to failure using a wide array of instruments, from May to August
2014. The primary aim was to acquire relevant data for calibration and development of methods
for assessing prestressed and post-tensioned concrete structures. The results acquired during the
investigations reported in this paper suggest that the following parameters warrant further
attention:
-

Robustness, ductility and bridge behaviour;
Shear resistance at ultimate limit state;
The utility, behaviour and contributions to increases in capacity of strengthening
methods using CFRPs;
Punching resistance of bridge slabs;
Condition of post-tensioned steel cables and non-destructive determination of residual
forces;
Reliability-based analysis of reinforced concrete structures;
Finite element model updating.

Detailed analyses of these parameters would greatly facilitate improvements in models for
assessing existing concrete structures and thus savings of costs, for bridge owners and managers.
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Summary
In order to provide relevant data for calibration and development of methods for assessment of
existing bridges, a 55 year old posttensioned concrete bridge has been subjected to non-destructive
and destructive tests. The bridge, located in Kiruna, Sweden, was a 121 m long girder bridge
continuous in five spans. The test programme included failure loading of the girders and slab,
respectively, condition assessment of the post-tensioned cables and material tests. Moreover, two
strengthening systems, using carbon fibre reinforcing polymer (CFRP), were evaluated. In this
paper the experimental programme and some preliminary results are presented to give an insight to
research project.
Keywords: Assessment, bridges, FRP, concrete, destructive test, full-scale test, NSM, nondestructive test, prestressed laminates; post-tension, structural behaviour.

1. Introduction
Repair, strengthening and replacement of existing bridges are required in order to meet current and
future demands on sustainability of existing infrastructure. For instance, a survey carried out within
the project MAINLINE in twelve EU countries, indicated a need for strengthening of 1500 bridges,
replacement of 4500 bridges and replacement of 3000 bridge decks [1]. In Sweden such actions are
planned during the next decade and the costs are estimated to be about 60 billion EUR [2]. It is
believed that for some of these structures these interventions can be avoided if more accurate
assessment methods are used [3]. Where it is shown to be necessary, repair and strengthening can
be utilised to avoid replacement [4]. According to Jalayer et al. [5] this process should be decided
based on the minimisation of life-cycle costs.
An effective life cycle analysis is based on a reliable assessment that can mitigate uncertainties
related to structural and loading parameters and deterioration mechanisms [6]. In the past decade
the monitoring concepts has been developed to update models for bridge assessment, reducing the
number of uncertainties, based on monitored data [7]. Moreover, proof loading has been suggested
by Faber et al. [8], and later implemented for reinforced concrete structures in ACI Standard [9], as
an approach to verify the reliability and reduce the uncertainties of existing bridges. Thus, test and
monitoring of bridges in service-load levels is an accepted and well-known approach for
assessment. With the aim to provide better understanding of the true structural behaviour, and also
calibrate methods and models, a limited amount of complete full-scale bridges have been tested to
failure. Such tests are seldom performed due to high costs and lack of test objects. Only few
destructive investigations have been reported for bridges or structural members of non-prestressed
reinforced [10-17], of prestressed concrete [18] and post-tensioned concrete [19, 20].
In the study presented here a 55-year-old post-tensioned concrete bridge was thoroughly
instrumented (with up to 141 sensors) and tested to failure. The aims were to calibrate and refine

methods and models for assessing existing reinforced concrete bridges, and to assess the utility of
methods using carbon fibre reinforced polymers (CFRPs) for upgrading reinforced concrete
structures. The failure test and its results are described here.

2. The Kiruna Bridge
The test object, located in Kiruna, Sweden, was a viaduct across the European road E10, see Fig. 1.
It was constructed in 1959 as a part of the road connecting the city centre and the LKAB mining
area. Due to underground mining the entire area underwent excessive settlement. The owner of the
bridge, LKAB, decided to permanently close the bridge in October 2013 and planned to
decommission the bridge in September 2014. In May-August 2014 the Kiruna Bridge was an object
for experimental studies carried out by LTU.

Fig. 1: Photograph of the Kiruna Bridge with LKAB iron ore mine in background, view from N-E.
2.1 Geometry and materials
The bridge was a 121.5 m continuous post-tensioned concrete girder bridge in five spans, see Fig. 2.
The system consisted of three parallel longitudinal girders, of about 1.9 m in height, supporting a
RC slab. The beams were supported on individual columns, see Fig. 2. The western part (84.2 m)
was curved with a radius of 500 m while the eastern part (37.2 m) was straight. According to
construction drawings both the longitudinal girders and the bridge slab were supposed to be curved
for the western part. However visual inspections revealed that only the slab was curved according to
drawings, while the girders consisted of straight segments with discontinuities at the supports. The
bridge had an inclination of 5.0 % in longitudinal direction and 2.5 % in transverse direction,
respectively.
At the western abutment, support 1 in Fig. 2, three rolling bearings were used to enable movements
in longitudinal direction of the bridge. The eastern abutment, support 6, was fixed. At the bases of
the columns from intermediate supports, i.e. 2-5, devices were installed to counter the uneven
vertical settlement of the foundations.
Including the edge beams the cross-section was 15.60 m in width, and the free distance between the
girders was 5.00 m. In the spans the girders were 410 mm wide, gradually increasing to 650 mm
4.00 m from the intermediate supports and widened to 550 mm at anchorage locations of the posttensioned cables, two fifths of the span lengths west of support 3 and three tenths of the span length
east of support 4. The bridge slab was 300 mm thick at the girder-slab intersection and 220 mm
1.00 m beside to the girders.
The Kiruna Bridge was post-tensioned in two stages with the system BBRV. In the first stage, six
cables per girder were post-tensioned in each end of the central segment. In the second stage, four

and six cables per girder were post-tensioned from the free end of the western and eastern segment,
respectively. Each cable was composed by 32 wires with a diameter of 6 mm. Additionally the
girders were reinforced with three bars of 16 mm diameter at the tensile side and 10 mm diameter
bars at the sides with either 150 mm spacing for the central girder or 200 mm for the others.
Stirrups of 10 mm diameter were distributed at 150 mm spacing. The thickness of the concrete
cover was about 30 mm.
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Fig. 2: Geometry of the Kiruna Bridge and location of the load application in the test programme.
Prior to the tests the pavement on the slab was removed from the road crossing the bridge.
According to construction drawings the concrete quality was about 30 MPa in the substructure and
about 40 MPa in the superstructure, respectively. The reinforcing steel quality was Ks 40 (about
400 MPa yield strength), except in the bridge slab (Ks 60-about 600 MPa). The steel quality for the
post-tensioned reinforcing system BBRV was denoted St 145/170.

3.

Strengthening

The experimental programme included tests of two separate systems for strengthening concrete
structures using carbon fibre reinforcing polymers, which were attached to the lower sides of the
central and southern girders in span 2-3 (Fig. 3). However, the northern girder remained
unstrengthened.
A system of three near-surface mounted (NSM) 10x10 mm2 CFRP rods was installed in the
concrete cover of the central girder [4, 21]. The bar lengths were limited to 10 m, due to
transportation constraints, thus several overlaps (1.00 m) were required to apply the strengthening
over the entire span length. A set of full-length CFRP rods was installed centrically in span 2-3,
with sets of 5.80 and 5.74 m CFRP rods on the western and eastern sides, respectively. To
strengthen the southern girder, a system of three 1.4x80 mm2 prestressed CFRP laminates was
applied to the blasted concrete surface [22]. The lengths of the middle and outer laminates were
14.17 and 18.91 m, respectively, in order to provide space for the anchorage device at each end.
Each laminate was tensioned to 100 kN at the eastern end, controlled with a load cell, as the force
was applied using a manually operated hydraulic jack. The force was gradually transferred to the
concrete by the anchorage device. In this manner no force is expected to be transferred at the end,
while it is fully transferred after 1.20 m. The anchorage devices were attached to the bridge until
disassembly after Preloading Test Schedule 2. This experimental programme was the first reported

full-scale installation and test of the strengthening method using prestressed laminates with these
innovative anchor devices. For the CFRP rods and laminates, denoted StoFRP Bar IM 10 C and,
StoFRP Plate IM 80 C respectively, the mean modulus of elasticity and tensile strength were 210
GPa (200 GPa) and 3300 MPa (2900 MPa), respectively, with mean values specified in parenthesis.
Epoxi StoPox SK41, a commercially available and CE-approved thixotropic epoxy adhesive, was
used to bond both strengthening systems.
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Fig. 3: View of the cross-section of the Kiruna Bridge and the loading system used.
The design of the FRP strengthening systems was carried out based on non-linear finite element
analysis (FEA).The capacity of the bridge before and after strengthening was investigated at
different increments of prestressing. This parametric study was conducted using ATENA software
and considered a 2D idealization of the structure. The results of these analyses were cross-checked
with another independent FEA carried out with ABAQUS software using 3D idealization of the
structure. The later focused more on details of the geometry and reinforcement. Predictions of the
two FEAs were used to decide upon the design of the strengthening.

4. Test procedures
An experimental programme was designed to assess the behaviour and load-carrying capacity of the
bridge using both non-destructive and destructive test procedures. For safety reasons, related to
continuing use of the European route E10 during the tests, the experimental programme was
developed for loading in span 2-3, with associated monitoring in spans 1-4 (Fig. 2). The
experimental programme can be summarised by the following, chronologically, listed steps:
1. Non-destructive determination of residual post-tensioned forces in cables in span 2-3.
2. Preloading Test Schedule 1, of unstrengthened bridge girders, including destructive
determination of residual post-tensioned forces in cables in span 2-3.
3. Preloading Test Schedule 2, of strengthened bridge girders.
4. Failure test of the bridge girders.
5. Failure test of the bridge slab.
6. Complementary non-destructive determination of residual post-tensioned forces in cables in
midspans 1-4.
7. Material tests of concrete, reinforcing steel and post-tensioned steel.
8. Condition assessment of post-tensioned cables.
Steps 1-6 were carried out on site, while steps 7-8 are undergoing at LTU laboratory. For brevity
here only the results of the step 4 will be presented.
Before initiating any experimental investigation existing cracks in the entire span 2-3 and the half-spans
1-2 and 3-4 adjacent to the loaded span were mapped. The focus was on cracks in the girders, the crossing beams and the slab at the loading point. In order to follow the formation of cracks, the mapping was
repeated after each test sequence. The cracks were mapped manually and their widths were not measured, apart from several cracks specified in the measuring programme.

4.1

Preloading

In span 2-3 two steel beams were arranged horizontally to apply loads in the midspans of each
girder, as viewed in Fig. 3. The beams were supported by steel load distribution plates, with areas of
700x700 mm2 and total thicknesses ranging from 20 to 265 mm, due to the inclination of the bridge
slab. A horizontal concrete surface was also cast locally under the plates. The bridge was loaded
using four hydraulic jacks with cables, threaded through drilled holes in the bridge slab, anchored
over a length of 14.60 m in the bedrock. The distances from the centre of the jacks and cables to the
centre of the support of the transverse steel beam were 885 mm. The capacity of the jacks was
approximately 7 MN, with a 150 mm stroke length. The piston cross-section area was 1282 cm2 for
jacks 1, 3 and 4, and 1284 cm2 for jack 2. Each cable consisted of 31 wires with 15.7 mm diameter.
The bridge was preloaded by applying two schedules of incrementally increasing loads using the
four jacks to both strengthened and unstrengthened girders in midspan 2-3. The schedules were
designed to reach the cracking load of the girders, as predicted by preliminary nonlinear finite
element analysis. Before the force-controlled loading to a specified level, given by the actual load
case, the bridge was unloaded.
4.2 Bridge girder failure test
Preloading was followed by a test to failure of the strengthened girders, according to the setup
described in the previous section. Each girder was equally loaded to 12 MN in total (the
approximate load-carrying capacity predicted by preliminary nonlinear finite element analysis): 4
MN delivered by the outer jacks and 2 MN by the inner jacks. The pressure in jack 4 was
subsequently increased to failure of the southern girder and then the pressure in jacks 2 and 3 was
increased to failure of the central girder, while the settings of the other jacks remained unchanged
so they provided approximately constant loads. The jacks’ grip positions were changed as necessary
to accommodate deflections exceeding the stroke length.

5. Instrumentation
A battery of instruments was installed before the tests of the longitudinal bridge girders to obtain as
comprehensive measurements as possible, within budgetary constraints, of the resulting forces,
displacements, curvatures, strains and temperatures. These measurements were complemented by
monitoring using several video and still cameras. Data were acquired from all the instrumentation
during the full programme. However, due to content limitation of the present paper, here will be
discussed only the force and displacement monitoring plans. Other monitoring setups can be
consulted in [23].
The applied load on the structure was measured by monitoring the oil pressure in each hydraulic
jack (1-4), illustrated in Fig. 3, using UNIK 5000 sensors (GE Measuring and Control; A5075-TBA1-CA-H1-PA), which have a measuring range between 0 and 600 bar.
Displacements of the bridge were measured using the following instruments. Draw-wire displacement
sensors were installed to measure deflections at positions 1-10 and 13-15 (Fig. 2): in midspan 2-3 on the
lower sides of the girders, and lower sides of the crossing beams 500 mm from the outer columns
(positions 4-5 and 9-10). All these sensors had a measuring length of 500 mm except those used at
positions 6-8 (1000 mm). At positions 11 and 12 (Fig. 2) both the longitudinal and transverse
displacement were monitored using Noptel PSM-200 sensor.
In addition, the displacement of the basements’ upper side at support 2-3 was manually measured
during the girder failure test, 500 mm against the centre of the bridge in transverse direction, in
relation to positions 4-5 and 9-10, and the reference point was an unaffected point beside the bridge.
For safety reasons, the incremental monitoring proceeded until a certain load was reached, 9 MN in
total.
At positions 16-17 (Fig. 2) longitudinal displacements of the upper part of the rolling bearings, i.e.
the lower side of the girders, was measured using linear displacement sensors with a 102 mm
measurement range, and positions in the abutment as reference points.
In Preloading Test Schedule 1, the width of one crack in the centre of the lower side of each girder (110,
910 and 1380 mm east of midspan for the northern, central and southern girders, respectively) was

measured, using crack opening displacement sensors with the measuring range of 10 mm. Data were
also acquired from the sensor on the girder strengthened with laminates during Preloading Test Schedule
2 and the bridge girder failure test.

6. Results of the girders tests
Fig. 4 shows the load-displacement curve for the failure test and the two FE analyses, total load versus
midspan deflection of the central girder. The first step was equal loading of all three girders up to a total
load of 12 MN (4 MN in the outer jacks and 2 MN in the inner jacks). The CFRP laminates, however,
reached an anchorage debonding failure at a total load of 10.3 MN and the draw-wire sensor, monitoring
the midspan deflections of the southern girder, was damaged by the detaching laminates. The
corresponding deflections for this load were 55, 55 and 46 mm for the southern, central and northern
girders, respectively. After reaching 12 MN the load in jack 4 was solely increased up to ultimately 5.5
MN (totally 13.5 MN), with a central girder midspan deflection of 136 mm. After failure of the southern
beam, the oil pressure in jack 2 and 3 was further increased until failure of the central beam. The load
associated to the jacks adjacent to the northern and southern girders decreased as the load on the central
girder increased. This is caused by the bridge deformation and thus decreased oil pressure. At the point
of failure, the loads were 3.2 MN in jack 1, 3.1 MN in jack 2 and 3 and 3.5 in jack 4 MN (totally 12.8
MN), and the midspan deflection was 159 mm. Due to following slab failure test the northern beam
was not loaded to failure.
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Fig. 4: Load-displacement relationship for the failure test of the bridge girders and a photograph of
the girders after failure.
The longitudinal tensile reinforcement yielded already during the preloading tests (up to 6 MN). In
the first step of the failure loading yielding of several stirrups was observed. The failure modes in
both beams were combinations of flexure and shear, including concrete crushing under the load and
ultimately stirrup rupture. The failure of the southern girder initiated on the west side of the load,
whereas the central girder initiated failure on the east side of the load. Severe cracking was found in
the soffit at midspan and in the slab over the columns. The NSM showed no signs of slip in the
anchorage zones and the CFRP sustained maximum strains of about 1.2 % without fibre rupture.
However, intermediate crack debonding of the NSM, emerged under the cracks at the ultimate
failure.

7. Concluding remarks and future research
Closure of the Kiruna Bridge provided a rare opportunity for LTU to monitor a post-tensioned
concrete bridge during tests to failure using a wide array of instruments. The primary aim was to
acquire relevant data for calibration and development of methods for assessing prestressed and posttensioned concrete structures. The test programme included evaluations of the super-structure’s
behaviour, two CFRP strengthening systems and conditions of the post-tensioned cables. Thus, the
results provide abundant information for refining existing methods and models, which is a key aim

for this ongoing research project.
The NSM CFRP systems used for strengthening did not exhibit debonding failure until late loading
stage of failure proving its reliability. The prestressed laminates debonded at rather early stages of
loading. Further analysis of the recorded strains is need to identify the utilization of the fibers and
the contribution of this strengthening system to the capacity of the bridge.
Both FE models showed good agreement with the test for loads up to approximately 9 MN. These
models were, however, based on characteristic material properties, with no bond models for the
laminates and with assumed levels of post-tensioning force. Before the failure test the bridge girders
was already loaded to concrete cracking adjacent to the load application. This process was not the
taken into account in the FE analysis, hence the difference in stiffness. Moreover the FE analysis is
based on equally loaded beams. This confirms that even with limited amount of information good
predictions of the behaviour of the bridges can be obtained using this method.
Closure of the Kiruna Bridge provided a rare opportunity to monitor a post-tensioned concrete
bridge during tests to failure using a wide array of instruments. The results acquired during the
investigations suggest that the following aspects warrant further attention:
-

Robustness, ductility and bridge behaviour;
Shear force resistance of bridge girders;
Shear force and punching resistance of bridge slabs;

-

Condition assessment of post-tensioned steel cables;
Temperature effects on deformations and strains;
Strengthening methods using CFRP;
Finite element model updating;
Reliability-based analysis.
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ABSTRACT
Full-scale failure tests of a 55 year old prestressed concrete girder bridge have been carried out
to calibrate models for assessment of existing bridges. This paper summarise the outcome from
the punching test and analytical analysis according to the model stated in the Eurocode. The
experimental load was approximately 2.4 times the code value using measured material
properties.
Key words: Assessment, Bridge Deck Slab, Full-Scale Testing, Measurements, Punching,
Reinforced Concrete
1.
INTRODUCTION
In models for assessment of existing structures the real behaviour should be reflected in order to
achieve a reliable estimation of the residual capacity. Accordingly, understanding the behaviour
is crucial to accomplish an optimised bridge stock management. Due to assessment models,
mainly developed based on laboratory studies of elements with simplified conditions, it is
necessary to perform supplementary large- or full-scale experiments to calibrate and if necessary
improve the models. The aim of the project, partly presented in this paper, is to acquire relevant
data from a full-scale bridge test for such calibration. A particular focus is on existing punching
resistance models for bridge deck slabs (Sundquist, 2005, CEN, 2005).
2.
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
The Kiruna Bridge, Sweden, constructed in 1959 has been subjected to an experimental
investigation in 2014, including failure loading of both the main girders and the deck slab
(Bagge et al., 2014). The road bridge was a 55 year old prestressed concrete girder bridge
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continuous in five spans with the total length of 121.5 m (tested span 20.5 m). The
superstructure consisted of three longitudinal girders connected by the deck slab and cross
beams (Figure 1). In the location of the punching test the slab was reinforced by steel bars
(diameter 16 and 10 mm) with the average yield strength of 584 MPa (CoV = 0.022) and 667
MPa (CoV = 0.050) in transverse and longitudinal direction, respectively. The average value of
the tested in-situ concrete compressive strength was 62.2 MPa (CoV = 0.16).
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Figure 1: Arrangement for loading the bridge deck slab.
The bridge deck slab was loaded to failure with the setup in Figure 1. A force controlled
hydraulic jack located in the midspan was used to apply load, through a load distribution beams
and two steel plates, to the upper surface of the concrete slab. The load plates were 350x600
mm2 spaced 2.0 m apart and located 470 and 330 mm in relation to the inner side of the northern
main girder (880 mm to the outer side). Thus, the test setup corresponded to load model 2 in the
Eurocode 1 (CEN, 2003).
The girders and the slab were monitored during the test. Applied force was derived from the oil
pressure in the hydraulic jack. Draw-wire sensors were instrumented in the midspan of the
northern (D1) and central (D2) girder in order to measure deflections. Moreover, deflections of
the slab were measured underneath each loading plate (D3 and D4) and at the corresponding
position of the northern girder (D5 and D6), i.e. 1.0 m to the midspan. At 500 and 1000 mm
south of the centre line through the loading points the curvature was measured along the
longitudinal bridge direction. Each curvature rig was composed by simply supported steel beams
(length 4.82 and 5.08 mm) and five linear displacement sensors with 800 mm spacing. The
midpoints of the curvature rigs coincided with the midspan. The instrumentation is described
more in detail in (Bagge et al., 2014).
3.
ANALYTICAL ANALYSIS
The load-carrying capacity of the bridge deck slab was analysed for the actual test setup, using
the punching resistance design model stated in the Eurocode 2 (CEN, 2005). The capacity
according to the model is represented by the shear force resistance for a specified control
perimeter, proposed to be taken as the shortest length 2 times the cross-section effective depth

3

(2d) from the loaded area. Permitted shear stress, vRd,c, is calculated according to the empirical
expression given by Equation (1) The load-carrying capacity was calculated for two cases: (a)
design punching resistance considering the concrete partial safety factor and the in-situ concrete
characteristic strength and (b) punching resistance excluding partial safety factors and replacing
the characteristic in-situ concrete strength by the corresponding average value.



v Rd ,c  max C Rd ,c k 3 100 l f ck , min



(1)

where CRd,c = 0.18/γC is a constant from experimental calibration including specified partial
safety factor, γC = 1.5 is a concrete partial safety factor, k = 1.95 is a factor to account for size
effects, ρl = 0.19 % is the reinforcement ratio, fck = 47.0 MPa is the characteristic value of
concrete compressive strength and νmin = 0.65 MPa for case (a) and νmin = 0.75 MPa for case (b)
is the minimum shear strength. The analytical punching resistance for one loading plate was for
case (a) 680 kN and for case (b) 840 kN, with the control perimeter of 4.69 m.
4.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The bridge deck slab was loaded with an approximate loading rate of 80 kN/min. A sudden
punching failure, without prior notice, occurred at the total applied load of 3.32 MN (1.66 MN
for each loading plate). Figure 2 shows a photograph after the test, illustrating the failure under
the western loading plate. In Figure 2 also the load-deflection behaviour monitored by the drawwire sensors is given. An abrupt drop of the load at failure resulted in decreased deflection for
all sensors except for D3 underneath the western loading plate where failure occurred.
At the punching test the girders were pre-cracked due to the previous loading. Nevertheless, the
first part of the test (up to approximately 500 kN) indicated small deflections of the bridge, after
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Figure 2. Measured load-deformation curves and photograph of punching failure (2014-07-01).
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which they considerably increased. This is due to the prestressing system in the girders. In the
test, the differences in deflections between the slab and the northern girder are relatively small
(maximum 6.3 mm). Also the central girder deflected significantly. Just before failure the
midspan deflection of the central and northern girder was 12.6 and 29.4 mm, respectively. Thus,
the longitudinal girders should be regarded as flexible supports to the deck slab.
At the load level of 2.6 MN a new grip was required in order to accommodate deflections and
loading cable extension exceeding the stroke length of the jack. Due to increased deformation of
the structure at constant load this measure caused in a small shift in the load-deformation curve.
The test demonstrated a load-carrying capacity which was about 2.0 and 2.4 times the outcome
from the analytical analysis, based on the punching resistance from average and design values,
respectively. It indicates that the code model not fully represents the behaviour of the tested
slab. For instance, the influence of flexible supports and membrane action is disregarded in the
model.
5.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
A full-scale punching test to failure has been carried out of a reinforced concrete bridge in order
to acquire relevant data for calibration and development of assessment models. The
experimental evaluation resulted in a punching capacity approximately 2.4 times the design
resistance according to the Eurocode 2. Thus, the test indicated a load-carrying capacity
upgrading possibility if using refined models. In the future research a further comparison
between the experimental outcome and punching models is proposed. Moreover, refined
evaluation is recommended in accordance to the multi-level assessment approach (Shu, 2015) in
which 3D linear and nonlinear finite element analyses are proposed.
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Abstract
A 50 year-old, 121.5 m long, five span prestressed bridge was situated in the deformation zone
close to a mine in Kiruna in northern Sweden. There was a risk for uneven ground deformations so
the bridge was analyzed and monitored. Results and measures taken to ascertain the robustness
of the bridge are presented.
The analysis resulted in an estimate that the bridge could sustain 24 mm in uneven horizontal and
83 mm in uneven vertical displacement of the two supports of a span. To be able to sustain larger
deformations, the columns of the bridge were provided with joints, where shims could be inserted
to counteract the settlements. To accomplish this, each one of the 18 columns of the bridge was
unloaded by help of provisional steel supports. The column was then cut and a new foot was
mounted to it. This made it possible to lift each individual column with two jacks, when needed,
and to adjust its height by inserting or taking away shim plates.
The deformations of the bridge and the surrounding ground were monitored. The eigenmodes of
the bridge were studied with accelerometers and by analysis with finite elements (FE) models.
Comparison indicated good agreement between the model and the actual bridge, with calculated
eigenfrequencies of 2.17, 4.15 and 4.67 Hz, for the first transversal, vertical and torsional modes,
respectively. Measurements during winter resulted in higher values due to increased stiffness
caused by frozen materials.
Keywords: Assessment, Bridges, Deformation Capacity, Dynamics, Modeling, Monitoring, Repair,
Settlement, Testing
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To counteract the ground deformations, the
columns of the bridge were in 2010 prepared to
be able to have their heights adjusted. This
solution may be of interest for other bridge
managers who are struggling with the problems of
possible ground settlements.

Introduction

A changing climate with large variations in rain
intensities imposes growing risks for scour and
settlements of bridge foundations. Here a case
study is presented on how to analyze and
counteract ground settlements of a bridge.

The bridge was closed in October 2013 as part of a
plan for urban transformations necessitated by
the ground deformations. In May-August 2014 the
bridge was loaded to failure in a research project
in order to check it’s load-carrying and
deformation capacities. The bridge was finally
demolished in September 2014.

The bridge was situated in northern Sweden in
Kiruna, a city which was founded in 1900 around
an iron mine located above the Arctic Circle.
Originally open-cast mining was used but
gradually the ore had to be found deeper and
deeper in the ground. Now the mining takes place
1000 m below the surface. The ore body tilts
towards the city, see Figure 1, so the center of the
city, now sitting on the top of the iron ore body,
has to be moved during the coming years.

2

The Kiruna Bridge

The Kiruna Bridge (Figure 1-3) was a highway
bridge, linking the town of Kiruna to the LKAB
mine. Five continuous spans: 18.00, 20.50, 29.35,
27.15, and 26.5 m long, resulted in a total length
of 121.5 m for the bridge’s center line. The bridge
curved slightly (Figure 2-3) and the highest
curvature included a 500 m radius for the
longitudinal center line in the western part of the

The studied bridge was connecting the city center
and the mine, see Figure 1. As the bridge was
located in the deformation zone of the mine a
monitoring program was started to check its
conditions. In this paper the program and the
actions taken will be presented.

1910
Deformation zone Fracture zone

Collapse zone

Bridge
Open pit

Mining level
Hanging wall

Iron
ore

2014 – 1000 m below surface
Footwall

Kiruna Bridge

Figure 1. Large ground deformations caused by mining activities in Kiruna (2010).
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bridge. The bridge slab inclined 5 % and tilted
2.5 % in the northerly direction.
The superstructure consisted of three posttensioned T-girders with constant heights of 1923
mm. The web-widths varied between 410 mm in
the free span, gradually increasing up to 650 mm
over the supports. The bridge slab was 300 mm
thick over the girders and 220 mm in the free span
and the total width of the superstructure was 15.6
m. Three roller bearings at the eastern abutment
(support 6 in Figure 2) allowed the superstructure
to deform in the longitudinal direction, while
movements at the western abutment (support 1)
were restrained. Three quadratic 550x550 mm2
columns with varying heights supported the
superstructure at each of the intermediate
supports (support 2-5).

Figure 3. View of the Kiruna Bridge from SE.
positions over the supports and the lowest in the
mid-spans. The non-prestressed longitudinal
reinforcement in the girders was: 3 Ø16 mm bars
in the bottom and Ø10 mm bars at the sides with
either 150 mm spacing for the central girder or
200 mm for the others. Stirrups of Ø10 mm were
distributed with a spacing of 150 mm. Dimensions
and reinforcement quantities are based on
drawings of the bridge.

The bridge was post-tensioned in two stages
during the construction in 1959, starting with the
six tendons of the central segment, followed by
the four and six tendons of the western and
eastern segments, respectively. All tendons
consisted of BBRV post-tensioning tendons with
bundles of 32 Ø6 mm strands, with 90 tons as
their notational prestress. The tendons were
placed in curved layouts, being at their highest
T12Nt
T12Mt
T12M
T12St

St12Nt
St12Mt
St12St
L6S,N

L45S,N

L23S
TBoda

L12N
St12Nb
St12Mb
St12Sb1,2,3

Track area
2

1

The notational concrete quality, according to
drawings and the current design code in 1959, was
K400 (fcube = 400 kp/cm2, fck = 28.5 MPa) for the
superstructure and K300 (fck = 21.5 MPa) for the
columns. The notational yield strengths for Ø10
and Ø16 mm steel reinforcement in the girders

3

4

5

6

N
L12N

St12Nt,b
T12Nt
L45N
St12Mt; T12Mt; T12M
L6N

St12Mb
L23S
St12Sb3
St12Sb2

L6S
St12St, b1
T12St

L45S

Figure 2. Geometry of the Kiruna Bridge and locations of sensors, Enochsson et al. [1].
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Acc. v. movements, mean value of
both sides [mm]

was 410 MPa. The yield (ultimate) strength for
the tendons was 1450 MPa (1700 MPa).
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Figure 4. Accumulated vertical support
displacement in relation to support 6, Enochsson
et al. [1].
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Monitoring

Displacements of the bridge supports have been
monitored based on geodetic measurements
every second month in order to detect occurrence
of uneven movements. Figure 4-6 show the
accumulated displacement for support 1 to 5 in
vertical, longitudinal and transverse direction, in
relation to support 6 for 2006 - 20010. Presented
graphs represent the mean value of the
measurements on each side of the supports.

Date [yy-mm-dd]

Acc. lat. movements, mean value of
both sides [mm]

Figure 5. Accumulated longitudinal support
displacement in relation to support 6, Enochsson
et al. [1].

Negligible displacements were observed during
the period 2006 until the end of 2008. Thereafter
the vertical and longitudinal displacements
accelerated, caused by movements in the
deformation zone (Figure 1). In the beginning of
2010 the settlement of support 5 and support 1
was 3 and 25 mm, respectively, and corresponding
longitudinal movement was 12 and 37 mm,
respectively. The relative displacements between
the supports can be approximated as linear. In
transverse direction only small accumulated
displacements were observed due to the bridge
direction, in relation to the deformation zone.
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In 2006 the Kiruna Bridge was inspected and
several cracks were found in the bottom of the
main girders at support 2 and 5. The inspection
indicated no continued crack propagation and the
low amount of bottom reinforcement, in relation
to the prestress force, was stated to be the cause
of cracks. Due to cracks and possible uneven
ground deformations, a consequence of the
mining activities, the bridge has continuously been
monitored since 2006 in order to ensure sufficient
structural safety.

20

Date [yy-mm-dd]

Figure 6. Accumulated transverse support
displacement in relation to support 6, Enochsson
et al. [1].
measurements took place in January/February
2008, including investigation of displacements and
accelerations for determination of dynamic and
static bridge characteristics. Strain and crack
width measurements were added to the program
in the second set of measurements in July 2008 in
order to indicate stiffness differences between
winter and summer conditions. Thereafter, the
bridge was monitored until the summer 2010. The
long-term measurements were sampled with a
computer adjacent to the bridge, with wireless

Bridge behavior

In order to calibrate and optimize models aimed
to represent the structural behavior of the Kiruna
Bridge, the bridge was instrumented and
monitored. The measuring program was designed
to follow and verify the evolution of stresses and
deformations in the structure, thus including both
local and global effects. The first set of
4
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connection sending the data for post-processing
at Luleå University of Technology.

totally 26 and 14 points for the winter and
summer set, respectively. Figure 8 shows the
equipment in winter conditions. Basis for the
investigation of the dynamic behavior was
ambient vibration testing (AVT), excitation the
bridge utilizing so-called ambient forces, e.g. wind
and vehicular traffic.

Locations of linear displacement sensors (L),
temperature wires (T) in the concrete and strain
gauges (St) welded to the longitudinal
reinforcement and glued on the concrete surface
are shown in Figure 2. In span 1-2, span 2-3 and
span 4-5 the linear displacement sensors were
used for measuring the crack opening. At the two
sets of measurements in 2008 additional sensors
(laser and linear displacement sensors) were
utilized for the deflection in span 1-2 and span 56.

An example of outcomes from the investigation of
accelerations is presented in Figure 9: acceleration
in the bridge’s transverse direction in winter
conditions. The accelerations measured in
different points were in the range between -0.27
and 0.27 m/s2 in the winter and -0.24 and
0.24 m/s2 in the summer (Figure 9a). The
frequency contents are represented by Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) and Power Spectral
Density (PSD) for determining the eigenfrequency
(Figure 9b-c). As the FFT spectrum is rather noisy,
a Welch method of spectrum averaging was
utilized to clarify the frequency spectrum, yielding
in the PSD plot. The first transversal mode had a
frequency around 3 Hz in winter conditions and 2
Hz in summer conditions. Due to the effect of
freezing on pavement, concrete and ground, the
stiffness of the bridge was thereby indicated to be
higher during the winter, in comparison to the
summer.

In order to calibrate finite elements (FE) models,
the response of the bridge was studied for several
load cases. Figure 7 shows the time-deflection
response from a truck’s overpass (weight: 6.96 +
8.18 + 8.18 = 23.32 tons, axis distance: 4.2 + 1.3 =
5.5 m). In the figure green and red curves
correspond to the displacement sensor in span 1-2
and span 5-6, respectively. The blue curve
corresponds to the laser in span 5-6 and the
yellow curve shows the trigger. In this load case
the maximal deflection was 0.19 mm in span 1-2
and 0.74 mm in span 5-6. Generally, the laser
resulted in lower deflections in comparison to the
linear displacement sensor.
The dynamic response of the bridge was
measured with accelerometers in several
locations, most of them on the bridge deck. The
acceleration was obtained in three directions in
Nedböjning - Bil 1 mot stan i södra körfältet
21 GL2

22 L2

23 GL1

24 Trigg

0,7

Figure 8. Measurement with accelerometer in
winter conditions.
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Figure 7. Time-deflection graph for truck overpass,
Enochsson et al. [1].

Figure 9. Acceleration data for transverse direction
during winter conditions, Enochsson et al. [1].
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explained by: (a) the vehicle was modeled as a
single concentrated load instead of considering
several axes, (b) the pavement was not modeled
with accurate stiffness and (c) a delay in the
measurements which therefore did not record the
maximum value. However, the BRIGADE model, as
well as the LUSAS model, indicate good agreement
to the dynamic response of the bridge. In Figure
10 the first three eigenmodes are shown
according to the BRIGADE model, i.e. transversal,
vertical and torsional modes. The measured
frequencies for summer (winter) conditions were
2.0 Hz (2.7), 4.2 Hz (5.1) and 4.6 Hz (5.5).

Modeling

Initially the bridge’s load-carrying capacity and
deformation capacity was studied based on
nonlinear FE analysis using the two software
programs LUSAS and ATENA. The aim was to
determine tolerable uneven support displacement
and also to provide understanding of the bridge
behavior, essential for design of the measuring
program. A more detailed description of the
deformation capacity is presented in the next
section.
Additionally, a refined model in BRIGADE has been
developed and calibrated against measuring data
during winter conditions. The model shows a
slightly lower stiffness compared to the real
bridge, indicated e.g. by deflections at truck
overpassing. Reasons to the inconsistency can be

5

Deformation capacity

The bridge’s capacity to resist uneven support
displacements can be studied analytically using
the equation for curvature, κ. Considering two
cases of vertical displacements: (a) support 1
settles the distance w while the remaining
supports are unaffected and (b) supports 1 and 2
settles the distance w while remaining supports
are unaffected, see Figure 11.

(a)

(a)

P

M

w
P

M

(b)

(b)

P

M

w
M

P

M

M
Figure 11. Two cases of displacements:
(a) settlement of support 1;
(b) settlement of support 1 and 2.
The uneven vertical displacements deforms the
bridge in the span, L, between the settled and
unsettled supports, and bending moments, M,
arise. The curvature can be expressed as:

(c)

 = w’’ = 1/R = -M / EI

(1)

where w’’ is its second derivate of the
displacement, R is the radius of the curvature and
EI is the bending stiffness. Considering a constant
bending stiffness, the maximal displacement can

Figure 10. Eigenmodes according to BRIDADE
model: (a) mode 1 – transversal, 2.17 Hz; (b) mode
2 – vertical, 4.15 Hz; (c) mode 3 – torsional, 4.67
Hz, Enochsson et al [1].
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be calculated by integrating equation (1) twice,
and for case (b) w becomes:
wmax = L2 / 6R

displacements. The lowest 785 mm of each
column was cut under unloaded conditions, by
help of provisional steel supports, and replaced
by: (a) an under grouting (LxBxH =
900x700x130 mm3), (b) a joint to enable rotation
in the bottom of the column, (c) shims plates
(LxBxH = 470x600x30 mm3) for vertical corrections
and (d) a steel beam (LxBxH = 1240x600x410 mm3)
as support when lifting the bridge, see Figure 12.
In Figure 13 a photograph illustrating the
installation procedure is shown. By lifting the
installed steel beam, using two hydraulic jacks,
and adding or removing shims plates, upcoming
uneven
ground
deformations
can
be
counteracted. Additionally, a frame tool with a
hydraulic jack was designed for transverse and
longitudinal corrections of the intermediate
supports without lifting the bridge.

(2)

The obtained expression for case (a) was twice as
high, implying that case (a) can allow higher
vertical deformations. The magnitude of the
ultimate vertical displacement can be solved by
determining the curvature and radius, R, at
yielding:
1/R = sy / (d-x)

(3)

where εsy is the yield strain of the reinforcement
and d-x is the distance between the neutral axis
and the reinforcement.
The calculations for the Kiruna Bridge indicate
yielding of the tensile reinforcement for a vertical
displacement of 83 mm. Corresponding maximum
displacements before yielding of the prestressing
tendons is 160 mm, assuming a residual prestress
force of 600 kN in each tendon. However, if the
uneven displacements occur in the bridge’s
transverse direction, 24 mm would be the
maximum displacement before yielding of the
prestressing tendons. The columns, considered
restrained in both ends, would theoretically resist
uneven displacements in the transverse direction
up to 21 mm before yielding of the reinforcement.
The corresponding value is 42 mm if the bottom
end is considered free to rotate.

The abutments, i.e. support 1 and support 6, were
extended 300 mm locally at the bearings to make
space for an adjustment devise. Figure 14 shows
the device installed at support 6. Thus, also
longitudinal corrections of the bridge bearings
were possible.
Before the installation of the adjustment devises
the Kiruna Bridge was inspected. The bridge was
concluded to be in good condition, in relation to
the life span, and no visible damages related to
support displacements were observed. However,

A simplified non-linear FE analysis of the bridge
using ATENA resulted in concrete crushing for
uneven settlement of approximately 25 mm.
However, the outcomes from the refined FE
model in BRIGADE are fairly consistent to the
analytical calculations.

6

Column

Displacement adjustment

Shims plates

Uneven displacements of bridge foundations
cause restraint forces in the structure. Hence,
undesirable concrete cracking may occur. In order
to avoid cracking related to uneven ground
deformations, and thus keeping the bridge in
service, adjustment devices aimed for corrections
of the support positions were installed in 2010.

Steel beam
Joint
Under grouting

The bottom part of the 18 columns, i.e. the
intermediate supports, was replaced by a new
foot to take into account vertical and horizontal

Figure 12. Device to enable vertical and horizontal
adjustment in the bottom of the columns.
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Conclusions

A five-span bridge has been studied and protected
against large uneven displacements in order to
avoid undesirable damage of the bridge and to
keep it in service. Allowable displacement of a
support was estimated to 83 mm vertically and 24
mm longitudinally.
The bridge was monitored with the aim to ensure
tolerable displacements and also to calibrate FE
models for assessing the bridge. A 3D shell model
in BRIGADE indicated good agreement with the
test. However the measured stiffness varied with
seasons and was higher during winter conditions
due to frozen materials.
An innovative adjustment device was designed
and installed at the supports of the Kiruna Bridge
to enable corrections of the support position, thus
avoiding restraint forces caused by ground
deformations. The solution was robust and can be
implemented for other bridges where large
displacements have to be accounted.

Figure 13. Installation of displacement adjustment
device on the central column at support 2.
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Abstract
Methods for assessment and strengthening of existing bridges need to be tested and calibrated.
To do this, a full-scale loading to failure was carried out in 2014 on a 55 year-old post-tensioned
five span girder bridge in Kiruna, Sweden, with a total length of 121.5 m. The tests focussed on: (a)
failure of the main girders, (b) failure of the slab, (c) condition of post-tensioned tendons, and (d)
the performance of two carbon fibre reinforced polymer (CFRP) strengthening systems. The
following are the results:
(a) The main girders failed after extensive yielding of the reinforcement in a combined bendingshear failure. Preliminary comparisons with existing codes indicate a high safety. Preliminary
comparisons with finite element assessment methods give good correspondence.
(b) The slab failed suddenly due to punching shear. Preliminary comparisons with codes indicate a
very high safety.
(c) The post-tension tendons generally were in a good condition.
(d) The first strengthening system consisting of prestressed laminates of CFRP was applied to one
of the outer main girders. The system failed due to debonding of the CFRP at about ¾ of the
ultimate load. The second system consisted of near surface mounted CFRP rods applied to the mid
main girder. It showed no signs of slip in the anchorage zones and the CFRP sustained maximum
strains of about 1.2 % without fibre rupture.
Keywords: Assessment methods, Strengthening, Bridges, Prestressing, Guidelines, Modelling,
Repair, Structural Design, Testing.
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Introduction

Assessment, repair and strengthening of existing
bridges are required in order to meet current and
future demands on sustainability of existing
infrastructure. For instance, a survey carried out
within the project MAINLINE [1] in twelve EU
countries, indicated a need for strengthening of
1500 bridges, replacement of 4500 bridges and
replacement of 3000 bridge decks. It is believed
that for some of these structures replacement can
be avoided if more accurate assessment methods
are used [1-2].

Figure 1. Kiruna Bridge with the LKAB iron mine in
the background, Bagge et al [4-6].

An effective life cycle analysis is based on a
reliable
assessment
that
can
mitigate
uncertainties related to structural and loading
parameters and deterioration mechanisms. In the
past decade the monitoring concept has been
developed to update models for bridge
assessment,
reducing
the
number
of
uncertainties, based on monitored data.
Moreover, proof loading has been suggested and
later implemented for reinforced concrete
structures in ACI Standard [3] as an approach to
verify the reliability and reduce the uncertainties
of existing bridges. Thus, test and monitoring of
bridges in service-load levels is an accepted and
well-known approach for assessment. With the
aim to provide better understanding of the true
structural behaviour and also to calibrate
assessment methods and models, a limited
amount of complete full-scale bridges have been
tested to failure. However, such tests are seldom
performed due to high costs and lack of test
objects and only few destructive investigations
have been reported for bridges or structural
members of reinforced concrete, see e.g. [1-2, 46].

2

demolition the bridge was tested in a research
project which will be discussed below.
The bridge was a 121.5 m continuous posttensioned concrete girder bridge in five spans, see
Figure 2. The system consisted of three parallel
longitudinal girders, of about 1.9 m in height,
supporting a RC slab. The beams were supported
on individual columns, see Figure 2. The western
part (84.2 m) was curved with a radius of 500 m
while the eastern part (37.2 m) was straight.
According to construction drawings both the
longitudinal girders and the bridge slab were
supposed to be curved for the western part.
However visual inspections revealed that only the
slab was curved according to drawings, while the
girders consisted of straight segments with
discontinuities at the supports. The bridge had an
inclination of 5.0 % in longitudinal direction and
2.5 % in transverse direction, respectively.
At the eastern abutment, support 6 in Figure 2,
three roller bearings were used to enable
movements in longitudinal direction of the bridge.
The western abutment, support 1, was hinged. At
the bases of the columns from intermediate
supports, i.e. support 2-5, devices were installed
to counter the uneven vertical settlement of the
foundations. Including the edge beams the crosssection was 15.60 m in width, and the free
distance between the girders was 5.00 m. In the
spans the girders were 410 mm wide, gradually
increasing to 650 mm 4.00 m from the supports
and widened to 550 mm at anchorage locations of
the post-tensioned tendons. They were located
two fifths of the span lengths west of support 3
and three tenths of the span length east of

The Kiruna Bridge

The test object, located in Kiruna, Sweden, was a
viaduct across the European road E10, see Figure
1. It was constructed in 1959 as a part of the road
connecting the city centre and the LKAB mining
area. Due to underground mining the entire area
underwent excessive settlement. The owner of
the bridge, LKAB, closed it in October 2013 and
teared it down in September 2014. Before
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Figure 2. Geometry of the Kiruna Bridge and location of the load application in the test, Bagge et al [4-6].
support 4. The bridge slab was 300 mm thick at
the girder-slab intersection and 220 mm 1.00 m
beside to the girders, compare with Figure 6.

showed similar compressive strengths (overall
fcm,= 62.2 MPa, and CoV = 18.1 %) regardless of
structural part. The Ø10 and Ø16 mm steel
reinforcement, denoted Ks40 (fy = 410 MPa) had a
yield (ultimate) stress of 484 (702) and 439 MPa
(705 MPa), respectively. The tendons, denoted
St145/170, had a mean yield (ultimate) strength of
1606 MPa (1734 MPa). Analyses presented in this
paper are based on material properties specified
in drawings and associated design standard.

Six tendons per girder were post-tensioned in
each end of the central segment of the Kiruna
Bridge in a first stage. In the second stage, four
and six tendons per girder were post-tensioned
from the free end of the western and eastern
segment, respectively. Each tendon was
composed of 32 strands with a diameter of 6 mm.
Additionally the girders were reinforced with
three bars of 16 mm diameter at the tensile side
and 10 mm diameter bars at the sides with either
150 mm spacing for the central girder or 200 mm
for the others. Stirrups of 10 mm diameter were
distributed at 150 mm spacing. The thickness of
the concrete cover was about 30 mm

3

Strengthening

The experimental programme included tests of
two separate systems for strengthening using
carbon fibre reinforcing polymers (CFRP), which
were attached to the lower sides of the central
and southern girders in span 2-3, see Figure 2-3.
The northern girder remained unstrengthened. In
the first system, three near-surface mounted
(NSM) 10x10 mm2 CFRP rods were installed in the
concrete cover of the central girder [7-8]. The rod
lengths were limited to 10 m, due to

The material properties were tested on specimens
taken from the bridge in 2014. The notational
concrete quality was K400 (fcube = 400 kp/cm2, fck =
28.5 MPa) for the superstructure and K300 (fck =
21.5 MPa) for the columns. However, the tests

3
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transportation constraints, thus several overlaps
(1.00 m) were required to apply the strengthening
over the entire span length. A set of full-length
CFRP rods was installed centrically in span 2-3,
with sets of 5.80 and 5.74 m CFRP rods on the
western and eastern sides, respectively. In the
second system, three 1.4x80 mm2 prestressed
CFRP laminates were applied to the blasted
concrete surface in the southern span [7, 9]. The
lengths of the middle and outer laminates were
14.17 and 18.91 m, respectively, in order to
provide space for the anchorage device at each
end. Each laminate was tensioned to 100 kN at
the eastern end, controlled with a load cell, as the
force was applied using a manually operated
hydraulic jack. The force was gradually transferred
to the concrete by the anchorage device, see
Figure 4. In this manner no force is expected to be
transferred at the end, while it is fully transferred
after 1.20 m. The anchorage devices were
attached to the girders until disassembly after
preloading the bridge. This experimental
2

programme was the first reported full-scale
installation and test of this strengthening method.
For the CFRP rods and laminates the mean
modulus of elasticity and tensile strength were
210 GPa (200 GPa) and 3300 MPa (2900 MPa),
respectively, with minimum values specified in
parenthesis. A commercially available thixotropic
epoxy adhesive was used to bond both
strengthening systems. The results showed that
the NSM strengthening had small, but detectable,
effects on the bridge’s responses to simultaneous
loads up to 2.0 MN on each girder. The clearest
effect was reductions of strains in the tensile steel
reinforcement, with similar trends for deflections
of the current girder. A deflection of 159 mm was
measured at the ultimate load on the central
girder and the maximum monitored CFRP strain at
failure was about 1.2 % corresponding to a stress
of 2500 MPa. Roughly 85 % of the NSM rods’
ultimate capacity (3300 MPa) was used. The tests
showed that overlapping NSM works well for long
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Figure
3. Geometry of bridge strengthening systems in span 2-3, Bagge et al [4].
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Figure 4. Components of anchorage devise for prestressing the CFRP laminates, Nilimaa [7].
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spans, as similar strains were recorded in both of
the monitored, overlapped NSM rods. The
maximum shear stress between concrete and
NSM CFRP was 9.2 MPa, measured by a set of
strain gauges. It is believed that higher peak
values could have been obtained. The shear
strength of the epoxy may have been affected by
the low temperatures on-site during the 8-day
curing period (minimum temperature was +1°C),
but the maximum shear stress between the CFRP
rods and the concrete was significantly higher
than the tensile strength of the concrete. Further
research is suggested to elucidate this
phenomenon.

4

shows the load-displacement curve for the failure
test and the two FE analyses, total load versus
midspan deflection of the central girder. The first
step in the test was equal loading of all three
girders up to a total load of 12 MN, i.e. 4 MN in
the two jacks adjacent to the northern and
southern girders, respectively, and 2 MN in the
two jacks adjacent to the central girder. The CFRP
laminates, however, reached an anchorage
debonding failure at a total load of 10.3 MN and
the draw-wire sensor, monitoring the midspan
deflections of the southern girder, was damaged
by the detaching laminates. The corresponding
deflections for this load were 55, 55 and 46 mm
for the southern, central and northern girders,
respectively. After reaching 12 MN the load in the
southern jack was solely increased up to
ultimately 5.5 MN (totally 13.5 MN), with a central
girder midspan deflection of 136 mm. After failure
of the southern girder, the oil pressure in the two
inner jacks was further increased until failure of
the central girder. The load associated to the jacks
adjacent to the northern and southern girders
decreased as the load on the central girder
increased. This is caused by the bridge
deformation and thus decreased oil pressure. At
the point of failure, the loads were 3.2 MN in jack

Girder behaviour

Two of the girders in span 1-2 of the Kiruna
Bridge, see Figure 2, were loaded to failure for
investigation of the structural behaviour and loadcarrying capacity. Additionally, the behaviour of
the superstructure was studied in several
schedules of preloading, both before and after
strengthening. Before the test of the girders, finite
element (FE) analyses were performed in order to
predict the structural behaviour. The conventional
softwares ATENA and ABAQUS with a 2D and 3D
idealization, respectively, were used. Figure 5
Test
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14
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Figure 5. Load-displacement relationship for the failure test of the bridge girders and a photograph of
failure of the south and the middle beam girder, Bagge et al [4-5].
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Slab behaviour

given, where it was an abrupt drop of the load at
failure. The sensors D3 and D4 measured the slab
deflection in location of the loading plates, the
sensor D1 measured the central girder midspan
deflection and the sensors D2, D5 and D6
measured the northern girder deflections.

The bridge deck slab was loaded to failure with an
approximate loading rate of 80 kN/min according
to the arrangement in Figure 6. A sudden
punching failure, without prior notice, occurred at
a total applied load of 3.32 MN (1.66 MN for each
loading plate). Figure 7 shows a photograph after
the test, illustrating the failure under the western
loading plate. In Figure 7 also the load-deflection
behaviour monitored by the draw-wire sensors is

At the punching test the girders were pre-cracked
due to the previous loading. Nevertheless, the first
part of the test (up to approximately 500 kN) only
induced small deflections, explained by the
prestressing forces, after which they considerably
increased. In the test, deflections of the slab are
relatively small in comparison to those for the
northern girder (maximum difference of 6.3 mm).
Also the central girder deflected significantly in

350

Bridge transverse direction
direction

1, 3.1 MN in jack 2 and 3 and 3.5 MN in jack 4
(totally 12.8 MN). The midspan deflection was 159
mm. Due to an upcoming test of the slab, the
northern beam was not loaded to failure.

1 hydraulic jack with wires
anchored in bedrock
N

Load distribution beam
600 700 700 600

Figure 6. Arrangement for loading the bridge deck slab, Bagge et al [6].
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Figure 7. Measured load-deformation curves and photograph of punching failure, Bagge et al [6].
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relation to the slab. Just before failure the
midspan deflection of the central and northern
girder was 12.6 and 29.4 mm, respectively. Thus,
the longitudinal girders should be regarded as
flexible supports to the deck slab. At the load level
of 2.6 MN a new grip was required in order to
accommodate deflections and loading cable
extension exceeding the stroke length of the jack.
Due to increased deformation of the structure at
constant load this measure caused a small shift in
the load-deformation curve.

6

Closure of the Kiruna Bridge provided a rare
opportunity for LTU to monitor a post-tensioned
concrete bridge during tests to failure using a
wide array of instruments. The primary aim was to
acquire relevant data for calibration and
development of methods for assessing
prestressed
and
posttensioned
concrete
structures. The test programme included
evaluations of the super-structure’s behaviour,
two CFRP strengthening systems and conditions of
the post-tensioned tendons. Thus, the results
provide abundant information for refining existing
methods and models, which is a key aim for this
ongoing research project.

The test demonstrated a load-carrying capacity
which was two times larger than the outcome
from an analytical analysis according to the
punching model in the Eurocode 2 [10]. It
indicates that the analytical model not fully
represents the behaviour of the tested bridge
deck slab. For instance, the influence of flexible
supports and membrane action is disregarded in
the model stated in the Eurocode, essential for
the actual load case of a structure.

5

Conclusions

The NSM CFRP systems used for strengthening did
not exhibit debonding failure until a late loading
stage of failure thus proving its reliability. The
prestressed laminates debonded at rather early
stages of loading. Further analysis of the recorded
strains is needed to identify the utilization of the
fibres and the contribution of this strengthening
system to the capacity of the bridge.

Corrosion of tendons

Corrosion of post-tensioned tendons in bridges is
a problem in the assessment and maintenance of
prestressed concrete bridges. No sign of corrosion
could be found in the Kiruna Bridge, see Figure 8.
The tests can be compared to an earlier study of a
50 year old prestressed bridge in Örnsköldsvik,
Sweden. Tests on six prestressing strands showed
that many of the strands had started to corrode.
Their ultimate stress was not affected but the
corroded strands had a more brittle failure and
only half the failure strain of not corroded strands.
The ordinary reinforcement was free from
corrosion [12].

Both FE models showed good agreement with the
test for loads up to approximately 9 MN. These
models were, however, based on characteristic
material properties, with no bond models for the
laminates and with assumed levels of posttensioning force. Before the failure test the bridge
girders was already loaded to concrete cracking
adjacent to the load application. This process was
not the taken into account in the FE analyses,
hence the difference in stiffness. Moreover the FE
analysis is based on equally loaded beams. This
confirms that even with a limited amount of
information good predictions of the behaviour of
bridges can be obtained using this method.
The results acquired during the investigations of
the Kiruna Bridge suggest that the following
aspects warrant further attention:
- Robustness, ductility and bridge behaviour;
- Shear force resistance of bridge girders;
- Shear force and punching resistance of bridge
slabs;
- Condition assessment of post-tensioned steel
tendons;

Figure 8. Photograph from Inspection of posttensioned tendons.
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- Temperature effects on deformations and
strains;
- Strengthening methods using CFRP;
- Finite element model updating;
- Reliability-based analysis.

failure of a 55 year old prestressed concrete
bridge. IABSE Workshop Helsinki 2015:
Safety,
Robustness
and
Condition
Assessments of Structures; 2015, p. 130-137.
http://pure.ltu.se/portal/en/
[6] Bagge N, Shu J, Plos M, Elfgren L. Punching
Capacity of a Reinforced Concrete Bridge
Deck Slab Loaded to Failure. The Nordic
Concrete Federation: Residual capacity of
deteriorated concrete structures; 2015, 4 p.
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Structural performance and failure loading of a 55 year-old prestressed
concrete girder bridge
N. Bagge & L. Elfgren

Luleå University of Technology, Luleå, Sweden

Figure 1. View of the Kiruna Bridge from south (2014-02-19)
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This paper summarizes studies of a prestressed concrete bridge at both service and ultimate load levels.
The objective is to acquire data for the calibration
and development of assessment models. The ultimate limit state is of special interest, due to limited
data is available as only few full-scale failure tests
have been performed. The overall aim is to assess
reinforced concrete bridges more accurately.
The bridge was a 121.5 m long five-span, prestressed concrete girder bridge, see Figure 1. The
superstructure was 15.60 m wide with three parallel
girders (height: 1923 mm, width: 410 mm) connected with a slab in the top. In the destructive tests two
of the girders were strengthened using two systems
of carbon fiber reinforcing polymer (CFRP): (1) one
composed of near surface mounted (NSM) rods and
(2) one using prestressed laminates.
In the service load tests, the dynamic response
was studied (Enochsson et al., 2011). The measured
dynamic response in summer conditions were in
good agreement to calculated dynamic properties of
the bridge. Tests in winter conditions resulted in
stiffer structural behavior, due to freezing effects on
pavement, concrete and ground. This was not reflected in the FE analysis.
For investigation of the bridge at the ultimateload level, an extensive experimental program was
designed (Bagge et al., 2014). The focus was on the
overall bridge behavior and the ultimate loadcarrying capacity. Both the girders and the deck
slab were studied. According to the tests and the FE
analysis the two CFRP strengthening systems only
had a limited influence on the structural behavior.

The system (1) with NSM rods functioned well with
no debonding failure. However, due to poor bond
properties system (2) with prestressed laminates
debonded at a low load level.
Predictions of the bridge behavior, using nonlinear FE analysis, showed good agreement with the
girder failure test, see Figure 2. Existing differences
can be explained by simplifications and lack of information about the test procedure, at time of performing the analyses. Greater consistency is expected using model updating based on the actual
circumstances.
The study confirms that even with a limited
amount of information, a good predictions of the behavior could be obtained using this method.
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Figure 2. Load-deflection curve of the bridge girder failure
tests according to test and FE analysis
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Levels of residual prestress forces are key parameters when assessing the structural behaviour of existing
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prestressed concrete bridges. However, these parameters are often unknown and not easy to determine.
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To explore them, two existing non-destructive and destructive approaches have been further developed

18

and applied to a multi-span continuous girder bridge in Kiruna, Sweden. The evaluation of the prestress

19

forces was part of an extensive experimental programme aimed to calibrate and develop assessment

20

methods. Due to the pursuit of practical applications for existing bridges, the main focus was on non-

21

destructive methodology, combining experimental data and finite element modelling to obtain the

22

residual prestress forces. The prestress levels ranged between 25 and 80 % of the characteristic

23

reinforcing steel yield strength depending on the section. The values were generally higher than those

24

theoretically estimated with account to friction and time-dependent losses in the prestressing system. In

25

addition to a detailed description of the methods for prestress evaluation, this paper presents guidelines

26

for future applications, based on experiences from the field tests.
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This paper presents an innovative prestressing system using surface-bonded laminates.
The system was applied to an obsolete post-tensioned concrete bridge, which was tested
to failure to assess the systems’ strengthening effects. Two of the three main girders in
one of the spans were strengthened in flexure: one of the outer girders with prestressed
carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) laminates and the central girder with near
surface mounted (NSM) CFRP bars. The bridge was loaded in three tests: up to 6.0 MN
before strengthening, up to 6.0 MN after strengthening and to failure (13.5 MN for the
laminate-strengthened girder and 14.1 MN for the NSM-strengthened girder).
Comparison of responses before and after strengthening showed that the prestressed
laminates improved the overall performance. However, the laminates debonded at 9.0
MN, probably due to the presence of negative cambering that was not accounted for in
the strengthening design.
Key words: A. Carbon fiber; A. Laminates; B. Delamination; D. Mechanical testing.
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Several carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) systems developed as possible means
to strengthen existing concrete structures have been applied to a bridge at Kiruna
(Sweden). The Bridge was no longer in service and was thus used in extensive tests to
failure. It was a post-tensioned five-span bridge consisting of three longitudinal main
girders topped with a concrete slab. The program reported here consisted of a series of
three tests of the girders in the second span: loading each girder up to 2.0 MN before
strengthening, loading each girder up to 2.0 MN after strengthening, and loading to
failure after strengthening. One of the girders was strengthened by installing three
10x10 mm2 near-surface mounted (NSM) CFRP bars on the soffits, and another by
installing three prestressed 1.4x80 mm2 CFRP laminates. This paper focuses on the
NSM-strengthened girder, which failed at a maximum load of 6.1 MN, with a
corresponding midspan deflection of 159 mm. The failure was a combination of flexure
and shear, and the strain in the NSM bars at the ULS was 1.2%.
Key words: bridges, assessment, rehabilitation, upgrading, strengthening, NSM, CFRP,
full-scale testing, prestressed concrete.
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Abstract
This paper presents the results from three tests to failure of different types of bridges: a two span
reinforced concrete railway trough bridge; a five-span prestessed concrete beam bridge; and a
one span metal railway truss bridge. The results show that the capacity of the structures are
underestimated by current standards, while numerical analysis combined with material testing can
provide more accurate results. Some examples are also presented on how deficiencies in
capacity can be mitigated using fiber reinforced polymer strengthening systems.
Keywords: Assessment methods, Strengthening, Bridges, Prestressing, Guidelines, Modelling,
Repair, Structural Design, Testing, Life Cycle Assessment

1

Unfortunately it is much easier for an
infrastructure manager to have a new bridge to
oversee than to have to take care of an old bridge,
where much knowledge and concern is needed to
make the right decisions regarding maintenance
and upgrading. For that reason bridges are
sometimes taken out of service before there really
is a need to do so, it is just less trouble for the
manager to have it replaced than to have to
struggle with it. However, with increased use of
Life Cycle Cost Analysis (LCCA) also for
maintenance and upgrading work, this practice
will hopefully be abandoned and more optimal
procedures will be introduced. Examples on how

Introduction

A global engineering challenge is to use our
existing structures in an optimal way and not to
take them out of service and tear them down
before their true real functionality has come to an
end. Codes and standards are - and should be conservative but it is one thing to design a new
structure - with all unknowns regarding material
properties and workmanship - and another thing
to assess an existing structure, where properties
and performance can be checked and ascertained.
So there is a need for codes and standards for
existing structures such as the new Swiss codes,
[1].
1
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this can be done are given in the recent European
FP7 Project MAINLINE, 2011-20014 [2].

The bridge consisted of two outer beams
supporting a slab in two spans (12 + 12 m), with a
slight longitudinal curvature (R = 300 m) and
supports skewed with an angle of 17 degrees. It
was taken out of service in 2005 when a new highspeed railway line, the Bothnia Line, was built [4][6]. The bridge was designed for a 40 MPa
concrete and steel reinforcement with yield
strength of 400 MPa. Tested concrete had a mean
strength 68,5 MPa (8 MPa standard deviation)
corresponding to a characteristic compressive
strength of 57 MPa. The reason for the growth is a
coarse grinding of the cement which prolonged
the hydration process after the 28 days, when the
original concrete was tested. The steel
reinforcement tests showed yield strengths
slightly above 400 MPa and ultimate strengths up
to 700 MPa.

Tests to failure of existing bridge structures are
rare, mainly due to high costs and lack of test
objectives. When such an opportunity arises,
much more understanding of these structures can
be gathered, and a proof of existing design and
assessment methods can be obtained.
This paper compiles the experience and results
from tests to failure of three different types of
bridges. The results are presented with focus on a
comparison between the tested capacity and
existing methods for assessment based on
analytical models from standards and codes.
The results show that code models often
underestimate the true capacity while non-linear
numerical tools might provide more accurate
results when combined with results from material
testing.

2

2.2

The bridge was tested with two hydraulic jacks,
placed on top of a loading beam. They exerted a
downward force on the loading beam by pulling
on steel tendons anchored in the bedrock to a
depth of 9 m. The loading beam was placed over
the middle of the second span and positioned so
that its longitudinal axis was oriented transverse
to the longitudinal direction of the bridge, see
Figure 1. The test setup was designed so that a
shear failure would be obtained at the mid
longitudinal section of the loaded span.

The Örnsköldsvik Bridge

2.1

Test-setup and capacity assessment

Background

This test was scheduled as part of a
demonstration of newly developed or upgraded
tools for monitoring, assessment and upgrading of
structures within the EU financed project
Sustainable Bridges 2003-2007 [3].
The studied bridge was a 50 year old RC railway
trough bridge located in Örnsköldsvik, Sweden,
see Figure 1.

Figure 1. The tested railway bridge in Örnsköldsvik, Sweden. A view from the West side showing the test
setup and, as insert, a typical cross-section [4]-[6].
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At the time of the test four standards were used
to assess the capacity of the bridge: the Swedish
standard BBK 04 [7], the US standard ACI 318 [8]
the European standard EC2 [9] and the Canadian
standard CSA [10].

Table 1. VRd [MN] is the shear capacity of one
beam, P V [MN] is the total applied load causing
shear failure and P M [MN] is the total applied load
causing bending failure.
The three codes predict the shear force capacity in
a conservative manner. One advantage of using
Eurocode is that the VAT model predicts the crack
inclination angle quite accurately, but it gives the
most conservative estimates of the shear capacity
because it does not consider the concrete
contribution to the total shear capacity. The ACI
model does not consider the flexural shear
interaction. The advantage of using this model for
such an assessment is that it is simple and
provides similar results with less computation
time. The CSA model captures the flexural shear
interaction in a conservative manner compared to
the Eurocode. The shear crack angle predicted by
this standard and used in the estimation of the
shear force capacity leads to more conservative
results for the stirrups’ contribution than
Eurocode, but higher estimates than the ACI
model.

To obtain a shear failure, the bridge was
strengthened before the final failure test with 18
(nine per beam) 10 m long near surface mounted
(NSM) carbon fiber reinforced polymers (CFRP)
bars, each with a 10×10 mm cross section. The
modulus of elasticity and the tensile strain at
failure were 250 GPa and 0,8 %, respectively [4],
[5].

2.3

Test results and comparison with codes

The failure was relatively ductile, Figure 2, and the
bridge was intact after the test finished. The
recorded failure load P was 11,7 MN. The
mechanism of failure was a simultaneous bondbending-shear failure, resulting in the formation
of flexural-shear cracks in both beams at an angle
of about ≈ 32°. The NSM reinforcement played a
major role in the failure process. The video
recorded during the test shows that intermediate
crack debonding of the NSM initiated the shearbending failure.

The authors believe that this is connected to the
fact that the longitudinal strain at the middle of
the cross-section has been calibrated with test
results obtained from steel reinforced concrete
beams rather than FRP strengthened beams.

The shear force capacity obtained using the three
earlier mentioned major standards, i.e. US,
European and Canadian [8]-[10], is compared
with the test result. The codes were selected
because they are based on the three major
theories currently used in the design and
assessment process of the shear force capacity of
structural elements: the fixed angle truss model
(45°TM), the variable angle truss model (VAT), and
the modified compression field theory (MCFT),
respectively. Values for the flexural capacity of
the bridge before and after strengthening are
used here for calculating the shear force bending
moment interaction for one beam, and the shear
capacity is considered to be similar for the other
beam.

In general, when utilizing FRP to increase flexural
capacity, the longitudinal strains increase at the
ultimate limit state because the capacity
increases.
The Eurocode estimates that this will have a
positive effect on the shear capacity, lowering the
crack angle and thus activating more shear
reinforcement due to cross-sectional equilibrium.
This effect is not evident when using the CSA and
ACI approaches, because the influencing factors
have been calibrated using data obtained from
tests on elements with steel reinforcement, not
FRP. Therefore, the CSA will give marginally higher
estimates of shear capacity for flexural
strengthened specimens, and since the ACI code
does not consider any bending moment shear
force interaction, its estimates of the shear
capacity will not be affected by including such
strengthening.

The code capacities were determined using linear
finite element analysis calculations considering
the interaction between the shear force and the
bending moment, as a function of the unit load P.
Details of the procedures are shown elsewhere
[11], here are presented only the results, see
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Figure 3. Photograph of the Kiruna Bridge tested
to failure [12], [13].
(thickness at girder: 300 mm; thickness 1 m from
the girder: 220 mm). Six BBRV tendons per girder
were post-tensioned. Each tendon was composed
by 32 strands with a diameter of 6 mm. The bridge
was designed for a 28,5 MPa concrete and steel
reinforcement with yield strength of 400 or 600
MPa. The tendons had a nominal yield stress of
1450 MPa and a failure stress of 1700 MPa [13].

Figure 2. Load-displacement curves as recorded
and as calculated with nonlinear FEM and crack
pattern in the SE beam after failure.
Table 1. The capacities and the failure loads
predicted by the compared standards for the
strengthened bridge.
EC2

CSA

ACI

Test



21°8’

45°

33°8’

37°9’

45°

 32°

VRd [MN]

2,54

1,02

1,52

2,28

2,29

-

P V [MN]

9,12

3,64

5,44

7,67

7,74

11,7

P M [MN]

6,64

6,64

6,64

6,64

6,64

11,7

3
3.1

3.2

Test of main girders and capacity
assessment

In the second span from West two of the girders
were loaded to failure for investigation of the
structural behaviour and load-carrying capacity.
Additionally, the behaviour of the superstructure
was studied in several preloading stages, both
strengthened and unstrengthened.
Finite element (FE) analyses were performed in
order to predict the structural behaviour and the
load-carrying capacity. The softwares Atena and
Abaqus with a 2D and 3D idealization,
respectively, were used. Figure 4 shows the loaddisplacement curve for the failure test and the
two FE analyses, total load versus midspan
deflection of the central girder.

The Kiruna Bridge
Background

A 55 year-old five-span prestressed concrete
girder bridge, located in Kiruna, Sweden, had been
monitored from 2006 due to large ground
deformations, which were caused by mining
activities. In 2014 the bridge, see Figure 3, was the
object of an extensive experimental programme,
including the performance of two types of
strengthening systems using carbon CFRP
materials. The complete experimental programme
is reported in Bagge et al [12], [13], [17].

The first step in the test was equal loading of all
three girders up to a total load of 12 MN, followed
by loading the southern and the central girder to
failure. At failure of the southern and central
girder the total load was 13,5 MN and 12,8 MN,
respectively. Predictions with linear elastic
analysis in combination with an explicit check
according to Eurocode [9], models for the flexural
moment and shear force resistance resulted in a
load-carrying capacity about half of the load given
by the test.

The bridge was a 121,5 m long and 15,6 m wide
viaduct with five spans. The superstructure
consisted of three parallel girders (height: 1923
mm, width: 410 mm), connected with a deck slab

The longitudinal reinforcing steel yielded already
in the preloading of the bridge (up to 6 MN),
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followed by yielding of several stirrups. In both
girders a combined shear and flexural failure
occurred including yielding of longitudinal
reinforcement, concrete crushing and ultimately
stirrup rupture. The girders behaved in a ductile
manner and after the test they still had an
appreciable residual load-carrying capacity, see
Figures 4 and 5.

Location of
loading plates

2.0 m
Figure 6. Photograph of the deck slab after test.
The test demonstrated a load-carrying capacity
two times larger than the outcome from the
analytical analysis given by the punching model in
the Eurocode [9]. This indicates that the analytical
model did not fully predict the behaviour of the
tested bridge slab. For instance, the influence of
important conditions such as flexible supports, i.e.
the girders, and membrane action is disregarded
in the analytical model.
Figure 4. Load-deflection curve for the failure test
of the bridge girders [13], [14].

4
4.1

Background

The Åby Bridge was a 33 meter long steel truss
railway bridge located in a rural area in the
northern parts of Sweden. It was built in 1957, in
the transition period from riveted to welded
bridges. The bridge was therefore partially riveted
and partially welded. The bridge was designed for
a single track with a load of type F46 (12 axles of
25 tons for the locomotive and a distributed load
of 85 kN/m), Häggström and Blanksvärd [15].
The capacity of the Åby Bridge was assessed in
1994. The procedure showed that the fatigue
capacity in the joints between the wind truss and
the main truss was exceeded. However field
investigations did not reveal any cracks and
therefore no structural rehabilitation took place.
When the Swedish Traffic Administration decided
to replace the track and superstructure of the Åby
Bridge, measurements were performed during the
autumn of 2012 just before the bridge was taken
out of service. Then the bridge was placed beside
the track on temporary supports and tested to
failure during the autumn of 2013 [15].

Figure 5. Photograph of the girders after test [13],
[14].

3.3

The Åby Bridge

Test of deck slab test capacity
assessment

Adjacent to the northern girder, not loaded to
failure in previous girder tests, the behaviour and
load-carrying capacity of the deck slab was
investigated by loading it to failure.
Figure 6 shows the deck slab after the test,
illustrating the failure under the western loading
plate. The total load was 3,32 MN (1,66 MN per
loading plate) and it suddenly failed in shear and
punching, without any forewarning.
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consequence on all other bridges built at similar
times.
In order to estimate the ultimate capacity a
detailed FEM model was developed with the
Abaqus software. The model consists of shell
elements considering all connections as rigid [15].

Figure 7. Test of a 55 year old 33 m long metallic
bridge at Åby River in 2013. Overview of test site.

4.2

Test-setup and capacity assessment

The loading on the bridge was induced by two
hydraulic jacks with cables anchored in bed rock
similar to the Örnsköldsvik Bridge presented
above. In order to simulate the loading of a
wagon, two girders were used to distribute the
load into four equal loads each.
The static testing consisted of 18 load series
where the last load scenario was loading until
failure of the bridge. The steel had a nominal yield
stress of 270 MPa in the main truss and cross
girders and 240 MPa elsewhere. Tested mean
values were some 20 % higher, 323 and 304 MPa
respectively.

Figure 8. Connection for the horizontal bracing
which makes the longitudinal stringers sensitive
for fatigue [15].

Some 140 sensors (strain gauges, LVDT’s and
temperature gauges) were mounted in order to
monitor the structural behavior of the bridge.

4.3

Test results and comparison with codes

Non-linear deformations started at about 8 MN
and continued up to 11 MN when the top cord
buckled, see Figure 9.

The results from a new assessment performed in
accordance with the Swedish standards [16] have
indicated that the bridge had sufficient capacity at
ultimate limit state but not at fatigue, most likely
due to inexperience with fatigue in welded details
at the time when the bride was designed. A
refined fatigue assessment showed that the
fatigue capacity was exceeded in the connection
between the longitudinal stringers and the
stabilizing horizontal truss, where the connection
plate is welded to the flange of the longitudinal
stringer, see Figure 8. There were however no
visible cracks at these details, although the
Palmgren-Miner damage hypothesis shows an
accumulated damage exceeding 5, which means
that the designed lifespan is exceeded 4 times.
This
deficiency
had
potentially
severe

The capacities were studied as obtained from the
failure test and from the numerical analysis.
Initially the FEM was carried out using design
values as input for the material properties. Later
on, when material tests were available, the input
was updated and a new analysis was performed. It
can be observed that the real behavior of the
structure fits somewhere in between the two FEM
results at the point of yielding. The FEM-results
with updated material parameters have
approximately the same peak load as the one
from the tests. Nevertheless the non-linear
behavior recorded during the tests was not
accurately described by FEM.
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Since the load added to the bridge only
corresponded to one wagon, the load level for a
whole train set is compared for a certain number
of points. The loading is compared for the normal
force in the top cord. Here the loading can be
observed from a train set F46 (which is the train
set it was designed for) and the loading according
to current standards (Eurocode) for new bridges
along the line subjected to the heaviest axle loads
in Sweden (Load model 71 with =1,6). Safety or
dynamic amplification factors are disregarded. The
comparison shows that the bridge could withstand
loading that substantially exceeds both the load it
was designed for as well as the load the model in
use today before failing. See Figure 9.

deemed for demolition. Numerical tools are
proven to be reliable instruments for assessment
especially when combined with material testing.
All the tested structures had a considerable
“hidden” capacity which is little reflected during
ordinary assessment processes and which is
accounted for neither in standards nor in design
guidelines. Perhaps some of these differences
arise from redistribution of loads during the
testing in the statically indeterminate structures.
Another reason is the high safety factors that are
used both for loads and materials.
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Summary

Optimising the strategy for repairing, upgrading and replacing bridges in the European
Union, and elsewhere, is becoming increasingly important due to ageing of the bridge
stock, continuously increasing load requirements and budgetary limitations. Thus, there
is a clear need to identify or develop, and implement, refined methods for assessing
existing bridges in order to determine the most cost-effective options and actions to
extend their lives, increase their capacities or replace them.
Thus, the objective of the research project partly reported in this licentiate thesis is to
verify and calibrate methods for refined assessment of existing bridges, using information acquired in an extensive program of experimental studies. In addition to describing parts of the project, the thesis is intended to provide a basis for suggestions and
a discussion of the author’s future research in the area. It includes presentations of two
experimental studies designed to evaluate, and calibrate, assessment methods:
1. A laboratory-based experimental study of 12 two-span continuous reinforced
concrete beams conducted in Dublin, Ireland, in 2012. The tests particularly
focused on the beams’ nonlinear overall behaviour and related redistribution of
internal forces.
2. A full-scale test of a 55 year-old post-tensioned girder bridge in Kiruna, Sweden, in 2014, focusing on: (a) failure loading of the main girders, (b) failure
loading of the slab, (c) the condition of post-tension cables, and (d) two
strengthening systems using carbon fibre reinforced polymers (CFRP).
The continuous reinforced concrete beams behaved in a nonlinear manner from an
early stage in the loading. This is not usually considered in either the design or assessment of existing bridges, but should be for the verification to be accurate at the serviceability and ultimate limit states (SLS and ULS, respectively). The results also indicated
that there was more redistribution of internal forces at the ULS than stated in standards.
Thus, use of refined methods to assess bridges or other reinforced concrete structures
can be beneficial for avoiding unnecessary repairs, strengthening or replacement
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measures. In addition, the tests demonstrated the importance of taking into account the
interaction between flexural moments and shear forces. This is not considered in shear
force resistance models included in, for example, the European standard.
To date, too few reinforced concrete bridges have been tested to failure to parameterise
assessment models robustly with low uncertainty levels. Thus, a programme aimed for
verification and calibration of models for assessing existing bridges was designed. The
comprehensive programme is described in the thesis, which also provides suggestions
and a discussion for future research based on the tests and associated monitoring.
During the full-scale tests of the Kiruna Bridge, data were acquired that are relevant to
investigations in several fields related to bridge assessment. For instance the obtained
data provide foundations for future research concerning: (a) the robustness, ductility
and bridge behaviour, (b) the shear force and punching resistance of bridge girders and
slabs, (c) assessment of post-tensioned steel cables’ condition, (d) strengthening methods
using CFRP, (e) updating finite element models, and (f) reliability-based analysis.
Keywords: Assessment, bridges, flexure, full-scale test, post-tensioning, reinforced
concrete, shear, structural behaviour, upgrading.
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Sammanfattning

På grund av ett åldrande brobestånd och kontinuerligt ökade lastkrav, i kombination
med begränsade budgetar, blir det allt mer viktigt med en optimerad strategi för reparation, uppgradering och utbyte av broar. Förfinade modeller, jämfört med de som
traditionellt används, för bedömning av broar, är avgörande för att uppnå en sådan
optimering. Till följd av generaliserade metoder, som vanligtvis används för att bedöma
broar och som inkluderar relaterade osäkerheter, kan det existera en potential till uppgradering genom tillämpning av förbättrade metoder.
I det forskningsprojekt, som delvis rapporterats i denna licentiatavhandling, är syftet att
verifiera och kalibrera metoder för förfinad bedömning av existerande broar baserade på
experimentella studier. Avhandlingen är även tänkt att tillhandahålla underlag för
förslag och diskussion om framtida forskning.
Två experimentella studier presenteras som ger exempel på verifikation och kalibrering
av metoder för tillståndsbedömning:
1. En laboratoriebaserad experimentell studie, som omfattade tolv kontinuerliga
tvåspannsbalkar av armerad betong, och som utfördes i Dublin 2012. Försöken
var huvudsakligen inriktade mot det icke-linjära beteendet och relaterad omfördelning av inre krafter.
2. Ett fullskaletest av en 55-årig efterspänd balkbro som ägde rum i Kiruna 2014. I
programmet studerades till exempel huvudbalkarna och plattan under brottbelastning, tillståndet för spännkablarna samt två olika förstärkningssystem med
kolfiberarmering.
De provade kontinuerliga balkarna av armerad betong uppförde sig icke-linjärt redan
från ett tidigt skede under belastningen. Hänsyn till detta beteende tas vanligtvis inte
vid dimensionering eller bedömning av befintliga broar, vilket bör göras för en korrekt
verifikation i både bruks- och brottgränstillståndet. Experimenten indikerar även en
betydligt mer omfattande omfördelning av inre krafter än de som föreskrivs i normer.
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Därmed kan det vara fördelaktigt att använda förfinade metoder för bedömning av
broar, eller andra armerade betongkonstruktioner, för att undvika onödig reparation,
förstärkning eller utbyte. Dessutom påvisade testerna vikten av att ta hänsyn till interaktionen mellan böjande moment och tvärkraft, vilket inte är fallet för flertalet modeller för beräkning av tvärkraftsbärförmåga, som till exempel modellen enligt den
europeiska normen.
I ett historiskt perspektiv har endast ett fåtal armerade betongbroar testats till brott.
Därför har ett program utformats för verifiering och kalibrering av modeller för bedömning av befintliga broar. Ett omfattande program presenteras tillsammans med
några preliminära experimentella resultat. Förslag till och diskussion om framtida
forskning beträffande analys och bearbetning av det omfattande fullskaleförsöket utgör
en väsentlig del av licentiatavhandlingen.
Vid provningen av Kirunabron insamlades data för undersökningar inom flera områden
relaterade till tillståndbedömning av broar. Insamlade data möjliggör studier av: (a)
robusthet, seghet och brottbeteende, (b) bärförmåga i skjuvning och för genomstansning för brobalkar och broplattor, (c) tillståndsbedömning av efterspända stålkablar, (d)
förstärkningsmetoder med kolfiberarmering, (e) uppdatering av finita elementmodeller
och (f) tillförlitlighetsanalyser.
Nyckelord: Tillståndsbedömning, broar, böjning, fullskaleförsök, efterspänning, armerad betong, skjuvning, bärverksbeteende, uppgradering.
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Introduction

1.1

Background

In order to meet current and future demands for sustainability and structural resistance
numerous bridges are probably in need of repair, upgrading or replacement. For instance, findings reported by the MAINLINE consortium indicate needs for strengthening and replacing 1500 and 4500 railway bridges, respectively, and replacing 3000
railway bridge decks in Europe during the coming decade (MAINLINE, 2013). Similarly, the Swedish Government Proposal 2012/13:25 states that investments amounting
to SEK 522 billion (EUR 60.4 billion) will be needed from 2014 to 2025 to meet
anticipated transport infrastructure requirements in Sweden (Reinfeldt et al., 2012).
Clearly, due to budgetary limitations, rigorously optimised methods are needed in
order to assess bridges as accurately as possible (SB, 2007c), and identify the optimal
operations to maintain, strengthen or replace them cost-effectively from a life-cycle
perspective (Jalayer et al., 2011).
To contribute to these efforts, and specifically to verify and calibrate methods and
models for assessing reinforced concrete bridges, a set of beams has been tested in the
laboratory, and a post-tensioned concrete bridge has been subjected to extensive field
tests. This licentiate thesis presents the programme of laboratory tests on 12 continuous
reinforced concrete beams, the monitored variables, results and conclusions. The design
of the test programme includes studies (inter alia) of failure loading of the bridge’s girder
and slab, post-tension cables’ condition and two strengthening systems based on carbon
fibre reinforced polymers (CFRP).
1.2

Aim

The aim of the research project partly presented in this licentiate thesis is to improve
understanding of the structural behaviour of reinforced concrete structures, particularly
existing bridges, in order to contribute to efforts to: optimise methods for assessing
bridges; identify the most cost-effective operations to repair, strengthen or replace
them; and modify design and assessment standards accordingly. Specific goals are to
verify and calibrate the methods in both small- and full-scale experimental studies.
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A key objective of this thesis is to provide foundations for suggestions and discussion of
future research related to the assessment of reinforced concrete bridges, as it can be
considered a midterm report for the ongoing research project.
1.3

Hypothesis and research questions

The hypothesis formulated to guide the work underlying the thesis was that:
Enhanced assessment methods should be utilised more extensively to acquire reliable predictions
of the behaviour and load-carrying capacity of existing reinforced concrete, as this would enable
more cost-effective management of the bridge stock.
In addition, to further guide the investigations, the following three research questions
were formulated:
1. Do existing standards accurately reflect the behaviour of reinforced concrete structures and
their load-carrying capacity?
2. Is it feasible to use refined assessment methods for upgrading existing reinforced concrete
bridges?
3. What procedures should be applied in full-scale bridge tests to refine models/methods for
assessing existing reinforced concrete bridges?
1.4

Limitations

Since the focal research field bridge assessment is very wide both the research project
and this licentiate thesis are inevitably subject to limitations. Some of the main ones are
listed in this section.
The primary limitation is the focus of the research on the structural behaviour of
existing reinforced concrete bridges, neglecting degradation processes such as corrosion
and fatigue. The main parameters addressed are structural ductility, which is a critical
parameter for the behaviour and hence load-carrying capacity of a bridge, shear and
flexure. However, torsion is not considered.
Another major limitation is that load models and methods for determining actual loads
on the focal structures are not considered, except for a general description about the
possibilities for using them bridge assessment. Instead, in evaluations of possible methods for upgrading reinforced concrete bridges predefined loads are used.
1.5

Scientific approach

The research presented in this licentiate thesis has consistently followed the traditional
approach for scientific studies adopted at Luleå University of Technology, comprising
the following four phases. First a hypothesis for the research is formulated, then a broad
literature review is undertaken to identify current knowledge of the research topic.
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Third, the acquired knowledge related to the hypothesis is used to formulate specific
research questions. Finally the research questions are addressed using an appropriate
theoretical and experimental framework.
The literature review revealed that relevant phenomena are frequently investigated at
several analytical levels in different phases during the assessment of reinforced concrete
bridges. The review also provided indications that statically indeterminate members
may often have considerable design-dependent reserve linear elasticity. This prompted
an intensive experimental study of continuous reinforced concrete beams, and both
their nonlinear behaviour and upgrading potential (Papers I-II). Both the literature
review and the complementary laboratory tests strongly indicate that refined assessment
methods could provide more accurate estimates of bridges’ true behaviour and thus be
highly beneficial.
To verify and calibrate methods that are or could be used in the assessment of existing
reinforced concrete bridges, the research project also includes a programme of full-scale
field tests. This licentiate thesis only describes this experimental programme and associated instrumentation in detail, and some preliminary results (Paper III). However,
possibilities for applying the experimental results in future research are discussed in a
broader perspective.
1.6

Outline of the thesis

The structure of the thesis is summarised in this section to give the reader an overview
of its contents. The thesis is mainly composed of four chapters (Chapters 1-4) and three
papers published or in press in scientific journals (designated Papers I-III). The contents
of the chapters are briefly described below.
Chapter 1 introduces the background and the research objectives. The contents and
scientific approach are also summarised.
Chapter 2 describes the methodology for assessing structures, particularly reinforced
concrete structures, during different assessment phases and on various levels.
Chapter 3 presents the laboratory-based experimental programme and its results, then
discusses certain aspects of field tests of a post-tensioned concrete bridge.
Chapter 4 concludes by presenting the findings related to the formulated objectives,
hypothesis and research questions, then providing suggestions for future research.
1.7

Appended publications

The contents of the three appended papers, and the author’s contributions, are briefly
summarised in this section.
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1.7.1 Paper I
Bagge, N., O’Connor A., Elfgren, L. & Pedersen, C. 2014. Moment redistribution in
RC beams – A study of the influence of longitudinal and transverse reinforcement
ratios and concrete strength. Engineering Structures, 80, pp. 11-23.
Paper I presents a programme of tests on 12 continuous two-span reinforced concrete
beams with diverging reinforcement configurations and concrete strengths. The beams’
structural behaviour was monitored during loading until structural collapse, paying
particular attention to changes in flexural moment redistribution in them. The observed responses were compared with responses simulated by a theoretical model for
predicting beams’ moment redistribution capacity at the ultimate limit state.
I contributed to the paper through the experimental work at Trinity College Dublin,
including planning, execution and evaluation of the tests, as well as the theoretical
analysis. In addition, I planned and wrote the paper
1.7.2 Paper II
Bagge, N., Christensen, H.H., O’Connor, A. & Elfgren, L., 2014. A comparative
assessment of simplified methods for assessing shear forces in continuous RC beams.
Engineering Structures [in press].
Paper II compares some recent design standards for assessing shear force resistance in
reinforced concrete structures, and their consistency with empirical data. Results from
monitoring several continuous two-span reinforced concrete beams, which collapsed
because their shear force resistance was exceeded during the experimental tests mentioned above, were used for verification of the assessment approaches.
The experimental work was carried out at Trinity College Dublin under my direction.
I also planned and wrote the paper.
1.7.3 Paper III
Bagge, N., Nilimaa, J., Blanksvärd, T. & Elfgren, L., 2014. Instrumentation and fullscale test of a post-tensioned concrete bridge. Nordic Concrete Research [in press].
Paper III presents a full-scale test of a 55-year-old post-tensioned concrete bridge,
including details of the instrumentation, monitoring and test programme. The programme included strengthening, with two systems based on CFRP, failure loading of
the bridge’s girders and slab, non-destructive and destructive determination of posttension cables’ condition, and material tests of concrete and reinforcing steel.
I designed the test programme and instrumentation in cooperation with the co-authors.
I was also the site manager for the test preparation and execution, then subsequently
planned and wrote the paper.
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1.8

Additional publications

The author has also contributed to the following four publications that are related to
the topic of the thesis, but not appended to it.
Bagge, N., Pedersen, C. & O’Connor, A., 2012. Prediction of moment redistribution and
influence of rotation capacity in reinforced concrete beams. Stresa, Proceedings of the Sixth
International IABMAS Conference on Bridge Maintenance, Safety and Management.
Bagge N., O’Connor N., & Pedersen, C., 2012. Rotation capacity and plastic redistribution
of forces in reinforced concrete beams. Dublin, Proceedings of Bridge and Concrete Research in Ireland (BCRI) Conference.
Nilimaa, J., Häggström, J., Bagge, N., Blanksvärd., Sas, G., Ohlsson, U., Bernspång, L.,
Täljsten, B., Elfgren, L. & Carolin, A., 2014. Maintenance and renewal of concrete rail
bridges: Results from EC project MAINLINE. Nordic Concrete Research, 50, pp. 25-28.
Bagge, N., Blanksvärd, T., Sas, G., Bernspång, L., Täljsten, B., Carolin, A. & Elfgren,
L., 2014. Full-scale test to failure of a prestressed concrete bridge in Kiruna. Nordic
Concrete Research, 50, pp. 83-86.
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Advanced Bridge Assessment

2.1

General description

Existing bridges may require assessment for several reasons. The most important is to
check that there are still desirable safety margins with respect to ultimate, serviceability,
fatigue and durability limit states. Other reasons may be to determine: whether or not
they will meet new load or changes in use requirements; the extent of deterioration or
mechanical damage; required repairs; or a combination thereof. Depending on the
reason for the assessment, the evaluation may focus on an element (part of a bridge), a
single bridge, or a line (series) of bridges (SB, 2007b).
A strategy to implement systematic and cost-effective assessment procedures has been
established by the European integrated research project Sustainable Bridges (SB,
2007b). It is based on available information about the bridges concerned and specified
complexity of the applicable methods (see flow diagram in Figure 2-1). It has been
applied by, for example, the International Union of Railways (UIC, 2009). The methodology includes three (initial, intermediate and enhanced) phases. Information acquired in the initial (Phase 1) assessment is used to guide decisions regarding the subsequent steps, in combination with economic consequences of potential operations.
Thus, life-cycle cost analysis is a key element of the decision-making process (Stewart,
2001).
In Phase 1 the assessment is based on known information, (obtained from drawings,
earlier calculations, inspections etc.) using similar methods to those applied in design. If
the results suggest that the focal structures do not meet limit state criteria, further
evaluations are required using refined methods to obtain more accurate and robust
estimates of key parameters (Wisniewski et al. 2012). In the SB strategy, illustrated in
Figure 2-1, the refined methods are subdivided into those applied at intermediate and
enhanced levels (Phases 2 and 3, respectively). The intermediate phase may include, for
instance, more realistic structural analysis (e.g., analysis of the structures’ linear elasticity, taking account of the redistribution of internal forces and plasticity) and evaluations
of material properties, loads and the bridge’s behaviour and state to acquire a more
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accurate assessment (SB, 2007b). If necessary, and apparently cost-effective, enhanced
assessment is recommended to obtain even more accurate estimates. In this phase, use
of one or a combination of the following methods should be considered (Casas et al.,
2010; Wisniewski et al. 2012):
-

Reliability-based methods;
Analyses of system safety, redundancy and robustness;
Evaluation of site-specific loads;
Inspection, monitoring and model updating;
Proof loading.

The remaining part of this chapter introduces the tools and techniques available for
enhanced assessment of bridges.
Doubts

PHASE 1 – INITIAL
Site visit
Study of documents
Simple calculations

Doubts confirmed

Yes

PHASE 2 – INTERMEDIATE
Material investigations
Detailed calculations/analysis
Further inspections and monitoring

No
Compliance with
codes and regulations?

Yes

No

Simple repair or
No
strengthening solve the
problem?

Yes

PHASE 3 – ENHANCED
Refined calculations/analysis
Laboratory examinations and field
testing
Statistical modelling
Reliability-based assessment
Economic decision analysis

Simple strengthening of bridge
Update maintenance,
inspection and
monitoring strategy

Yes

Sufficient load
capacity? Acceptable
serviceability?

No

Unchanged use
of bridge

Redefine use and
update maintenance,
inspection and
monitoring strategy

Strengthening of
bridge

Demolition of
bridge

Figure 2-1: Flow diagram of the assessment strategy for existing structures redrawn from
UIC (2009) and SB (2007b).
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2.2

Reliability-based methods

For design and initial assessment of new and existing bridges, respectively, a deterministic safety format based on partial safety factors are often used, meaning that codes and
regulations are more favourable for some structures than for others (Melchers, 1999).
Such safety factors can be derived from the general probabilistic procedure summarised
by Melchers (1999), Novak (1995) and Novak et al. (2012), based on pioneering work
by Lind (1976), Baker (1976) and Ellingwood et al. (1980). In advanced bridge assessment reliability-based analysis is a powerful tool that is used to take into account the
characteristics of the focal bridge(s). For instance, the characteristics are related to the
actual material, geometry, load and applied models rather than generalised and possibly
conservative parameters (Enevoldsen, 2011). A reliability index and corresponding
failure probability are calculated for the current limit state intended to meet a predefined target safety index. This index depends on the environmental circumstances of
the bridge(s), as summarised by SB (2007b) for several countries (e.g., Canada, the USA
and Denmark) and several international bodies (e.g., the EU, Joint Committee on
Structural Safety and the International Organisation for Standardisation, ISO).
Reliability-based approaches have varying levels of complexity: they may involve use
of either full (Schneider, 1997; Enevoldsen, 2001) or simplified probabilistic models
(Ghosn et al., 1998; Sobrino et al., 1994; SB, 2007d), and may be combined with
either linear or nonlinear structural analysis. Full probabilistic nonlinear analysis can be
considered the most reliable technique for assessing whether a bridge’s current loadcarrying capacity provides required safety margins.
2.3

System safety, redundancy and robustness

In order to minimise the probability of structural collapse caused by an initial local
failure, the robustness and redundancy of focal structures should be rigorously considered in assessments (Starossek, 2006). Robustness here is defined as the structure’s
ability to carry load after damage, regardless of the cause of the damage, while redundancy is defined as the structure’s ability to carry current or anticipated loads if one or
more elements fail (Kanno et al., 2011; Frangopol et al., 1987). However, practical
procedures for evaluating robustness and redundancy aspects of system safety are currently only clearly stipulated in two (American and Canadian) bridge standards (Anitori
et al., 2013).
Robustness and redundancy can be evaluated at three analytical levels. The simplest
approach uses factors specified by relevant information about the system, for example
bridge type, structural ductility and importance of the bridge in the transportation
system. This approach, incorporated in the American bridge standard (AASHTO,
2014), can only provide class-based indications of bridges’ robustness (Ghosn et al.,
1998). Thus, it can only be applied to common types of bridges showing expected
behaviour. Where predefined system factors are not available or a refined assessment of
a bridge’s robustness and redundancy is required, a deterministic or reliability-based
method should be applied in combination with numerical analysis (Anitori et al., 2013).
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Provided the nonlinearity of the materials’ behaviour is rigorously considered, this
approach can provide robust indications of the bridge’s overall responses in both intact
and damaged states, and thus the robustness and/or redundancy of the bridge. Due to
the complexities addressed, including uncertainties in the structural parameters, the
combination of a reliability-based approach and numerical analysis is considered to
provide the highest currently possible accuracy and resolution. The Canadian bridge
standard (CSA, 2006) provides a specific target safety index with values between 2 and
4, depending on the behaviour of the system and elements, and their inspectability The
substantial robustness that existing bridges may have is illustrated in Figure 2-2, showing the Kiruna Bridge’s superstructure during demolition. Two of three girders and
the intermediate slab could be removed adjacent to a support before the structures
collapsed due to its self-weight.

Figure 2-2: Photograph of the Kiruna Bridge during demolition illustrating the robustness of the superstructure (2014-09-06).
2.4

Site-specific loads

Essential parameters to consider in an assessment are the load and its effects. Standards
intended for both design and assessment are based on predefined load models. However, use of site-specific loads based on empirical data for the focal bridge can provide
closer to optimal and accurate evaluations of load effects, because of the conservatism
and simplifications in the load models, which are intended to be valid for a broad range
of bridge types (O’Connor et al., 2007). For instance, the traffic load models for road
bridges included in the European standard (CEN, 2003) are based on observed loads of
bridges supporting heavily trafficked European motorways, which may strongly differ
from site-specific loads (Zhou et al., 2014).
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Live loads associated with traffic can be evaluated by a system recording data over a
certain time period, which may include information about the static and dynamic loads,
axle positions, speed and direction of the vehicles (Nowak et al., 2013). Weight-inmotion data can be valuable for assessments of bridges’ serviceability and limit states
(ultimate and fatigue). Another important aspect related to the live load is the dynamic
response of the bridge, which is usually incorporated in models using dynamic amplification factors presented in design and assessment standards. However, here too simplifications in the models regarding the complex vehicle-bridge interactions generally result
in conservative values. Consequently there is considerable potential to refine existing
code estimates (Paeglite et al., 2013). The dynamic amplification factors can be expressed as ratios of the dynamic and static load effects. Diagnostic load testing is one
approach that can be applied to determine the dynamic effects, which can be based on
comparisons of the bridge’s responses to dynamic and static or pseudo-static (typically
measured when traffic is moving at less than 10 m/s) loading (Olaszek et al., 2014).
2.5

Inspection, monitoring and model updating

Similarly to some load categories mentioned in the previous section, models for estimating bridges’ resistance and structural behaviour can be updated with information
acquired from inspection and monitoring.
Essential requirements for accurate assessment are sound knowledge and understanding
of the structure, including (inter alia) the material properties, boundary conditions and
interactions between components. The interactions should be considered with regard
to effects of degradation processes on, for example, strength, ductility and geometrical
deviations (Rücker, 2006). For this purpose numerous methods are available, ranging
from simple visual inspection to advanced non-destructive techniques, for example the
bridge inspection methods summarised in Ryan et al. (2012). Moreover, measurement
of the bridge’s performance, so-called structural health monitoring, can be implemented at certain time intervals or throughout the bridge’s service life to provide information for assessment (Okasha, 2012).
If there are substantial uncertainties related to member properties, boundary conditions,
composite action and/or effects of secondary members, diagnostic load testing may be a
useful approach for updating models. It is also applicable for evaluating dynamic load
effects, to obtain reliable indications of structural behaviour (Chajes et al., 2006). Numerous studies have found appreciable differences between predicted and tested behaviour, for example Olaszek et al. (2014) and Nilimaa et al. (2014), indicating that there is
significant potential for utilising diagnostic load testing to update assessment models.
The finite element method (FEM) is widely used for 2D or 3D linear analysis of the
structural behaviour of bridges and determining load effects. The results can be compared to resistance parameters predicted by analytical models of cross-sectional forces
and moments. For enhanced bridge assessment, nonlinear FE analysis, which reflects
structural behaviour more realistically than linear analysis as it considers material and
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geometric nonlinearities, can be applied. This may often reveal that the bridge’s loadcarrying capacity is higher than previously thought, and thus allow the loading to be
safely increased (Plos, 2002; Broo et al., 2009). Since the materials’ responses and
interactions are realistically considered, the ultimate load-carrying capacity is given by
the maximal load reached in the analysis of the structural behaviour. However, it may
be necessary to verify possible failure modes with analytical resistance models, if they
are not fully taken into account in the finite element analysis (MAINLINE, 2014). In
order to apply finite element analysis, preferably nonlinear, describing the actual structural behaviour of a bridge, the model used should ideally be updated with information
about actual loads, evaluated material properties and observed behaviour of the bridge
(Schlune et al., 2008).
2.6

Proof loading

Proof loading is one of the best methods for assessing bridges’ load-carrying capacity,
due to the conclusive outcome (MAINLINE, 2014). It may be appropriate if analytical
methods indicate that a bridge’s load rating is unsatisfactory, or there are difficulties in
using analytical methods due to deterioration or lack of documentation. The method
can then be used to assess the bridge’s actual load-carrying capacity, rather than the
estimates provided by diagnostic tests intended to assist the verification or refinement of
assessment models (Faber et al., 2000). Thus, proof loading increases the reliability of
resistance parameters by reducing or even eliminating some uncertainties related to
bridges’ properties and boundary conditions (Fujino, 1977).
In proof loading, the bridge is subjected to dead weights and certain overloads in order
to verify the safety margin. The loads are related to an actual load configuration and
may be greater than the expected service load. The risks of damage and failure when
proof loading should be carefully evaluated before the tests as the load rates may be
substantial and a failure may be costly (Moses et al., 1994). However, the risks can be
reduced by incremental loading in conjunction with appropriate monitoring.
Proof loading has been incorporated in several standards, for instance, the Canadian
(CSA, 2006) and American (ACI, 2014) standards, as a permitted approach for assessing
structures.
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3

Experimental Studies

3.1

General description

The review in the previous chapter clearly shows that there is a range of opportunities
for upgrading existing reinforced concrete bridges, even if an initial assessment indicates
a need of action (repair, strengthening or replacement). In order to verify the opportunity using refined methods, and if necessary calibrate them, several experimental
studies have been carried out. A further aim was to identify possible limitations in
bridge design and assessment standards, for example the European standard.
Statically indeterminate systems, for example continuous beams, are frequently used in
bridge construction. In order to accurately assess such reinforced concrete structures
nonlinear analysis is required, due to material nonlinearities and associated redistributions of internal forces that cannot be determined by linear elastic analysis (CEB-FIP,
1976; CEB-FIP, 1997). Hence, the experimental studies have focused on continuous
structures with load-carrying capacities (based on initial linear elastic assessments) that
could be potentially upgraded. To explore these possibilities, a pilot study was conducted in the laboratory with several reinforced concrete beams. The investigation primarily focused on the beams’ highly nonlinear structural behaviour, particularly ductility
(i.e. deformation capacity). An experimental programme for full-scale bridge testing
was then designed, based on the findings from the small-scale laboratory tests. Like the
beams in the pilot study the bridge was statically indeterminate. Thus, the nonlinear
behaviour, including the load and deformation capacities, were of particular interest,
especially as limited numbers of reinforced concrete bridges have been tested to failure
in order to verify and calibrate assessment methods (Bagge et al., 2014b). In addition to
the overall structural behaviour a range of other parameters related to upgrading are
being addressed in the unique, bridge testing programme.
3.2

Laboratory tests

Papers I and II (Bagge et al., 2014a, 2014c) appended to this thesis describe the laboratory-based experimental programme. 12 two-span continuous reinforced concrete
beams were tested to failure to investigate their nonlinear behaviour and capacity to
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redistribute internal forces. The beams tested were 5.5 m long, with 200x240 mm2
cross-sections (Figure 3-1). The set of 12 beams included three groups differing in: (a)
the concrete quality (normal or high strength), and (b) the stirrups content (75 mm
spacing in beams with both the normal and high strength concrete, and 150 mm in
beams with normal strength concrete). Within each group the configuration of longitudinal reinforcing steel was varied to obtain differing degrees of redistribution of
internal forces from the intermediate support to areas with less capacity utilisation. See
Paper I for detailed descriptions of the specimens and related geometrical and material
properties.
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Figure 3-1: Geometrical configuration, reinforcing steel arrangement and load application of the reinforced concrete beam specimens.
From an early stage in the loading process the tested beams exhibited highly nonlinear
behaviour, including 13-56% redistribution of flexural moments in relation to the load
effects from linear elastic analysis when the reinforcing steel reached the yield limit.
The redistribution extended from the beams’ intermediate support to their midspans.
Hence, most of the total redistribution at structural failure occurred prior to yielding.
Due to variation in flexural stiffness associated with variations in the longitudinal reinforcing steel arrangement, concrete cracking and (in later stages) steel yielding, the
structural responses cannot be accurately described by linear elastic models at either the
serviceability or ultimate limit states (SLS and ULS, respectively). This corroborates
previous reports (e.g. Scott et al., 2005), but is not taken into account at the SLS in
assessment regulations included in standards such as the American (ACI, 2011), Canadi-
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an (CSA, 2004) and European standards (CEN, 2005) However, the redistribution of
internal forces observed (compared to predictions from linear elastic analysis) at the
ULS can be considered to obtain a more realistic and favourable prediction of the
beams’ load-carrying capacity. Various simplified models are included in the standards,
with maximum redistributions of 20 % in the American and Canadian standards, and
30% in the European standard. These simplified models are formulated as a function of
parameters influencing the deformation capacity. For the beams tested in the experimental programme the redistribution of internal forces was generally considerably
higher than permitted for modelling in the standards (Figure 3-2). Thus, observations
of the tested beams indicated a possibility to upgrade the load-carrying capacity of such
members, using refined methods for assessment.
a

b

c

b

c

Figure 3-2: Photographs of specimens taken during the experimental study: (a) a continuous two-span reinforced concrete beam at failure; (b) crack formation at intermediate
support; (c) concrete crushing failure in mid-span.
Originally the specimens used in the experimental programme were designed in accordance with the European standard (CEN, 2005) to have sufficient shear force capacity to enable full redistribution of internal forces. At or before the flexural moment
capacity was reached at both the intermediate support and midspans shear-related
failure occurred in six of the beams (Figure 3-3). For these beams the degree of shear
force utilisation ranged from 0.52 to 0.87 (0.67 on average) of the utilisation predicted
by the European standard. Thus, the standard overestimated this parameter. These shear
failures occurred in the highly stressed area adjacent to the applied load and resulted
from the interaction between flexural moment and shear force, which is not directly
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considered in the variable-angle truss model. This model is based on the theory of
plasticity (Nielsen et al., 2010) stated in the European standard. In regions where the
shear force is high relative to the flexural moment, the effects of the latter are relatively
small. However, the flexural moment can have an appreciable influence on the shear
force resistance if a high flexural moment and strong shear force interact, as commonly
occurs in continuous beams (Hawkins et al., 2005). Thus, for instance, the momentshear interaction has been incorporated in the Canadian standard (CSA, 2004) and
Model Code 2010 (fib, 2013), based on simplified modified compression field theory
(MCFT) (Bentz et al., 2006a, 2006b) derived from the fuller version of MCFT presented by Vecchio et al. (1986). Application of the Canadian standard resulted therefore
in more accurate predictions of the shear force resistance of the tested beams, with
degrees of shear force utilisation ranging from 0.82 and 1.33 (1.02 on average) of the
empirically determined values. The shear-related aspects are further described in Paper
II.

Figure 3-3: Photograph showing combined shear and moment failure of a concrete beam
adjacent to the applied load.
3.3

Field tests

As already mentioned, limited numbers of reinforced concrete bridges have been tested
to failure in order to calibrate and verify models for assessment of full-scale structures.
However, a few examples from the literature are:
-
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A continuous three-span reinforced concrete slab bridge tested to flexural failure (Jorgensen et al., 1976);
A simply supported two-span prestressed reinforced concrete girder bridge (4
years old) constructed and tested to failure (McClure et al., 1984);
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-

-

-

A continuous three-span reinforced concrete girder bridge (34 years old) tested
to failure of the girder. At failure concrete crushing occurred in the compressive flange (Scanlon et al., 1987);
A single-span reinforced concrete portal frame bridge (9 years old) tested to
failure in flexure and shear. A brittle failure occurred when a shear crack
emerged in the slab (Plos, 1990, 1995; Täljsten, 1994);
A single-span post-tensioned reinforced concrete portal frame bridge (9 years
old) tested to failure in flexure and shear. Failure occurred when one of the
girders punched through the end support wall (Plos, 1990, 1995);
A continuous three-span skew reinforced concrete slab bridge (38 years old)
that had deteriorated due to alkali silica reactions and concrete spalling, tested
to punching failure of the slab. The deterioration of the slab was concluded to
have had a considerable impact on the failure (Miller et al., 1994);
A simply supported two-span prestressed reinforced concrete girder bridge (30
years old) tested to failure of the girder (Oh et al., 2002);
A simply supported three-span reinforced concrete girder bridge (43 years old),
deteriorated due to severe concrete cracking, reinforcing steel corrosion and
concrete spalling, tested to failure of the girder (Zhang et al., 2011a);
A simply supported six-span reinforced concrete girder bridge built in 1992
with severe vertical and inclined concrete cracks, tested to failure of the girder
(Zhang et al., 2011b);
A continuous two-span reinforced concrete trough bridge (50 years old),
strengthened with CFRP, tested to failure in flexure, shear, torsion and bond.
At the time of failure high bond stresses between the concrete and resin in the
outermost groove initiated a bond failure after yielding of the bottom longitudinal steel reinforcement (Puurula, 2012, 2013, 2014);
A continuous three-span post-tensioned reinforced concrete girder bridge built
in 1976, deteriorated due to aggressive alkali silica reactions, tested to punching
failure of the slab (Schmidt et al., 2014).

Moreover, numerous laboratory-based large-scale tests have been conducted, for instance, by Scordelis et al. (1977), Fernandez Ruiz et al. (2007), Rodrigues (2007),
Nilimaa (2013), Amir (2014). There have also been several studies of bridges at demolition, for instance by Zwicky et al. (2000) and Vogel et al. (2006).
In addition, as part of the project this thesis is based upon, full-scale tests were conducted in 2014 on a 55-year-old continuous post-tensioned reinforced concrete girder
bridge located in Kiruna, Sweden (Bagge et al., 2014b). The bridge was a 121.5 m long
viaduct across the European route E10 and several railway tracks, which was permanently closed in October 2013 due to subsidence of the ground caused by mining
activities. The geometry of the bridge is illustrated in Figure 3-4.
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Figure 3-4: Geometry of the Kiruna Bridge and location of the load application in the
test programme.
An experimental programme was designed to assess the behaviour and load-carrying
capacity of the bridge using both non-destructive and destructive test procedures. It can
be summarised by the following, chronological steps:
1. Non-destructive determination of residual post-tensioned forces in cables in
span 2-3 (May 27-28, 2014);
2. Preloading 1, of unstrengthened bridge girders, including destructive determination of residual post-tensioned forces in cables in span 2-3 (June 15-16,
2014);
3. Preloading 2, of strengthened bridge girders (June 25, 2014);
4. Failure test of the bridge girders (June 26, 2014);
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5. Failure test of the bridge slab (June 27, 2014);
6. Complementary non-destructive determination of residual post-tensioned forces in cables in midspans 1-4 (June 27 and August 25, 2014);
7. Material tests of concrete, reinforcing steel and post-tensioned steel;
8. Condition assessment of post-tensioned cables.
Steps 1-6 were carried out at the Kiruna Bridge, with the test dates in parenthesis.
However, steps 7-8 are planned to take place in the Complab laboratory at LTU after
demolition of the bridge. The bridge has been previously studied and vibration measurements have been acquired (Enochsson et al., 2011).
The strengthening was based on two different systems for reinforced concrete structures
using CFRP. More specifically, near surface mounted (NSM) CFRP rods (SB, 2007a,
2007c) and prestressed CFRP laminates (Al-Emrani et al., 2013; Kliger et al., 2014)
were attached to the central and southern girders, respectively. The strengthening in
span 2-3 (see Figure 3-4) and the arrangement for load application in midspan 2-3 for
tests of the bridge girder are shown in Figure 3-5. The load was applied using four
hydraulic jacks with rods anchored in the bedrock and two transverse steel beams
distributing the load to the longitudinal girders of the bridge.
4 hydraulic jacks with cables
anchored in bedrock
4

3

Beam 2

3 prestressed
CFRP laminates
(1.4x80 mm2)

2

N
1

Beam 1

3 NSM CFRP
rods (10x10 mm2)

Figure 3-5: Arrangement for loading the bridge girders in midspan 2-3.
The bridge slab in midspan 2-3 was tested to failure according to a load arrangement
similar to the load model 2 (LM 2) described in the European standard (CEN, 2003),
see Figure 3-6. The loading was applied adjacent to the northern bridge girder, which
was the only girder not loaded to failure in the bridge girder test.
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Figure 3-6: Arrangement for loading the bridge slab in span 2-3.
The experimental and monitoring programme and additional information related to the
bridge, together with some preliminary results, are described in detail in Paper III
(Bagge et al., 2014b) appended to this thesis.
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4

Concluding Remarks

4.1

Aim and research questions

Three research questions were formulated to steer efforts to meet the aim of the research project partially presented in this licentiate thesis. In this section the conclusions
in relation to the research questions are stated.
1. Do existing standards accurately reflect the behaviour of reinforced concrete structures and
their load-carrying capacity?
A laboratory-based experimental study of statically indeterminate reinforced concrete
beams clearly illustrated that they display nonlinear structural behaviour. In contrast,
the expected behaviour is traditionally based on linear elastic analysis according to
standards, which thus may lead to inaccurate assessment. The nonlinearities can be
taken into account using linear elastic analysis with redistribution of internal forces at
the ULS. However, no redistribution is specified at the SLS in standards, although it is
well-known that appreciable redistribution may occur even before steel yielding. In the
tested beams the nonlinear behaviour had a beneficial impact on the load-carrying
capacity, implying that they had higher capacity than predicted according to linear
elastic analysis.
Moreover, the experimental study indicated predictions according to the European
standard overestimated shear force resistance, leading to unexpected shear related failure
modes. Interaction between flexural moments and shear forces occurred in highly
stressed parts of the beams. Thus, the shear force resistance was reduced, which is not
taken into account in the European standard.
Notably, application of standards does not necessarily lead to an inaccurate assessment
of reinforced concrete structures’ behaviour and load-carrying capacity, but may do so,
depending on the design of the structures.
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2. Is it feasible to use refined assessment methods for upgrading existing reinforced concrete
bridges?
In accordance with the literature review presented above, refinement of current standard assessment methods can potentially lead to upgrading of reinforced concrete bridges. Bridge assessment can be subdivided into initial, intermediate and enhanced phases.
‘These are listed in order of increasing complexity and hence increasing potential to
upgrade assessed bridges, in term of (for instance) the load-carrying capacity while
maintaining required safety margins. At the highest level of assessment, the enhanced
phase, at least one of the following methods should be utilised: (a) reliability-based
methods, (b) Analyses of system safety, redundancy and robustness; (c) evaluation of
site-specific loads, (d) inspection, monitoring and model updating or (e) proof loading.
The experimental study undertaken to address research question 1 indicated that the
tested beams had greater load-carrying capacity than predicted by linear elastic analysis.
In order to take into account the nonlinearities, a refined method to accurately assess
the actual distribution of internal forces is recommended. This would permit greater
utilisation of such beams’ structural capacity.
3. What procedures should be applied in full-scale bridge tests to refine models/methods for
assessing existing reinforced concrete bridges?
Only a few full-scale tests to failure of reinforced concrete bridges have been reported.
In these few studies various failure modes have been observed, which in some cases
were not anticipated. Thus, there is a clear need for further full-scale experiments to
ensure that applied models and assessment methods are reliable, and to highlight aspects
requiring improvement. Understanding of bridges’ complex structural behaviour is
essential for accurately assessing them, and due to uncertainties, for instance related to
member properties, boundary conditions, composite action and effects of secondary
members, loading and monitoring bridges can be highly beneficial.
A post-tensioned girder bridges has been monitored and tested using both destructive
and non-destructive methods. The test programme included evaluations of the superstructure’s behaviour, two CFRP strengthening systems and conditions of the posttensioned cables. Thus, the results provide abundant information for refining existing
methods and models, which is a key aim for this ongoing research project. In the next
section possibilities for the future work are stated and discussed.
4.2

Future research

A key objective of this thesis is to provide foundations for suggestions and discussion of
future research related to the assessment of reinforced concrete bridges. Thus, this
section focuses on the possibilities indicated by the intensive programmes of laboratory
and full-scale field tests described in this thesis.
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Closure of the Kiruna Bridge provided a rare opportunity to monitor a post-tensioned
concrete bridge during tests to failure using a wide array of instruments. The results
acquired during the investigations reported in the appended Paper III suggest that the
following aspects warrant further attention:
-

Robustness, ductility and bridge behaviour;
Shear force resistance of bridge girders;
Shear force and punching resistance of bridge slabs;
Condition assessment of post-tensioned steel cables;
Temperature effects on deformations and strains;
Strengthening methods using CFRP;
Finite element model updating;
Reliability-based analysis.

Controlled loading of the bridge girder and associated instrumentation have yielded
detailed information on the bridge’s behaviour up to the load level corresponding to
structural failure. This provides a strong basis for verifying and calibrating models
designed to assess bridges’ behaviour and the redistribution of internal forces related to
deformation capacity in critical sections For instance, the information may be valuable
for re-parameterisation and/or extension of finite element models. Moreover, the test
procedure and results could be valuable in future research on system safety, redundancy
and robustness of reinforced concrete bridges.
Strengthening using CFRP is often a possible action to upgrade existing bridges. However, there is limited knowledge of the behaviour of such strengthening systems when
interacting with full-scale bridges and their impact on the bridges’ overall behaviour,
especially at the ULS. Thus, the utility of the upgrading methods should be evaluated
at both the SLS and ULS. The strengthening procedures should also be considered to
ensure that they are feasible in practice. Based on the test programme systems with both
NSM CFRP rods and prestressed CFRP laminates are available for evaluation.
Predictions generated by shear force and punching resistance models should be compared to the bridge girder and slab test data, then re-parameterised if necessary. The
ongoing project was intended to induce several shear-related failure modes, and thus
provide additional data from full-scale structures to improve such models. Hence,
particular attention was paid to shear-related aspects in the design of the monitoring
programme.
An important bridge component to assess (if present) is the prestressed and posttensioned system. Thus, the post-tensioned cables of the Kiruna Bridge were evaluated
using several techniques, both non-destructive and destructive. However, further
research is warranted, for instance related to determination of residual forces in the
cables which is essential information for accurate modelling of bridge behaviour.
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These opportunities to extend research based on the test protocols and findings from
analyses of the tested bridge could also be combined with reliability-based analytical or
numerical studies.
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Abstract
There are many beautiful old structures around the world, some of which were designed
for completely different purposes than their current applications. For example, Swedish
railway bridges were only designed to carry axle loads up to 200 kN in the beginning of
the 20th century, while modern loads can be twice as high. The traffic intensities have
also increased dramatically and the velocities are now higher than ever before. In order
to maintain old structures while the loads increase, upgrading of their load carrying
capacity may be needed. Administrative upgrading refers to increasing their nominal
capacity to withstand stresses beyond original limits by refined calculations, using real
material data, geometry and loads. This sometimes allows bridges to be upgraded with
little or no physical modification. Upgrading by strengthening refers to physical alteration
of the structure.
The objective of the studies this thesis is based upon (reported in detail in five appended
papers, designated Papers I-V) was to evaluate several strengthening systems by assessing
their in-situ effects on existing bridges.
First, a novel strengthening method involving internal post-tensioning of bridge slabs was
developed and examined in a laboratory test (Paper I). The material used in the test
consisted of two 1:3 scale trough bridge specimens, and the purpose was to study effects
of the method in a controlled (laboratory) environment. The results were encouraging
and the method was subsequently applied to a real railway bridge in Haparanda, Sweden.
To assess the method’s ability to increase load capacities, the bridge’s response to a train
load were monitored before and after strengthening (Paper II). The results showed how
the bridge’s tensile strains from the train load were completely counteracted by the posttensioning. Next, an assessment procedure, consisting of curvature monitoring was
proposed for double-trough bridges. The proposal was based on results of the field test in
Haparanda (Paper III).
In addition, the effects of two systems for strengthening post-tensioned concrete bridges
were investigated in tests using a highway bridge in Kiruna, Sweden, which was taken
out of service due to increasing ground movements. Near-surface mounted carbon fiber
reinforced polymer (CFRP) bars (Paper IV) and prestressed CFRP laminates (Paper V)
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were installed on different girders of the bridge, then loaded to failure while the structure
was monitored by a battery of sensors. The results showed that both systems can reduce
tensile strains in the steel reinforcement and improve post-tensioned bridge’s load
capacity.
In summary, the research has provided insights into the effects of several strategies for
upgrading bridges that may prolong their service life, simplify their health monitoring
and enhance the cost-effectiveness of maintaining a bridge stock.
Key words: assessment, bridges, CFRP, concrete, full-scale tests, NSM, post-tensioning,
prestressing, strengthening, upgrading.
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Sammanfattning
Det finns många vackra konstruktioner runtom i världen, varav några byggdes för helt
andra uppgifter än vad de används för idag. Svenska järnvägsbroar konstruerades till
exempel bara för att bära maximala axellaster på 20 ton vid förra sekelskiftet, medan
dagens moderna laster kan vara uppemot dubbelt så höga. Intensiteten i trafiken har
också ökat och hastigheterna är idag högre än någonsin. Uppgradering av
konstruktionernas lastkapacitet kan vara en lösning för att behålla vår befintliga
infrastruktur då belastningen ökar. Administrativ uppgradering syftar på att höja
lastkapaciteten över det ursprungliga maxvärdet genom förfinade beräkningar då man
använder sig av verkligt uppmätta och testade materialdata, geometrier och laster. På så
sätt kan en del broar uppgraderas med minsta möjliga fysiska ingrepp på konstruktionen.
Uppgradering genom förstärkning innebär däremot ett större ingrepp för att få en
starkare konstruktion.
Målet med forskningen som denna avhandling bygger på (rapporterade i fem bifogade
vetenskapliga artiklar, Paper I-V) var att utvärdera ett flertal förstärkningssystem genom
att mäta deras effekt på befintliga broar.
Första steget var att utveckla en ny metod för förstärkning av brobaneplattor med
invändigt efterspända stålvajrar i höghållfast stål. Metoden utvärderades vid ett
laboratorieförsök där två trågbroar i skala 1:3 belastades till brott (Paper I). Syftet med
försöket var att studera eventuella förstärkningseffekter under kontrollerbara förhållanden
och resultaten var så lovande att metoden i nästa steg tillämpades på en befintlig
järnvägsbro i Haparanda (Paper II). För att mäta eventuella förstärkningseffekter gjordes
belastningsförsök med samma tåg före och efter förstärkning. Resultaten visade att de
dragspänningar som tåget gav upphov till innan förstärkning blev helt motverkade av det
efterspända förstärkningssystemet. Baserat på de uppmätta lastpåkänningarna på
Haparandabron innan förstärkning, föreslogs ett tillvägagångssätt för utvärdering av
dubbeltrågbroar (Paper III).
Ytterligare två förstärkningssystem för betongbroar tillämpades och utvärderades på en
nedlagd vägbro i Kiruna. Täckskiktsmonterade (NSM) stavformade kolfiberkompositer
(CFRP) monterades på en av brons efterspända huvudbalkar (Paper IV) och förspända
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ytmonterade kolfiberlaminat monterades på en annan balk (Paper V) innan bron
belastades till brott. Bron var vid försöket utrustad med ett stort antal mätsensorer och
resultaten visade att båda systemen sänkte den befintliga dragarmeringens spänningar och
förbättrade brons lastkapacitet.
Sammantaffningsvis har forskningen gett bättre förståelse för olika sätt att uppgradera
broar. Resultaten kan bland annat användas för att förlänga broars livslängder, förenkla
deras tillståndsbedömning och optimera resursutnyttjandet för ett långsiktigt hållbart
brobestånd.
Nyckelord: utvärdering, broar, CFRP, betong, fullskaleförsök, NSM, efterspänning,
förspänning, förstärkning, uppgradering.
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Part I

1. Introduction

1.
1.1.

Introduction
Background

Many bridge structures around the world are old. For example, Bell (2004) found that
about 200,000 of 300,000 European railway bridges were more than 50 years old around
the turn of the millennium. The transportation sector is also growing rapidly, increasing
the already high stresses on the aging structures. Notably, during the last 25 years
passenger traffic has increased by 75% on the Swedish railways and the trends are similar
in other countries and transport sectors. Trains, trucks, airplanes, ships, etc. are moving
faster and carrying higher loads.
Most structures are initially designed to resist certain known stresses, the design loads,
which are based on variables such as the traffic loads at the time of design. However, a
structure is exposed to various destructive forces during its service life. The capacity to
withstand stresses is gradually reduced until it can no longer fulfil its intended functions
while providing sufficient safety for the users. The destructive forces may involve
chemical, biological and/or physical processes, and their effects are influenced by
numerous factors such as traffic intensities and quality of workmanship (Kim and
Frangopol, 2010). Preventive maintenance may be one way to slow down the
deterioration and maintain the bridge’s function, for example by keeping it clean from
vegetation, assuring a good drainage, surface protection and crack repair (Silfwerbrand,
2005). The Swedish Transport Administration is for example devoting about 10-15% of
their maintenance budget on preventive actions, whereas corrective maintenance, repair
and reconstruction comprise the remaining 85-90% (Silfwerbrand, 2010). Prognosis has
recently become an important part of condition-based maintenance of systems, and the
prognostic methods can for example be data-driven, rule based or model based. Galar et
al. (2015) therefore suggested combining some or all methods in a hybrid model for a
more complete information rendering and eventually more accurate fault-state
recognition. The hybrid models can for example be used to determine residual useful life
(RUL) values for optimized life cycle management of assets. The benefits of prognostics
may be used to improve safety, plan successful work, schedule maintenance, and reduce
maintenance costs and down time.
1
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In Proposition 2012/13:25, the Swedish Government proposed investing SEK 522
billion (EUR 58.6 billion) in the nation’s transportation infrastructure between 2014 and
2025. One of the main objectives was to enable the transportation system to meet
current and future demands related to sustainability and structural resistance (Swedish
Government, 2012). Environmentally friendly projects or activities with broad
socioeconomic benefits that both increased transportation capacity and improved
utilization rates were prioritized. Two recent European projects addressing these
questions were Sustainable Bridges (2007) and Mainline (2014). The Swedish
Proposition recommended 20% increased spendings on relevant infrastructure, with a
substantially increased focus on strengthening and refurbishment. The Proposition was
approved and provided foundations for a development plan for the transportation system
that was established in 2014 (Swedish Government, 2014). The Swedish Transport
Administration therefore revised their national strategies for operation and maintenance,
with clear directives for intensified maintenance of bridges (Trafikverket, 2014).
Several monitoring approaches and criteria have gained in importance for intervention
planning during the past decade and are increasingly applied in decisions regarding new
and existing structures. Notably, minimization of expected life cycle costs is increasingly
often a major consideration when deciding whether or not a structure should be
strengthened (Jalayer et al. 2011). However, the reliability of life cycle cost evaluations
inevitably depends on the accuracy and precision of the inputs. Sources of significant
uncertainties may include the loading and structural modelling parameters. Thus, Faber
et al. (2000) recommended proof loading to check the reliability and reduce the
uncertainties of assessments of aging bridges. This approach was also advocated by
Frangopol and Estes (1997), who further noted that many uncertainties are site-specific
and can be reduced or even eliminated by appropriate tests. Caprani et al. (2008) took
the approach a step further, suggesting that bridges can often safely carry the site-specific
traffic loads, even if they lack the nominal capacity to resist the notational load for the
network or road class. In addition to a structural capacity assessment they recommended
accurate assessment of actual traffic loads, partly to allow avoidance of unnecessary repairs
or replacement (with potentially large savings), particularly for relatively lightly trafficked
bridges. Frangopol et al. (2008) showed that monitoring data, used for updating
prediction models, have a direct impact on intervention strategies, enabling efficient
spending of available budgets.
As noted by Power (2008), strengthening existing structures has several economic and
environmental advantages over demolition and reconstruction, hence strengthening
should have greater priority. The benefits she pointed out include reductions in material
transportation costs and landfill disposals, increased reuse of materials, and consistency
with the need to adopt governmental policies that foster the development of
environmentally friendly technologies and the skills to apply them.
In 2014, a European rail initiative (SHIFT2RAIL) was launched to promote the
European Comissions desire to shift road- to rail transport. By working towards the
creation of a single European railway area, the commission hopes to achieve a more
competitive and resource-efficient transport system in Europe. As a part of the Horizon
2020 programme for economic growth, SHIFT2RAIL aims to double the capacity of the
rail system, increase its reliability and service quality by 50%, all while halving the
2
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lifecycle costs. However, to cope with the growing capacity and mobility demands,
much of the existing infrastructure (bridges for example) will need strengthening.
Research is therefore needed to identify and develop innovative, as well as cost-efficient
methods for improving the load capacity of the existing rail infrastructure. Recent
conferences on this theme were for example hosted by the International Associations for
Bridge Maintenance and Safety (IABMAS, 2014), Bridge and Structural Engineering
(IABSE, 2015), and Life-Cycle Civil Engineering (IALCCE, 2014).

1.2.

Hypothesis, objective and research questions

Main hypothesis

Prestressing additional reinforcement
enhances the strengthening effects in
the SLS.

Main objective

To validate strengthening systems by
assessing their in-situ effects on
existing bridges.

Research strategy
How

Whyy

State-of-the-art studies,
evaluating suitable
strengthening options,
laboratory- and fieldtests, suggesting
strengthening methods.

Where to

Existing bridges may
need higher load
capacities due to
increased traffic
demands

What

Finding the most
suitable strengthening
method for each
problem.

Evaluate suitable
strengthening methods
for concrete bridges.

3
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Research questions
1. What are the strengthening effects of internal post-tensioning of trough bridge
slabs and are there any differences to internal non-stressed strengthening?
2. What are the differences between prestressed and non-stressed strengthening of a
post-tensioned bridge?
3. What are the limitations of the tested strengthening systems?

1.3.

Limitations

Like all studies, the research this thesis is based upon was subject to several limitations.
Bridge structures’ load capacities might need to be raised for various reasons. There are
also a number of ways to increase them, and the optimal approach will depend on
numerous factors, such as structural properties, type of loading, environmental
conditions, resources and time constraints. The primary limitation of the research
considered here was the focus on improving the load capacity of existing concrete
bridges, largely by strengthening. Secondly, the research has focused on short-term
(instantaneous) effects of the considered systems, and no effects of dynamic loads or
environmental factors have been addressed. Thirdly, only two laboratory tests were
carried out during the research project, due to resource limitations, and the choice of test
objects for the field tests was governed by the scarcity of available real bridges for
strengthening and testing (especially to failure).

1.4.

Scientific approach

The research presented in this doctoral thesis followed the general approach for scientific
studies at Luleå University of Technology. The research area was improving the load
capacity of concrete bridges. A literature review was first conducted, to obtain an
understanding of current knowledge of key relevant issues (needs and methods for
improving the load capacity of concrete bridges) and identify research gaps. Next, a
research hypothesis was formulated: that prestressing additional reinforcement enhances
strengthening effects generally, and at the serviceability limit state (SLS) particularly.
Three research questions were also formulated (see section 1.2).
In the following steps the hypothesis was tested, and the research questions were
addressed, by conducting quantitative studies in the form of two laboratory tests and two
field tests. Finally, the quantitative data were analyzed and then presented in both this
thesis and five appended peer-reviewed papers (three published and two submitted; see
below). Several other publications concerning aspects of the research project, but not
appended, are listed in section 1.6.
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1.5.

Appended papers

1.5.1.
Paper I
“Transversal Post Tensioning of RC Trough Bridges – Laboratory Tests” by Jonny Nilimaa,
Thomas Blanksvärd, Björn Täljsten and Lennart Elfgren, published in Nordic Concrete
Research, Vol. 46, No. 2, December 2012, pp. 57 – 74.
Paper I presents results from laboratory tests of trough bridges. More specifically, the
effects of strengthening 1/3 scale specimens by transversal post-tensioning of the slab
were examined. My contributions were planning and performing the tests, analyzing the
results and writing the paper.

1.5.2.
Paper II
“Unbonded Transverse Posttensioning of a Railway Bridge in Haparanda, Sweden” by Jonny
Nilimaa, Thomas Blanksvärd, Björn Täljsten and Lennart Elfgren, published in Journal of
Bridge Engineering, Vol. 19, No. 3, March 2014, Article ID 04013001.
Paper II presents a field test of a 53-year-old railway bridge before and after
strengthening in the transverse direction with eight unbonded post-tensioned steel bars.
My contributions were planning, managing and evaluating the tests, designing and
applying the strengthening and writing the paper.

1.5.3.
Paper III
“Assessment of concrete double-trough bridges” by Jonny Nilimaa, Thomas Blanksvärd and
Björn Täljsten, published in Journal of Civil Structural Health Monitoring, Vol. 5, No. 1,
February 2015, pp. 29 – 36.
Paper III proposes two approaches for assessing concrete double-trough bridges through
load response monitoring. The proposals were based on a field test that I planned,
managed and evaluated. I also wrote the paper.

1.5.4.
Paper IV
“NSM CFRP strengthening and failure loading of a post-tensioned concrete bridge” by Jonny
Nilimaa, Niklas Bagge, Thomas Blanksvärd and Björn Täljsten, submitted to Journal of
Composites for Construction in April 2015.
Paper IV presents a field test in which girders of an obsolete post-tensioned concrete
bridge were strengthened with near-surface mounted carbon fiber reinforcement fiber
(NSM CFRP) bars and prestressed CFRP laminates. The bridge was subjected to load
tests before the reinforcements, and after them (to failure) to assess their strengthening
effects. This paper focuses on effects of the bars. My contributions were planning and
managing the tests, applying the strengthening, evaluating the results, and writing the
paper.
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1.5.5.
Paper V
“Validation of an innovative prestressed CFRP laminate system for strengthening post-tensioned
concrete bridges” by Jonny Nilimaa, Thomas Blanksvärd, Niklas Bagge, Reza Haghani,
Mohammad Al-Emrani and Björn Täljsten, submitted to Composites Part B: Engineering in
April 2015.
Paper V presents results of effects of the prestressed CFRP laminates mentioned above
(see Paper IV). My contributions were planning and managing the tests, applying the
strengthening, evaluating the results, and writing the paper.

1.6.

Additional publications

I have been involved in a number of other studies and publications related to focal topics
of the thesis, but not appended, including those listed below.
1.6.1.
Journal papers
“Instrumentation and Full-Scale Test of a Post-Tensioned Concrete Bridge” by Niklas Bagge,
Jonny Nilimaa, Thomas Blanksvärd and Lennart Elfgren, published in Nordic Concrete
Research, Vol. 51, December 2014, pp. 63 – 83.
“Maintenance and Renewal of Concrete Rail Bridges: Results from EC project MAINLINE” by
Jonny Nilimaa, Jens Häggström, Niklas Bagge, Thomas Blanksvärd, Gabriel Sas, Ulf
Ohlsson, Lars Bernspång, Björn Täljsten, Lennart Elfgren, Anders Carolin and Björn
Paulsson, published in Nordic Concrete Research, Vol. 50, August 2014, pp. 25 – 28.
“Upgrading the Haparanda Bridge: Unbonded Posttensioning” by Jonny Nilimaa, published in
Nordic Concrete Research, Vol. 50, December 2014, pp. 425 – 428.
“Reinforced concrete T-beams externally prestressed with unbonded carbon fiber-reinforced polymer
tendons” by Anders Bennitz, Jacob W. Schmidt, Jonny Nilimaa, Björn Täljsten, Per
Goltermann and Dorthe L. Ravn, published in ACI Structural Journal, Vol. 109, No. 4,
July 2012, pp. 521 – 530.

1.6.2.
Conference papers
“Loading to failure of a 55 year old prestressed concrete bridge” by Niklas Bagge, Jonny
Nilimaa, Gabriel Sas, Thomas Blanksvärd, Lennart Elfgren, Yongming Tu and Anders
Carolin, published in Proceedings of the IABSE Workshop Helsinki 2015 : Safety, Robustness
and Condition Assessments of Structures, Helsinki, Finland, February 11 – 12, 2015.
“Test to failure of a steel truss bridge: Calibration of assessment methods” by Thomas
Blanksvärd, Jens Häggström, Jonny Nilimaa, Natalia Sabourova, Niklas Grip, Björn
Täljsten, Lennart Elfgren, Anders Carolin, Björn Paulsson and Yongming Tu, published
in Proceedings of the Seventh International Conference of Bridge Maintenance, Safety and
Management, Shanghai, China, July 7 – 11, 2014.
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“Extending the life of elderly rail bridges by strengthening” by Jonny Nilimaa, Thomas
Blanksvärd, Björn Täljsten, Lennart Elfgren, Anders Carolin and Björn Paulsson,
published in Proceedings of the Seventh International Conference of Bridge Maintenance, Safety
and Management, Shanghai, China, July 7 – 11, 2014.
“Extended Life of Railway Bridges, Results from EC-FP7-project MAINLINE” by Jonny
Nilimaa, Thomas Blanksvärd, Björn Täljsten, Lennart Elfgren, Anders Carolin and Björn
Paulsson, published in Proceedings of the IABSE Confrence Rotterdam: Assessment, Upgrading
and Refurbishment of Infrastructure, Rotterdam, Holland, May 6 – 8, 2013.
“Post-tensioning of reinforced concrete trough bridge decks” by Jonny Nilimaa, Thomas
Blanksvärd and Björn Täljsten, published in Proceedings of the International FIB symposium
2012, Stockholm, Sweden, June 11 – 14, 2012.
“Strengthening of concrete structures with carbon fibre reinforced polymers (CFRP): case studies” by
Gabriel Sas, Thomas Blanksvärd, Jonny Nilimaa, Björn Täljsten, Lennart Elfgren, Anders
Bennitz and Anders Carolin, published in Proceedings of the International FIB symposium
2012, Stockholm, Sweden, June 11 – 14, 2012.
“Flexural-shear failure of a full scale tested RC bridge strengthened with NSM CFRP” by Björn
Täljsten, Jonny Nilimaa, Thomas Blanksvärd and Gabriel Sas, published in Proceedings of
the Conference on Structural Health Monitoring of Intelligent Infrastructure 2011, Cancún,
Mexico, December 11 – 15, 2011.

1.6.3.
Technical reports
“Post-tensioning of reinforced concrete trough bridge decks – Laboratory tests” by Jonny Nilimaa,
Thomas Blanksvärd and Björn Täljsten, Luleå University of Technology, 2012.
“Upgrading of the Haparanda bridge – A case study” by Jonny Nilimaa, Thomas Blanksvärd
and Björn Täljsten, Luleå University of Technology, 2012.

1.6.4.
Licentiate thesis
“Upgrading concrete bridges: post-tensioning for higher loads” by Jonny Nilimaa, Luleå
University of Technology, 2013.
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2.

Assessing and
strengthening bridges

Appropriate maintenance, repair and upgrading, at appropriate times, are essential to
ensure that bridges remain safe, durable, aesthetically pleasing and functional. At all times
a bridge’s performance parameters should at least meet pre-defined minimum thresholds,
e.g. the designed structural resistance (CEN, 2002). However, all bridges are exposed to
various kinds of deterioration and a certain degree of structural degeneration is
inevitable. Most bridge management systems (BMS) therefore include regular
maintenance activities to counter detoriation and delay the need for more resourceconsuming actions.
While the general aim of maintenance is to reduce degradation rates, the general aim of
repair is to restore the original characteristics of the structure (Yang et al., 2006), and
upgrading refers to efforts to improve the structure’s properties beyond the initial
characteristics (either administratively, by changing nominal capacities, or by
strengthening). Strengthening can be used for both repair and upgrading.

2.1.
2.1.1.

Structural health
Defects and degradation

Six basic types of bridge defects (contamination, deformation, deterioration,
discontinuity, displacement, and material loss) were distinguished by Helmerich (2007) in
the European integrated research project – Sustainable Bridges. According to
Maksymowicz et al. (2006) the main degradation mechanisms can be classified as
physical, chemical or biological, as illustrated in Fig 2.1. However, CEN (2008) further
distinguished mechanical actions and fire as two individual main types of degradation
(both are considered as physical degradation in Fig. 2.1).
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Degradation mechanisms

Physical

Chemical

Biological

Creep

Alkali-silica reaction

Accumulation of dirt,
waste or unplanned
vegetation

Fatigue

Carbonation

Fire

Corrosion

Foundation disturbance

Crystallization

Frost action

Leaching

Overloading

Oil reactions

Shrinkage

Salt and acid reactions

Physiological process of
living organisms

Water penetration

Figure 2.1 – Degradation mechanisms of bridges.
The mechanisms are summarized in Table 2.1. Creep refers to inelastic material strains
caused by long-term loads. Fatigue is material degradation and cracking caused by
repeated cyclic loads. The fatigue behaviour of steel reinforcement is similar to that of
elements in steel constructions. The fatigue-relevant parameters are the stress range, the
number of stress cycles and discontinuities in both the cross-section and layout of the
steel reinforcement, which result in stress concentrations at possible fatigue damage
locations. Fatigue failure of steel reinforcement can be divided into a crack initiation
phase, a steady crack propagation phase and brittle fracture of the remaining section
(Mainline, 2012). Fire or other sources of high temperatures directly on or under a
bridge can impair the material properties. Foundation disturbance refers to geometrical
alterations and redistribution of internal stresses caused by foundation movement which
can be triggered by floods, mining activities, earthquakes or incorrect design. Frost action
is the expansion and contraction of pore water due to freezing and thawing. If the
expansion cannot be accommodated by the pore system, but is restrained by the
surrounding material, it induces tensile stresses in the concrete. The tensile stresses result
in deep cracks, affecting the strength, stiffness, and fracture energy of the concrete, as
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well as the bond strength between reinforcement and surrounding concrete (Shih et al.,
1988). Factors increasing frost actions include: high water/cement (w/c) ratios (> 0.6),
low air contents, fine porous aggregates, mineral additives like cinder, structures
absorbing ground water, and moist ballast in railway bridge troughs (Gaal, 2004;
REHABCON, 2004). Overloading refers to loads exceeding designed bridge loads, caused
by events such as floods, earthquakes, collisions or other accidents. Shrinkage affects
bridges through deformation constraints in elements. Water penetration is accumulation of
water in undesirable places, usually caused by inefficient drainage or waterproofing
systems.
Alkali-silica reactions are complex chemical reactions between the alkali hydroxides in the
hydrated concrete and certain siliceous aggregates (Bijen, 1989; REHABCON, 2004).
The reactions result in water absorption and the resulting stresses can be sufficient to
crack the concrete. The reactions are slow and may proceed for many years before visual
signs of damage appear (Mainline, 2012). Carbonation refers to reactions between
atmospheric carbon dioxide and hydroxides in the concrete, forming carbonates and
water. Due to the consumption of hydroxides, the pH falls below 9.0. Factors increasing
the concrete’s likelihood to carbonate include: low CaO contents, high CO2 diffusion
constants, high w/c ratios, cracks, low concrete strength, the presence of mineral
additives, and inadequate curing of concrete in moist environments (Bijen, 1989; Gaal,
2004). Corrosion is oxidation of metallic reinforcement, an expansive reaction that
initiates concrete cracks and spalling with material loss. Corrosion will also reduce bonds
between reinforcement and concrete (REHABCON, 2004). Crystallization refers to
formation of expanding salt crystals in pores of the concrete, which increases tensile
stresses and reduces the concrete’s strength. Oil reactions are reactions between oil and
calcium hydroxide in concrete. Salt and acid reactions are chemical reactions that change
the chemical properties of the concrete, reducing the pH and/or increasing the salt
concentration. Salt reactions are triggered by aggressive sulfate-rich environments like
seawater, soils and sites of applications of de-icing salts, while acid reactions are triggered
by the presence of substances including carbon dioxide, ammonium, magnesium and
strong mineral acids, e.g. sulfuric, hydrochloric, or nitric acid (Gaal, 2004).
Accumulation of dirt, waste or unplanned vegetation includes accumulations of organic or
non-organic contaminants via either environmental processes or human activities.
Various Physiological processes of living organisms (e.g. bacteria or animals) can cause bridge
defects, essentially through various combinations of the mechanisms listed above
(Maksymowicz et al., 2006).
Table 2.1 – Basic types of defects in concrete bridges and causal mechanisms.

Defect

Characteristics

Cause

Contamination

Accumulation of unwanted
constituents, contaminants or
impurities, e.g. salt, graffiti and
oil.

Accumulation of dirt, waste or
unplanned vegetation
Alkali - silica reaction
Corrosion
Fire
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Leaching
Living organisms
Oil reactions
Salt and acid reactions
Water penetration
Deformation

Geometrical changes that are
incompatible with the design, e.g.
deflection, torsion and dilatation.

Crystallization
Creep
Fire
Foundation disturbance
Overloading
Shrinkage

Deterioration

Disadvantageous changes of
physical or chemical features of
the structure, e.g. reduced frost
resistance, embrittlement and
increased permeability.

Alkali - silica reaction
Carbonation
Corrosion
Crystallization
Fatigue
Fire
Frost action
Leaching
Living organisms
Oil reactions
Salt and acid reactions
Water penetration

Discontinuity

Breaks in the structure’s material
continuity that are incompatible
with the design, e.g. cracks,
delamination and fracture.

Corrosion
Crystallization
Fatigue
Fire
Foundation disturbance
Frost action
Overloading
Shrinkage

Displacement

Changed location of structural
components, not associated with
deformation, e.g. rotation and
translation.

Accumulation of dirt, waste or
unplanned vegetation
Foundation disturbance
Overloading

Material loss

Loss of material that reduces a
cross-section.

Corrosion
Crystallization
Fire
Frost action
Living organisms
Overloading
Water penetration
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2.1.2.

Structural health monitoring

Structural health monitoring (SHM) was initially developed in the airplane and space
industry, the basic idea being to continuously monitor critical structural parts (Farrar and
Worden, 2007). Typical health problems are then detected at an early stage, before they
affect the structural integrity of the monitored object. Thus, severe health problems can
be rectified immediately, while minor problems can be addressed in the regular
maintenance program (Hejll, 2007). SHM strategies vary, depending on the type of
structure involved, its geometrical properties, loading, timeframe, and evaluation
method.
Farrar and Worden (2007) defined SHM as a process of damage identification, providing
information on the current condition of civil infrastructure. It is often used for condition
assessment and monitoring, as well as predicting future hazards (Kim and Frangopol,
2008). The key aims of SHM are to assess the structural integrity of the monitored asset
to prevent failure, predict its residual service life, and provide a decision tool for
maintenance and strengthening strategies (Frangopol et al., 2008).
Different structures and structural components require different health monitoring
strategies, e.g. monitoring of concrete cracking requires one strategy, while vibration
monitoring requires another. The original cause of any detected structural health
problem needs to be identified in order to determine the most appropriate monitoring
approach. Typical monitoring and validation targets for SHM include structural stresses,
displacements, rotations, vibrations, strains, and concentrations of potentially detrimental
chemicals. Environmental parameters might also be targeted for monitoring, for example
temperature, humidity, wind and traffic (Atkan et al., 2003).
The loading situation is another important factor to consider when formulating a SHM
strategy, for example long-term low-frequency monitoring may be optimal for systems
subject to static loading, while shorter term high-frequency monitoring may be needed
for systems subject to dynamic loading (Quaegebeur et al., 2010). In this kind of context,
short-term monitoring often refers to examination of structures at a specific point in
time, and is generally initiated if a deficiency or damage has been detected during a visual
inspection, while “continuous” and “long-term” monitoring respectively refer to
monitoring programs extending over years to decades (Mufti et al. 2003) and the service
life of the structure. Data collection at certain intervals is defined as periodic monitoring,
and can be either regular, conducted at specific intervals, or triggered (i.e. initiated) by
specific events, e.g. a measured parameter exceeding a threshold value (Hejll, 2007).
2.1.3.

SHM of Bridges

Mufti (2002) defined the objective of SHM as “accurate and efficient monitoring of insitu behaviour of structures, performance assessment under various service loads,
deterioration- and damage detection, and determination of the structure’s health or
condition”. The SHM system should be able to provide reliable information concerning
the safety and integrity of the structure, and the information should be automatically
incorporated into bridge maintenance and management strategies. The collected
information can greatly facilitate efforts to improve design guidelines by providing real,
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in situ data on key parameters and deterioration rates. Sufficiently sensitive SHM can also
enable short-term verification of innovative designs, early detection of problems,
avoidance of failures, effective allocation of resources, and maintenance cost reductions.
According to Ko and Ni (2005) SHM systems for bridges can generally:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Validate design assumptions and parameters with the potential benefit of
improving design specifications and guidelines for future similar structures;
Detect anomalies in loading and responses, and possible damage/deterioration at
early stages, thereby facilitating efforts to ensure structural and operational safety;
Provide real-time information for safety assessment immediately after disasters and
extreme events;
Provide evidence and guidelines for planning and prioritizing bridge inspection,
maintenance and repair;
Provide evidence of the effectiveness of maintenance, retrofit and repair works;
Provide massive amounts of in situ data for leading-edge research in bridge
engineering, such as wind- and earthquake-resistant designs, new structural types
and smart material applications.

Today, SHM is widely used and various SHM systems have been implemented on
bridges all around the world. Examples of systems applied in Sweden have been
described by authors including Leander and Karoumi (2012), Peeters et al. (2009),
Karoumi et al. (2009), Karoumi and Andersson (2007) and Täljsten et al. (2007a, b).
Systems applied in other parts of Europe have been described (inter alia) by Oth and
Picozzi (2012), Hoult et al. (2010) and Magalhães et al. (2008), while systems applied
elsewhere have been described (inter alia) by Fujino and Siringoringo (2011), Farhey
(2005), Sun et al. (2009) and Moyo and Tait (2010). Recent guidelines for monitoring
railway bridges were proposed by Mainline (2015) and Sustainable Bridges (2007).
2.1.4.

Health inspection practices and tools

The fastest type of bridge inspection is a simple visual examination. However, while
visual inspections can provide information about bridges’ external condition, more
refined methods are needed to assess their internal health. In order to inspect a bridge
without harming it, non-destructive inspection (NDI) methods are recommended.
Helmerich (2007) divided such methods that are currently available into seven main
groups: visual inspections; simple NDI; and electromagnetic, acoustic, radiographic,
electrochemical, and thermographic methods.
Visual inspections provide information on visual signs of the bridge’s condition, such as
cracks, discoloration, deformation, etc., and are typically conducted from ground level.
Most countries have national standards for conducting visual inspections, analyzing the
results, and compiling inspection records, which are usually kept in the form of a bridge
specific book, inspection sheets, or a database incorporated directly in the BMS. Visual
inspections may be extended to include ‘indirect’ or ‘internal’ inspections using tools
such as endoscopes or videoscopes.
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In simple NDI the inspector uses simple manual tools rather than extensive or
sophisticated equipment. Typical inspection parameters include concrete carbonation
depths, coating thicknesses, sclerometric hardness, and dye penetration. The methods
involved are characteristically easy to apply and only provide information on the
structure’s surface layers.
Electromagnetic inspection methods involve use of transmitted or reflected
electromagnetic waves to generate visual reproductions of the structural geometry. They
can be used to measure thicknesses and/or detect delamination, large voids,
reinforcement, and moisture in concrete. Electromagnetic methods include impulse- and
ground-penetrating radar measurements, which have several advantages, including (for
instance) the ability to rapidly scan large surfaces to locate reinforcement (Hola and
Schabiwicz, 2010).
Acoustic inspection methods like ultrasonic echo or impact-echo analyses are widely
used for NDI of concrete structures (Algernon et al., 2008). Typical applications are
thickness measurements, detection of internal structural defects, and tendon duct
inspections of post-tensioned concrete structures (Krause et a., 1997). While
tomographic methods require access from two sides of the structure, echo methods can
be applied from just one side, making them easier and more practical in inaccessible
environments.
Radiographic inspection involves use of electromagnetic radiation, for example x-rays or
gamma rays, to assess solid structures. Radiography is capable of detecting any feature in
a component or structure, provided that it is sufficiently thick and/or has sufficiently
distinct density. The main types of distinguishable defects are pores and other voids, as
they have sharply differing density from the surrounding material (McCann and Forde,
2001).
Electrochemical inspections of concrete structures are mainly used to detect corrosion
(McCann and Forde, 2001), using (for instance) a half-cell potential system to measure
the potential of an embedded steel reinforcement rod relative to a reference half-cell
placed on the concrete surface. Varying degrees of corrosion risk can be identified by
differences in the potential or resistivity, high potential indicating high risk. These
changes in resistivity can be related to the ability of corrosion currents to flow through
the concrete, which is a function of its w/c ratio, moisture content, and salt content. For
example, Boubitsas et al. (2014) showed that reinforcement corrosion often initiates at a
salt threshold value of about 1% by weight of binder in Swedish marine concrete
structures.
Thermography is a surface thermal radiation measurement technique, used to localize
variations in structures’ surface temperatures caused by defects or anomalies. There are
two main types of thermographic inspection: active and passive. In the former an
external thermal source is used to excite the focal structure and reduce environmental
influences on the results, while surface radiation is used to identify structural defects in
passive methods, so the results are more sensitive to bad weather conditions (Hung et al.,
2009). Infrared thermography can also be used to evaluate the bond properties of FRPstrengthened concrete bridges (Ghosh and Karbhari, 2011).
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2.2.

Assessment

The procedure for designing and constructing bridges follows a number of prescribed
customs and regulations to produce safe and sustainable structures. However, the design
working life of a bridge is long, 100 years according to the European building codes
(Eurocodes; CEN, 2002), and many circumstances during this time can induce the need
for a safety assessment. For example, a bridge may be subjected to various kinds of
deteriorating processes, mechanical damage, or other type of degenerating action, raising
doubts about its current safety or functionality. There may also be changes in its
requirements and practical applications, resulting (for example) in a need to raise the load
carrying capacity. Therefore, a standardized assessment procedure was proposed in the
guidelines for load and resistance assessment of existing European railway bridges (SBLRA, 2007). The recommended procedure depends on the type of uncertainty and can
thus be carried out on a single element, a group of elements, a single bridge, or a series of
bridges. The type of action contemplated also influences the assessment, which may be
performed for the serviceability limit state (SLS), fatigue limit state (FLS), durability limit
state (DLS), or ultimate limit state (ULS). For example, in SLS and FLS assessments of
railway bridges, particular attention should be paid to ballast stability and comfort
requirements. The assessment procedure, illustrated in Fig. 2.2, starts when doubts about
a bridge’s structural integrity are addressed and may include three phases: initial,
intermediate, and enhanced. Similar assessment procedures were proposed in ISO
16311-2 (ISO, 2014).
Phase I (initial assessment) of a load capacity assessment typically starts with evaluation of
the bridge’s current condition by visual inspections and studies of existing documents.
The aim during this phase is to identify bridge defects, for example contamination,
discontinuities, or displacements, and needs for more detailed investigations. The
outcome of the initial assessment will depend on whether the initial doubts were
confirmed or rejected. More details on the assessment procedure for concrete railway
bridges can be found in Plos et al. (2007).
An intermediate assessment (undertaken if the doubts investigated in phase I are
confirmed) will include iterations of empirical investigations, calculations and structural
evaluations to determine more accurately the bridge’s properties, condition and safety.
The optimal methods will be case-specific for each bridge, depending on the objective of
the assessment and the bridge’s properties. Decisions on further actions will depend on
perceived advantages, disadvantages, costs and environmental aspects of possible
solutions. Concrete bridge assessments in phase II are particularly focused on
investigating in-situ material properties and boundary conditions to be used in refined
design calculations in phase III (Jensen et al., 2007).
The final phase (III) involves the most detailed evaluations, potentially including
extensive laboratory and field tests, and ideally non-linear (NL) analysis (Jensen et al.
2007), to determine the bridge’s load carrying capacity accurately and identify the
optimal strategy for maintaining, repairing, upgrading or replacing it. NL analysis has
substantial potential for administratively increasing the load capacity, as shown for
example by Plos (2002). However, Schlune and Plos (2008) recommended FE-models
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from design to be updated with data from on-site measurements before assessing existing
structures. In that way, uncertainties may be eliminated before determining the residual
load capacity and the need for strengthening, repair or replacement. According to Casas
et al. (2010) and Wisniewski et al. (2012), the main tools for enhanced assessment of
bridges include:
x
x
x
x
x

Reliability-based methods;
System safety, redundancy and robustness analyses;
In-situ load evaluation;
Inspection, monitoring and model updating;
Proof loading.

A study of enhanced assessment tools has been presented by Bagge (2014).
Doubts

PHASE 1 – INITIAL
Site visit
Study of documents
Simple calculations

Doubts confirmed

Yes

PHASE 2 – INTERMEDIATE
Material investigations
Detailed calculations/analysis
Further inspections and monitoring

No
Compliance
with codes and
regulations?

No

Simple repair or
strengthening solves
problem?

Yes

No

Yes

PHASE 3 – ENHANCED
Refined calculations/analysis
Laboratory examinations and
field testing
Statistical modelling
Reliability-based assessment
Economic decision analysis

Simple
strengthening of
bridge
Update maintenance,
inspection and
monitoring strategy

Yes

Sufficient load
capacity? Acceptable
serviceability?
No

Unchanged use
of bridge

Redefine use and
update maintenance,
inspection and
monitoring strategy

Strengthening of
bridge

Demolition of
bridge

Figure 2.2 – Flowchart for assessment of concrete bridges. Redrawn from UIC
(2009) and SB-LRA (2007)
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2.3.

Strengthening

Numerous existing concrete bridges are in need of some type of health intervention in
order to function adequately and meet current and anticipated demands. For example, as
already mentioned, about two-thirds of the railway bridge stock in Europe is over 50
years old (Bell, 2004), and the old structures were not designed for the high stresses
caused by modern rail traffic. Similar trends are also affecting highway bridges.
Furthermore, several studies have shown that the actual service life of a bridge, until
demolition, is often much shorter than the design life. For example, a study of the
bridges demolished due to deterioration in Sweden between 1990 and 2005 showed they
had an average ultimate life of 68 (rather than 100) years (Mattsson et al., 2008). Bridges
can potentially be upgraded to permit carriage of heavier modern traffic flows and extend
their service life by refined design calculations or strengthening. In such cases the refined
design calculations comprise numerical or analytical capacity assessments using actual
material properties, updated design procedures and current load models. However, some
structures cannot be saved simply by design refinements and can therefore only be
upgraded by strengthening or (in worst case scenarios) replacement.
The most common type of railway bridge in Sweden is the concrete trough bridge, the
name arising from its trough-like appearance, and similar ballasted girder slab bridges are
common in many other countries. A previous full-scale, ultimate load assessment,
reported in Puurula et al. (2014), showed that the slab is the weakest element of trough
bridges, and that it must be strengthened in the transverse direction between the main
beams to increase allowable loads. For other types of concrete bridges, the load capacity
may be governed by factors other than the slab capacity, different structural elements for
example.
In addition to increasing the cross-sections, there are four other life-extending
strengthening approaches, as illustrated in Fig. 2.3:
a)
b)
c)
d)

External unbonded reinforcement;
External bonded reinforcement;
Near-surface mounted (NSM) reinforcement;
Internal bonded or unbonded reinforcement.

However, the main difference between possible options from a bridge designer’s
perspective is whether the reinforcement is introduced in a slack form or subjected to
some kind of prestress (pre- or post-tensioning). The aim of using prestressed
reinforcement is reducing tensile strains in the concrete, increasing the utilization of the
high-strength reinforcement, delaying crack initiation, reducing crack widths, and
reducing structural deformations (Collins and Mitchell, 1997).
Traditionally steel was almost invariably used to reinforce concrete structures, but today
diverse composite reinforcement materials with varying properties are available, such as
Fiber Reinforced Polymers (FRP). This diversity provides abundant scope for choosing
reinforcement materials to meet most types of structural, environmental and aesthetic
demands. The material properties for a selection of common composites and adhesive
agents are summarized in Fig. 2.4 and Table 2.2, respectively.
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d)

a)

b)

c)
a) External unbonded b) External bonded

c) NSM

d) Internal bonded/unbonded

Figure 2.3 – Schematic diagram of types of strengthening systems.
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Figure 2.4 – Material properties of typical fibers used in construction.
Properties adapted from Täljsten et al. (2011).
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Table 2.2 – Properties of typical adhesives used in construction, adapted from
Täljsten et al. (2011)
Property

Polyester

Epoxy

Vinyl ester

Density (kg/m3)

1200-1400

1200-1400

1150-1350

Tensile strength (MPa)

34-104

55-130

73-81

Young’s modulus (GPa)

2.1-3.5

2.7-4.1

3.0-3.5

Ultimate strain (%)

1.0-6.5

1.5-9.0

4.0-5.0

Poisson’s ratio (-)

0.35-0.39

0.38-0.40

0.36-0.39

FRPs are today widely accepted and often the preferred choice for repairing,
strengthening and retrofitting concrete structures. The advantages of FRPs, compared to
more conventional construction materials, include high strength-to-weight ratios,
corrosion resistance, electromagnetic neutrality, durability and formability. Composite
materials can be formed into almost any shape and are therefore suitable for applying to
complex structural components. Using FRPs often provides strengthening more quickly
and cheaply, with lower maintenance costs, than other options. However, FRPs have
relatively low axial stiffness and transverse strength, making prestressed tendons difficult
to anchor mechanically. Another concern for designers regarding FRPs is their lack of
ductility and plastic deformation, which can lead to sudden and violent failures without
warning, especially in prestressed concrete members. Fortunately, this can be avoided by
over-reinforcing so the concrete will crush before the tensile FRP ruptures. Another
way to increase the ductility of FRP-reinforced concrete structures is to induce a
pseudo-ductile failure mode by using a reinforcing system consisting of multiple bar
types or reinforcement layers at different strain levels (Noël, 2013). Mahal (2015) also
demonstrated that CFRP strengthening may improve the ductility of concrete beams
suffering from fatigue induced failures. It should be noted that long-term costs of FRP
reinforced structures can be very low, relative to other options, from a life cycle cost
perspective (Grace et al., 2012) although FRP materials are often regarded as expensive.
Several general guidelines for FRP strengthening have been presented (e.g. ACI, 2008;
FIB, 2001; FIB, 2006; Täljsten, 2006; Täljsten et al., 2011).

2.3.1.
External unbonded reinforcement
External unbonded reinforcement is typically installed on concrete beams for posttensioning purposes, but it has also been applied on bridge decks and box-girder bridges
(PTI, 2006). The most common systems for strengthening existing concrete beams are
end-anchored tendons stretching freely along the exterior sides of the beams. Such
tendons traditionally consist of high strength steel alloys (Naaman, 1987; Naaman, 1990;
Tan and Ng, 1997; Ng and Tan, 2006), but recent research has focused on composite
alternatives (Bennitz et al., (2012a). The objective for external post-tensioning is similar
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to that of prestressing, i.e. to make the concrete work in compression while the tensile
stresses are reduced and resisted by the post-tensioned members.
Unbonded post-tensioning is particularly suitable for retrofitting and strengthening
concrete structures because it can be applied quickly and conveniently. Unlike structures
with a bonded strengthening solution, which cannot be exposed to live loads until the
adhesive has hardened, unbonded strengthening systems can be in service even during
strengthening (Nilimaa et al., 2014). The advantages of external post-tensioning include
good accessibility (for monitoring and maintenance), reductions in frictional prestress
losses and the use of replaceable or restressable tendons. The disadvantages are mainly
connected to the open exposure and include increased risks of accidental, mechanical,
environmental or chemical impacts.
A drawback of end-anchored FRP systems, especially CFRP tendons, is the fibers’ low
resistance to lateral forces, acting perpendicular to the fiber direction. This has often
resulted in premature tendon failures at loads considerably below the fibers’ ultimate
capacity, thereby failing to exploit the advantages of FRPs. However, several anchoring
systems have been successfully developed that avoid high lateral stresses in the anchoring
zones and enable high utilization of the tendons’ capacity (Al-Mayah et al., 2006; AlMayah et al., 2007; Schmidt et al., 2010; Schmidt et al., 2011).
There are two types of anchors for external unbonded tendons: bonded sleeve and
mechanical wedge. A bonded sleeve anchor consists of an outer sleeve filled with an
adhesive agent and the inserted tendon. The suitability of various types of cementitious
and resin-based adhesives for this application have been investigated, but sufficient
anchoring often requires a long bond transfer zone, making bonded anchors large and
impractical for external strengthening purposes. The curing time is also of concern as the
structure cannot be utilized until the bonding agent has hardened. However, the method
is highly suitable for ground anchoring purposes (Zhang and Benmokrane, 2004). In
contrast, mechanical anchors grip the FRP tendon mechanically as a steel wedge is
pushed into a barrel with a conical inner surface. As the wedge is pushed further in, it
tightens, increasing the clamping pressure and anchoring the tendon.
External unbonded tendons may be affected by eccentric variations due to deflection of
the concrete structure, while end-anchored tendons remain straight. Such second-order
effects can be reduced by installing deviators within the free span, which provide physical
points connecting the tendons to the structure, thereby eliminating the eccentricity and
deviating from the originally straight layout. However, internal tendons are not
influenced by these effects as they are constrained by, and thus must follow, the
deformations of the surrounding structure.

2.3.2.
External bonded reinforcement
Common types of external bonded (EB) reinforcement for strengthening concrete
structures include diverse fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) systems with widely varying
structural forms, e.g. strips, plates, sheets, grids or textiles, all of which can be bonded to
concrete surfaces. The first systems for strengthening concrete with externally bonded
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reinforcement were developed in the 1960s, and several early studies of such systems
were presented at the RILEM International Symposium in 1967 (L’Hermaite and
Bresson, 1967; Kajfasz, 1967; Lerchenthal, 1967).
Since then steel plate bonding has been used to strengthen concrete structures all around
the world, for example in South Africa (Dussek, 1974), Switzerland (Ladner and Flueler,
1974), the former Soviet Union (Steinberg, 1973), Australia (Palmer, 1979), the USA
(Bresson, 1972; Sommerard, 1977; Raithby, 1980) and Sweden (Täljsten, 1990, 1994).
The reinforcement in the first applications consisted mainly of epoxy-bonded steel plates,
but their material properties raised a number of concerns regarding corrosion, flexibility,
requirements for overlap joints, pressure on the adhesive during hardening, and heavy
working loads during installation. By the early 1980s researchers at the Swiss Federal
Laboratories for Materials Science and Technology (Empa) started investigating the
possibilities of using fiber reinforced polymers (FRPs) instead of steel to strengthen
concrete structures (Meier, 1992). FRPs are now widely accepted for externally bonded
strengthening due to their superior material properties.
Epoxy is the most widely used adhesive agent in these applications due to its strong
bonding to concrete, high durability and resistance to environmental attacks. However,
it has several drawbacks, including associated health hazards, application temperature
restrictions, moisture sensitivity during hardening and the creation of diffusion-closed
surfaces (Täljsten and Blanksvärd, 2007). Thus, the cited authors suggested the use of
mineral-based binders, in which the epoxy is replaced by a cementitious bonding agent.
Any bonded strengthening system requires sufficient anchoring length to obtain full
composite action between the reinforcement and the concrete structure, thus avoiding
debonding failures. However, the bond strength of external bonded systems can be
enhanced by encapsulating the anchoring zone with composite sheets wrapped around
the concrete beam, or by using mechanical anchors, e.g. bolted plates. The orientation of
the bonded strengthening components is typically chosen to optimize the strengthening
effects, flexural reinforcement being bonded longitudinally along the soffit of the
concrete beam, and shear reinforcement being bonded vertically to the beam sides
(Täljsten, 2006).
In the first reported tests of prestressed FRP sheets (published in 1989) a concrete beam
was strengthened by glass fiber reinforced polymer (GFRP) sheets, bonded to the tensile
concrete as the beam was cambered (Saadatmanesh and Ehsani, 1989). By releasing the
cambering the sheets were post-tensioned. The use of pre-tensioned CFRP sheets was
first reported a little later, in Triantafillou et al. (1992). The approach for pre-tensioned,
surface-bonded strengthening is to stress the reinforcement before it is bonded to the
concrete. After adhesive curing, the tension is released by removing the stressing anchors.
This allows the reinforcement to transfer compression over the entire bonded surface.
Laboratory tests with external bonded strengthening of prestressed concrete girders have
been reported previously. For example, Takács and Kanstad (2000) applied non-stresseed
CFRP plates to the soffits of prestressed T-beams from a demolished highway bridge,
increasing the flexural resistance with up to 37%. Czaderski and Motavalli (2007)
investigated external bonded strengthening of prestressed girders from another
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demolished highway bridge. Three girders were tested, comparing two strengthening
systems: (1) unstrengthened, (2) non-stressed CFRP plates, and (3) prestressed CFRP
plates. The results showed several advantages for the prestressed strengthening system,
including lower deflections, reduced strains due to loading, less cracking, smaller crack
widths, and increased load capacity.

2.3.3.
Near-surface mounted reinforcement
Near-surface mounted (NSM) reinforcement is a modification of the surface-bonding
method, generally described as bonded reinforcement in pre-cut grooves in the concrete
cover. The method has been used for strengthening concrete structures since the mid20th century when Asplund successfully strengthened a bridge slab with cement grouted
steel reinforcement in pre-cut grooves (Asplund, 1949). However, since the late 1990s
attention has largely switched to epoxy-bonded FRPs, due to both practical and material
advantages (De Lorenzis and Nanni, 2001a; De Lorenzis and Nanni, 2001b; Täljsten et
al., 2003b).
The installation inside grooves is associated with a number of advantages compared to
surface bonded strengthening (De Lorenzis and Teng, 2007), including reductions in
installation work (no surface preparation other than grooving is required), greater
anchoring capacity (due to the larger bonding surface), easier prestressing, better
protection of the reinforcement and less impact on the concrete members’ aesthetics.
Reinforcement for NSM applications can be produced in a large variety of materials (see
Fig. 2.4) and shapes, and although NSM reinforcements are usually called “bars”, they
may have any cross-sectional shapes. For example, square-shaped bars are used to
maximize the reinforcement area in square grooves, while round bars are easier to anchor
during prestressing and flat strips can minimize the risk of debonding by increasing the
bond area for a fixed reinforcement volume.
The bond performance of NSM bars depends on a number of construction parameters
(De Lorenzis and Teng, 2007), including the geometry of grooves, and distances both
between grooves and between grooves and beam edges. Blaschko (2003) suggested that
the optimum spacing between the FRP and concrete is about 1-2 mm, while De
Lorenzis (2002) recommended a minimum groove size of 1.5 times the diameter for
round bars. For strips, Parretti and Nanni (2004) suggested minimum groove widths and
depths of three strip thicknesses and 1.5 strip widths, respectively. The minimum spacing
for round NSM bars, according to numerical models presented by Hassan and Rizkalla
(2004), should be two times the bar diameter.
Two systems have been tested for pre-tensioning NSM reinforcement: tensioning against
an independent system and tensioning against the concrete beam (El-Hacha and Soudki,
2013). The independent (or “indirect”) tensioning system involves use of an external and
independent reaction frame, resisting the jacking stress until the bonding agent has cured.
The NSM bar, placed in the epoxy-filled groove, stretches outside the concrete member
and the jacking is performed against the bar ends. When the epoxy has gained its
strength, the tensioning system is released by removing the reaction frame and cutting
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the bars at the beam ends. This allows the stress to be transferred indirectly to the beam.
Indirect pre-tensioning was initially trialed in a number of laboratory tests, for example
by Nordin and Täljsten (2006), Jung et al. (2007) and Wu et al. (2007). However, the
approach was impractical in field applications until Casadei et al. (2006) proposed a
portable system, allowing pre-tensioning of the bars before inserting them in the grooves.
The second tensioning system, tensioning against the concrete beam, is a so-called direct
system, where the NSM bar is mechanically anchored to the beam and stresses are
transferred directly to the concrete at jacking (Al-Mayah et al., 2005; Elrefai et al., 2012;
Badawi, 2006).

2.3.4.
Internal reinforcement
Internal reinforcement has been used to improve the performance of concrete structures
since the mid-19th century (Wight and MacGregor, 2011). Prestressed reinforcement,
on the other hand, was developed by the Frenchman Eugen Freyssinet in the late 1920s.
Early attempts to use normal-strength reinforcement proved to be unsuccessful, losing
about two-thirds of the prestress due to low initial stress, creep and concrete shrinkage.
In 1928, Freyssinet changed the approach, using high-strength steel wires to prestress
concrete members. The popularity of the method increased and by the early 1950s there
were about 175 prestressed concrete bridges in Europe (Collins and Mitchell, 1997).
Additional internal reinforcement can also be implemented to strengthen existing
concrete structures. While reinforcement can be easily distributed in a new concrete
member prior to casting, there are a number of obstacles for post-strengthening
applications. One of the main concerns, identified by Nilimaa et al. (2014) and Bennitz
et al. (2012b), is the lack of pre-produced installation spaces for the additional
reinforcement. However, this obstacle can be simply overcome by drilling installation
holes in the concrete. Another drawback is the risk of harming the existing
reinforcement while drilling, thus the location for the reinforcement must be carefully
selected.
The punching resistance of existing concrete slabs has been increased by post-installed
vertical and inclined shear reinforcement since the second half of the 20th century (Ghali
et al., 1974; El-Salakawy et al., 2003; Hassanzadeh and Sundquist, 1998; Ruiz et al.,
2010). In addition, embedded steel or FRP reinforcement, bonded in pre-drilled vertical
holes, can effectively increase the shear resistance of existing concrete bridge members
(Valerio and Ibell, 2003; Valerio et al., 2009; Valerio, 2009).
Horizontal, bonded FRP tubes have also been used to increase the flexural resistance of a
bridge slab in Sweden (Bennitz, 2012). In this application, 36 mm diameter holes were
first drilled horizontally through the 360 mm thick bridge slab, close to its mid-height to
avoid harming the existing reinforcement. Hollow CFRP tubes were then bonded in the
holes and the tubes were finally grouted, thereby increasing the slab’s flexural resistance.
Another method to increase the shear, as well as flexural, resistance of existing bridge
slabs, is horizontal post-tensioning. The method was first tested in a laboratory study at
Luleå University of Technology (Nilimaa et al., 2012; Nilimaa, 2013), and subsequently
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used to upgrade a 50-year-old concrete bridge slab to carry higher train loads in 2013
(Nilimaa et al., 2014). Post-tensioned CFRP bars have also been used to strengthen
GFRP-reinforced slab strips, and shown to increase ultimate loads, and reduce both
crack widths and tensile strains while increasing post-cracking stiffness (Noël, 2013; Noël
et al., 2011).

2.3.5.
Bridge strengthening experience at LTU
Researchers from Luleå University of Technology (LTU) have been involved in nine
concrete bridge strengthening projects since 1989, including three load-to-failure tests,
see Table 2.3. In addition, a number of assessment projects have been carried out. One
example concerned upgrading bridges to meet an increase in axle loads on the Iron Ore
Railway Line in northern Sweden from 250 kN to 300 kN (Olofsson et al., 2005;
Paulsson et al., 1997). By assessing actual material properties and structural responses to
live loads, a number of bridges could be approved for the heavier trains, carrying more
cargo, without any strengthening. Unnecessary strengthening or replacement of existing
bridges was thereby avoided, with substantial financial savings (Paulsson, 1998; Lundén,
1998; Nielssen and Stensson, 1999).

Table 2.3 – Summary of bridge strengthening field tests conducted by LTU.

Year

Bridge

Type of
Strengthening
strengthening system

1989

Stora Höga

Flexure

EB steel plates

ULS

No

1998

Kallkällan

Flexure

NSM CFRP
sheets

SLS

No

2003

Gröndal and
Alvik

Shear

Internal steel
tendons +
EB CFRP
laminates

SLS

Yes

2005

Järpströmmen Shear

EB CFRP sheets

SLS

No

2006

Örnsköldsvik

Flexure

NSM CFRP bars

ULS

No

2006

Panken

Flexure

EB CFRP
laminates

SLS

No

2007

Frövi

Flexure

NSM CFRP
bars,
Internal CFRP
tubes

SLS

No
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2012

Haparanda

Flexure,
Shear

Internal
unbonded steel
tendons

SLS

Yes

2014

Kiruna

Flexure

NSM CFRP
bars, EB FRP
laminates

ULS

Yes

In another project the Stora Höga portal frame bridge was tested to failure after flexural
strengthening with externally bonded steel plates, following its removal from service due
to rerouting of traffic. The objective of the project was to study the shear capacity of the
bridge, which had to be strengthened to avoid a flexural failure. A shear failure was
obtained and up to 40% of the capacity of the steel plates (which had 640 MPa yield
strength) was utilized (Täljsten, 1994).
The Kallkällan Bridge (one of the bridges supporting the Iron Ore Line, mentioned
above) showed insufficient flexural capacity across its slab between the two main beams,
but was otherwise in fairly good condition. Enhanced assessment indicated that
strengthening was the best solution. Thus, a strengthening system with surface-bonded
CFRP sheets was implemented in 1999, which reduced the maximum monitored
deflections and strains, by 16 and 15%, respectively (Täljsten and Carolin, 1999).
Extensive shear cracking was detected in the webs of two newly built railway box-girder
bridges in Gröndal and Alvik, Sweden, during service inspections in 2000 and 2001.
The largest crack widths exceeded 0.3 mm and both bridges were forced to close
temporarily for strengthening in 2002. Post-tensioned, vertical steel rods were first
implemented internally through the webs and surface-bonded CFRP laminates were
added in a second step (Täljsten et al., 2003a; Täljsten et al., 2007b). A continuous
monitoring scheme was adapted and some results were presented in James (2004). The
results showed that the CFRP was active and stopped the crack propagation. The
monitoring also showed that temperature variations influenced the bridge’s strain up to
10 times more than the traffic loads.
A three-span slab-girder bridge over the river Järpströmmen was strengthened in 2004
(Bergström, 2004, Bergström 2005), by externally bonding CFRP sheets to increase its
shear resistance. The bridge had two main girders which were u-wrapped with sheets in
their critical sections. However, no significant strengthening effects at the applied service
loads were detected in subsequent monitoring.
In 2006, the ballasted railway trough bridge in Örnsköldsvik was strengthened with
NSM CFRP and tested to failure. The project mainly focused on shear failure in the
main beams, so the strengthening was applied to the beams’ soffits to avoid flexural
failure. The loading was achieved by anchoring steel cables to the bedrock, below the
bridge, and pulling the beams down using large hydraulic jacks. The strengthening
system reduced the monitored tensile strains in the steel reinforcement by approximately
20% and the ultimate failure mode was changed from flexure to shear (Puurula et al.,
2008; Bergström et al., 2009).
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The Panken Highway Bridge was upgraded to allow higher traffic loads in 2006
(Täljsten et al., 2007a; Bergström et al., 2009). The main girders were affected by
through-going cracks due to episodes of overloads, and required higher flexural capacity.
CFRP laminates were bonded to the soffits of the girders and an overall strengthening
effect of 25% was obtained, together with reduced live load crack widths (5%) and
deflection (11%).
CFRP was also used for strengthening the Frövi Railway Bridge in 2007 (Bennitz et al.,
2012b). The main objective of the project was to increase the maximum allowed axle
loads from 200 to 250 kN. The strengthening, carried out on the slab to increase its
flexural resistance, included two systems: NSM bars and internally bonded hollow tubes.
The strengthening effects were small for the monitored service loads, and while the
deflections were slightly reduced in all gauges, some strain gauges actually detected
increased strains. However, choosing strengthening instead of replacing the bridge
resulted in total savings of about 92%.
Internal unbonded post-tensioning was implemented on a trough bridge in Haparanda
to increase the load resistance of the slab, transversely between the main beams.
Horizontal holes were drilled through the slab and eight internal steel bars, anchored on
the outside of the main beams, were post-tensioned with 430 kN/bar. The posttensioning compressed the main tensile reinforcement by 20 μs. As the bridge was loaded
by a train with an axle load of 215 kN, the strain in the tensile reinforcement returned to
original state, i.e. the strain from the live load was completely counteracted. The project
resulted in upgrading of the axle loads to 300 kN from the originally designed 250 kN
(Paper II).
The most recent bridge strengthening project conducted by LTU was another test to
failure, carried out in the summer of 2014. A post-tensioned highway bridge in Kiruna
was taken out of service due to sub-level caving beneath the bridge. Two different
strengthening systems were applied to different main girders and tested up to failure:
non-stressed NSM CFRP bars and prestressed EB CFRP laminates (Bagge et al., 2014a;
b). Both systems reduced the tensile strains in the girder. The strengthening effects of the
NSM system increased with increases in loads, while the laminate system showed
opposite effects. However, a precambering of the girders resulted in an incomplete bond
line of the laminates, which debonded during the test (Paper IV, Paper V)

2.4.

Technology readiness assessment (TRA)

The concept of technology readiness levels (TRL) was introduced in the mid 1970s by
NASA, to allow more efficient maturity assessments of new technologies and to enable
systematic comparisons between different technologies (Mankins, 2009). The TRL-scale
constitutes 9 levels, first defined by Mankins (1995), where 1 and 9 are, respectively, the
lowest and highest maturity levels. A TRA aims at defining the readiness level of a
technology system and the definitions for each TRL are described below, and also
illustrated in Fig. 2.5.
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TRL 1

Basic principles observed and reported. Scientific research has observed and
reported basic principles, beginning to be translated into more applied
research and development. Research in TRL 1 may include studies of basic
materials properties.

TRL2

Technology concept and/or application formulated. Scientific research
begins to be translated into applied research and development, defining
practical applications for the principles from TRL 1. However, the
applications are still speculative as no experiments or detailed analyses have
been conducted.

TRL 3

Analytical and experimental critical function and/or characteristic proof-ofconcept. Active research and development is initiated, including both
analytical and laboratory-based studies, to set the set the technology into
appropriate context and physically validate the analytical predictions. The
objective for this level is to give proof-of-concept for the
applications/concepts formulated in TRL 2.

TRL 4

Componenet and/or subsystem validation in laboratory environment.
Following successful proof-of-concept in TRL 3, basic technological
elements must be integrated to establish that the pieces work together as a
component or subsystem.

TRL 5

Component and/or subsystem validation in relevant environment. At this
level, component or subsystem testing in representative environments gives
high levels of fidelity. The basic technology elements must be integrated
with reasonably realistic supporting elements in a simulated or somewhat
realistic environment.

TRL 6

System/subsystem model or prototype demonstration in a relevant
environment. A representative model or prototype system/subsystem is
tested in a relevant end-to-end environment.

TRL 7

System prototype demonstration in the expected operational environment.
TRL 7 is a significant maturation step beyond TRL 6, requiring an actual
system prototype demonstration in the expected operational environment.
The prototype should be near or at the scale of the planned operational
system, with most functions available for demonstration and test.

TRL 8

Actual system completed and “mission qualified” through test and
demonstration. By definition, all technologies being applied in actual systems
go through TRL 8, which is the end of the system development.

TRL 9

Actual system “mission proven” through successful mission operations. All
successfully applied technology systems in operational environments
eventually go through TRL 9. However, the last “bug fixing” does not
occur until an actual system is first deployed.
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TRL 1

Basic discipline
research
Research to
prove feasibility
Technology
development
Technology
demonstration
System/subsystem
development
System test,
development and
operation

TRL 2

Basic principles observed and reported.
Technology concept and/or application formulated.

TRL 3

Analytical and experimental critical function and/or
characteristic proof-of-concept.

TRL 4

Componenet and/or prototype validation in laboratory
environment.

TRL 5

Component and/or prototype validation in relevant
environment.

TRL 6

System/subsystem model or prototype demonstration in a
relevant environment.

TTRL
RL 7

System prototype demonstration in the expected operational
environment.

TRL 8

Actual system completed and “mission qualified” through test
and demonstration.

TRL 9

Actual system “mission proven” through successful mission
operations.

Increasing investment,
decreasing risk

Figure 2.5 – Concept of technology readiness level (TRL), adapted from
Mankins (2009).

2.4.1.
Strengthening system development at LTU
All bridge strengthening research at LTU have used a base of previous research and
knowledge to develop effective systems for specific context (type of bridge, structural
components, loads, and environment) and tasks (flexure, shear, torsion, and fatigue
strengthening). In general, the concept of strengthening is to increase the structural
integrity by introducing some type of reinforcement, typically concrete, steel or FRPs.
Previously conducted basic research has provided proof-of-concept for strengthening
existing concrete structures with additional reinforcement, and the function has been
described in empirical, as well as analytical models. However, the empirical models are
often based on experimental results on a component level (beam, slab, wall tests),
influenced by a number of uncertainties regarding material properties, structural
influence and compatibility aspects. Even though some strengthening systems have been
implemented on existing bridges and shown good results, there might still be some
aspects which haven’t been explained or tested properly and still need to be investigated
in further tests.
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In most cases, the more applied research in developing new strengthening systems starts
at TRL 4 when subsystems or components of a novel strengthening system are tested in
the laboratory. Most of the effort at LTU has been focused on laboratory tests, preparing
and shaping the systems to match the targeted bridge structures. Tests have been
conducted on new bridge components, new bridges (often reduced in scale to fit in the
laboratory), and old components from existing or demolished bridges. These tests
qualified for TRL 4 when conducted on specimens with reduced size, TRL 5 when
investigating certain system properties, and TRL 6 when prototype testing was
conducted on full-scale specimens or actual parts from existing bridges.
As the first prototype of a new, clearly specified strengthening system has been
demonstrated on an existing bridge (operational environment), TRL 7 is completed.
TRL 8 requires a fully defined strengthening system, with thoroughly demonstrated and
documented functionality in both simulated and operational scenarios. The final level
requires that the system has been thoroughly demonstrated and tested in its operational
environment, including full documentation of the entire service life. This step can
therefore not yet be confirmed for systems developed during the last 100 years (service
life of a bridge according to Eurocode) in order to obtain validation for their long-term
resistance and behaviour.
The strengthening system research at LTU started in the late 1980s when external
bonded steel plates were first investigated. Through the years, a large number of tests
have been conducted in the laboratory as well as the field, to improve the possibilities for
safe, durable, and efficient bridge structures, now and in the future. A summary of what
has been done within the four previously defined strengthening approaches is given
below in Tables 2.4-2.7, with suggestions for their respective technology readiness level.
Tables 2.4-2.7 indicate the respectively highest technology readiness level for the NSM
approach (TRL8), while the external bonded systems are currently at TRL 7. The
external unbonded and internal approaches are, respectively, at TRL 6 and 5, and
require further field tests to reach higher levels of technology readiness.

Table 2.4 – External unbonded strengthening

of
Year Environment Type
structure
2004

2008

Lab

Lab

Tests
x Flexural
strengthening
x Prestressed steel
tendons
x Prestressed CFRP
tendons

Beams

Wedge anchors

x Anchors for
CFRP tendons

TRL
4
Component
validation
(prestressed steel
& CFRP
tendons)

3

Proof-of-concept
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(wedge anchors
for CFRP
tendons)
2010

Lab

x Flexural
strengthening
x Prestressed CFRP
tendons
x Tendon depth
x Deviators

Beams

4
Component
validation
(prestressed
CFRP tendons)

Table 2.5 – External bonded strengthening

Type of
Year Environment structure
1988

1989

1991

1992

1993

Lab

Field

Lab

Lab

Lab

Tests
x Flexural
strengthening
x Steel plates
x Epoxy

Beams

x Flexural
strengthening
x Steel plates
x Epoxy
x Full-scale bridge
x Loading to ULS

Bridge slab
(Stora Höga)

x Shear
strengthening
x Steel plates
x Epoxy vs. bolts

Beams

x Shear
strengthening
x GFRP + CFRP
plates
x Epoxy

Beams

x Bond tests
x Steel + GFRP

Beams

31

TRL
4
Component
validation
(steel plates &
epoxy bond)

6

System prototype
(steel plates)
demonstration in
relevant
environment
(obsolete bridge)

4

Component
validation
(steel plates with
bolts & epoxy
bond)

4

Component
validation
(GFRP & CFRP
plates)

4
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+CFRP plates

1998

1999

2001

2003

2003

2004

Lab

Field

Lab

Field

Field

Lab

x Shear
strengthening
x CFRP sheets
x Epoxy

Beams

x Flexural
strengthening
x CFRP sheets
x Epoxy
x Full-scale bridge
x Loading in SLS

Bridge slab
(Kallkällan)

x Shear
strengthening
x CFRP sheets
x Epoxy vs. cement
x Fibre direction
x Fibre thickness

Beams

x Shear
strengthening
x CFRP sheets
x Epoxy

Beams in a
parking garage

Bridge girders
(Alvik +
Gröndal)

x Shear
strengthening
x CFRP laminates
x Epoxy

Beams

x Flexural
strengthening
x CFRP laminates
x Epoxy
x Live loads during
epoxy curing

32

Component
validation
(bond properties
of epoxy)

4

Component
validation
(CFRP sheets)

7

System prototype
(CFRP sheets)
demonstration in
operational
environment
(bridge slab)

4

Component
validation
(FRP properties
and bonding
agents)

6

System prototype
(CFRP sheets)
demonstration in
relevant
environment
(parking garage)

7

System prototype
(CFRP
laminates)
demonstration in
operational
environment
(bridge girder)

5

System validation
in relevant
environment
(live loads during
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strengthening)
2004

2005

2006

2007

2007

2014

Field

Lab

Lab

Lab

Field

Field

Bridge girders
(Järpströmmen)

x Shear
strengthening
x U-wrapped
CFRP sheets

x Strengthening
around holes
x CFRP sheets
x Epoxy

Slabs

x Flexural
strengthening
x CFRP laminates
x Epoxy
x Strengthening due
to corrosion and
material loss
x Flexural
strengthening
x CFRP sheets
x Cement

Beams

Beams

x Flexural
strengthening
x CFRP laminates
x Crack reduction

Bridge girders
(Panken)

x Flexural
strengthening
x Prestressed CFRP
laminates
x Epoxy
x Full-scale bridge
x Strengthening of
Post-tensioned
girders
x Loading to ULS

Bridge girder
(Kiruna)

33

5

System validation
(U-wrapped
sheets)
in relevant
environment

4

Component
validation
(CFRP sheets for
slabs with holes)

5

System validation
in relevant
environment
(corrosion
damage)

4

Component
validation
(cement
bonding)

6

System prototype
(CFRP laminate)
demonstration in
relevant
environment

7

System prototype
(prestressed
CFRP laminates)
demonstration in
operational
environment
(post-tensioned
bridge girder)
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Table 2.6 – NSM strengthening

Year Environment
1996

Lab

Type of
structure

Tests
x Flexural
strengthening

Beams

TRL
4
Component
validation
(NSM bars)

2003

2004

2006

2008

2014

Lab

Lab

Field

Field

Field

x Flexural
strengthening
x Prestressed vs.
non-stressed
NSM,
x Epoxy vs.
cementitious
bonding agent
x Flexural
strengthening
x Live loads during
epoxy curing

Beams

Beams

Bridge girders
(Örnsköldsvik
Bridge)

x Flexural
strengthening
x Full-scale bridge
x Loading to ULS

Bridge deck
(Frövi Bridge)

x Flexural
strengthening
x Full scale bridge
x Loading in SLS

Bridge girders
(Kiruna Bridge)

34

x Flexural
strengthening
x Full-scale bridge
x Strengthening of
Post-tensioned
girders
x Loading to ULS

4

Component
validation
(NSM bars)

5
System validation
in relevant
environment
(live loads during
strengthening)

6

System prototype
(NSM bars)
demonstration in
relevant
environment
(obsolete bridge)

7

System prototype
(NSM bars)
demonstration in
operational
environment
(bridge deck)

8

NSM system
completed
through tests and
demonstrations
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Table 2.7 – Internal strengthening

Type of
Year Environment structure
2004

2008

Lab

Lab

Tests
x Flexural
strengthening
x Unbonded
prestressed steel
tendons

Beams

Wedge anchors

x Anchors for
CFRP tendons

TRL
4
Component
validation
(prestressed steel
tendons)

4

Component
validation
(Wedge anchors
for CFRP
tendons)
2008

2011

2012

Field

Lab

Field

x Flexural
strengthening
x Bonded (epoxy)
x Non-stressed
CFRP tubes
x Full scale bridge
x Loading in SLS
x Flexural + shear
strengthening
x Unbonded
x Prestressed steel
tendons

Bridge deck
(Frövi Bridge)

Bridge deck
(Scale 1:3)

x Flexural + shear
strengthening
x Unbonded
x Prestressed steel
bars

Bridge deck
(Haparanda
Bridge)

35

5

System validation
(bonded CFRP
tubes) in relevant
environment

4
Component
validation
(prestressed,
unbonded steel
tendons)

5

System validation
(prestressed,
unbonded steel
tendons) in
relevant
environment
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Summary of papers

3.1. Paper I – Transversal Post Tensioning of
RC Trough Bridges – Laboratory Tests.
Motivation:

The load responses of concrete trough bridges were previously
investigated by full-scale tests to failure and non-linear FE-analyses
(Puurula, 2012; Puurula et al., 2014; Puurula et al., 2015). In order to
increase the load capacity of such bridges, the analyses showed a need
for transverse strengthening of the slab. NSM CFRP bars and
internally bonded CFRP tubes were applied to the Frövi Bridge in
2007. However, the test showed unclear strengthening effects in the
SLS. The Swedish Transport Administration also expressed a need for
methods to increase the shear resistance trough slabs.

Objective:

To develop a method for strengthening slabs of existing trough
bridges.

Hypothesis:

Horizontal post-tensioning of existing trough slabs can enhance their
shear (and flexural) resistance.

Method:

Laboratory test with two trough specimens in scale 1:3, see Fig. 3.1.
One specimen was unstrengthened and used as a reference while the
other was strengthened. Three unbonded steel tendons were installed
internally at mid-height of the slab and prestressed up to 124 kN in
total. The specimens were placed on four semi-spherical steel supports
and a loaded to failure.
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Results:

The load capacity of the strengthened specimen was 10% higher and
the deformations were substantially reduced, see Fig 3.2.

Reference:

Nilimaa, J., Blanksvärd, T., Elfgren, L., Täljsten, B. (2012).
Transversal post tensioning of RC trough bridges: laboratory tests.
Nordic Concrete Research, 46(2), 57-74.

TRL 4:

This paper presents research for internal unbonded post-tensioning as a
strengthening system at TRL 4. The basic principles and concepts had
been observed and proven for strengthening new structures. However,
this was the first component validation reported for strengthening
existing structures in the laboratory.

Figure 3.1 – Trough bridge specimen tested and reported in paper I.

Figure 3.2 – Load-deflection curves for the unstrengthened (B1) and
strengthened (B2) specimens.
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3.2. Paper II – Unbonded
Posttensioning of a Railway
Haparanda, Sweden.

Transverse
Bridge in

Motivation:

The strengthening method developed in paper I needed to be tested
and evaluated in an operational environment.

Objective:

To perform an in-situ validation of horizontal post-tensioning of an
existing trough bridge.

Hypothesis:

Prestressing can enhance strengthening effects in the SLS.

Method:

Field test of a 50 year old trough bridge, see Figs. 3.3-3.4. The bridge
was strengthened in the summer of 2012 using 8 internal, unbonded
steel bars, each prestressed up to 430 kN. A reference train with 215
kN axle loads was used for loading and the response was monitored
before and after strengthening.

Results:

The maximum tensile strains in the bridge were completely
counteracted for the test load, see Fig. 3.5. The bridge was upgraded
to carry maximum axle loads of 300 kN instead of 250 kN.

Reference:

Nilimaa, J., Blanksvärd, T., Täljsten, B., Elfgren, L. (2014). Unbonded
Transverse Posttensioning of a Railway Bridge in Haparanda, Sweden.
Journal of Bridge Engineering, 19(3), [4013001].

TRL 5:

This paper presents research for internal unbonded post-tensioning at
TRL 5. A component validation in the laboratory was presented in
paper I, while paper II provided a component validation in a relevant
environment, which in this case was on an existing bridge.

Figure 3.3 – Post-tensioning with a hydraulic cylinder and sealing with
retention caps.
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Figure 3.4 – The Haparanda Bridge with 8 horizontal steel bars.

Figure 3.5 – Strains in four strain gauges before (left figure) and after
strengthening (right figure).
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3.3. Paper III – Assessment of concrete doubletrough bridges.
Motivation:

Double-trough bridges have in previous load capacity assessments been
regarded as having two simply supported slabs in the transverse
direction. The approach results in high flexural stresses and perhaps
unneeded strengthening.

Objective:

To monitor a double-trough bridge’s transverse stress distribution and
propose an assessment procedure.

Hypothesis:

Double-trough bridges should be considered as having a continuous
slab in the transverse direction.

Method:

Field test of a double-trough bridge, see Figs 3.6-3.7. The load
response and transverse stress distribution was monitored for a train
with known axle load (215 kN). Two monitoring approaches were
tested: curvature- and strain-monitoring.

Results:

The monitoring confirmed the continuous approach to be on the safe
side when assessing double-trough bridges, see Fig. 3.8. Both
monitoring approaches showed similar results and a procedure for
condition assessment was proposed.

Reference:

Nilimaa, J., Blanksvärd, T., Täljsten, B. (2015). Assessment of concrete
double-trough bridges. Journal of Civil Structural Health Monitoring,
5(1), 29-36.

TRL 3

The concept of considering double-trough slabs as continuous in the
transverse was formulated and investigated analytically and
experimentally.

Figure 3.6 – Cross section of the Haparanda bridge.
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Figure 3.7 – Deflection and curvature monitoring using linear variable
differential transformers.
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Figure 3.8 – Theoretical moment distribution lines for different support
approaches vs. calculated moment from measured strains and curvatures.
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3.4. Paper IV – NSM CFRP strengthening and
failure loading of a post-tensioned concrete
bridge.
Motivation:

Reported full-scale tests of post-tensioned bridges to failure are
extremely rare. The Kiruna Bridge gave an opportunity for in-situ
validation of NSM strengthening up to structural failure.

Objective:

To perform an in-situ validation of NSM CFRP strengthening of an
existing post-tensioned bridge.

Hypothesis:

Non-stressed NSM strengthening can reduce the stresses of a posttensioned bridge.

Method:

Field test of a post-tensioned five-span bridge in Kiruna. The bridge
was strengthened in one span and loaded to failure in the summer of
2014. One girder was strengthened by three NSM CFRP bars, see
Fig. 3.9, one was strengthened by three prestressed CFRP laminates,
and one was unstrengthened. The bridge was monitored using linear
displacement sensors, draw-wire sensors, strain gauges, photometric
sensors, laser sensors, load cells and yard sticks. Corresponding load
tests up to 6.0 MN were performed before and after strengthening,
and the bridge was finally loaded to failure.

Results:

Reduced tensile strains in the steel reinforcement after strengthening.
The NSM was utilized up to 85% at failure, and the failure was a
combination of flexure and shear, see Fig. 3.10.

Reference:

Nilimaa, J., Bagge, N., Blanksvärd, T., Täljsten, B. (2015). NSM
CFRP strengthening and failure loading of a post-tensioned concrete
bridge. Submitted to: Journal of Composites for Construction in April
2015.

TRL 8

NSM strengthening systems have been demonstrated in operational
environments previously and validational documents are available.
This paper provided successful system operation for a new function
(TRL 8), i.e. strengthening post-tensioned bridge girders.
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Figure 3.9 – Installation of square 10 x 10 mm2 CFRP bars in epoxy-filled
grooves.

Figure 3.10 – NSM CFRP strengthened girder after failure.
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3.5. Paper V – Validation of an innovative
prestressed CFRP laminate system for
strengthening post-tensioned concrete bridges.
Motivation:

Reported full-scale tests of post-tensioned bridges to failure are
extremely rare. The Kiruna Bridge gave an opportunity for in-situ
validation of NSM strengthening prestressed laminate strengthening up
to debonding.

Objective:

To perform an in-situ validation of prestressed CFRP strengthening of
an existing post-tensioned bridge.

Hypothesis:

Prestressing enhances the strengthening effects in SLS, compared to
non-stressed alternatives.

Method:

Field test of a post-tensioned five-span bridge in Kiruna. The bridge
was strengthened in one span and loaded to failure in the summer of
2014. One girder was strengthened by three NSM CFRP bars, one
was strengthened by three prestressed CFRP laminates, see Fig. 3.11,
and one was unstrengthened. The bridge was monitored using linear
displacement sensors, draw-wire sensors, strain gauges, photometric
sensors, laser sensors, load cells and yard sticks. Corresponding load
tests up to 6.0 MN were performed before and after strengthening,
and the bridge was finally loaded to failure.

Results:

Reduced tensile strains in the steel reinforcement after strengthening.
However, the laminates debonded before the ultimate load was
reached and the maximum CFRP utilization was 37% at debonding.
An incomplete bond line induced the debonding. The prestressed
laminates reduced the strain in the tensile steel reinforcement,
particularly for lower loads. However, the differences between nonstressed and prestressed strengthening were small and the failure modes
were similar, see Fig. 3.12.

Reference:

Nilimaa, J., Bagge, N., Blanksvärd, T., Täljsten, B. (2015). NSM
CFRP strengthening and failure loading of a post-tensioned concrete
bridge. Submitted to: Journal of Composites for Construction in April
2015.

TRL 7

Prototypes of a new prestressing system were previously tested in
different environments. This was the first prototype on a posttensioned, pre-cambered bridge girder. In order to reach the next
TRL, more documentation and field testing is required.
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Figure 3.11 – A new prestressing system for laminates installed on the girder
soffit of the Kiruna Bridge.

Figure 3.12 – The Kiruna Bridge after failure. The closest girder was
strengthened with prestressed CFRP laminates and the mid-girder was
strengthened with non-stressed NSM CFRP bars.
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Discussion and conclusions

Five journal papers were included in this doctoral thesis in structural engineering. The
accounted results were based on one laboratory test and two field tests aiming for a better
understanding of concrete bridges and the possibilities to improve their load capacity.
Three strengthening methods were studied in the appended papers: (1) internal
unbonded post-tensioning, (2) near surface mounted carbon fibre reinforced polymers
and (3) externally bonded, prestressed laminates. One additional strengthening method,
external unbonded post-tensioning, was investigated in a laboratory test and the findings
were reported in Bennitz et al. (2013). However, the method was not validated on an
existing bridge and the paper was therefore excluded from this thesis. The main
hypothesis of the thesis was that prestressed, additional reinforcement enhances the
strengthening effects in the serviceability limit state, and the objective was to validate
strengthening systems by assessing their in-situ effects on existing bridges.
There are various reasons to why some existing bridges need to improve their load
capacity, but the main concern is the structural integrity and safety. Changed
requirements, for example increased traffic intensities, velocities and loads, are common
reasons for strengthening. As the understanding of structures improve, the design codes
change, and a bridge which was safe according to previous codes, might not be safe
when assessed according to new standards. There are a number of national and
international strategies to improve the capacity of the transport infrastructure. Most
strategies focus on finding sustainable solutions which are reliable, environmentally
friendly and cheap. Strengthening existing structures has several economic and
environmental advantages over demolition and reconstruction, and should therefore have
a high priority.
There are a number of methods for strengthening existing concrete bridges. This thesis
divided the strengthening options into four subcategories based on their location on the
structure:
a) External unbonded reinforcement;
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b) External bonded reinforcement;
c) Near surface mounted reinforcement;
d) Internal bonded or unbonded reinforcement.
All four methods can be applied using either non-stressed, or prestressed reinforcement.
However, an enhanced assessment, using updated material properties and boundary
conditions in advanced non-linear analyses, can be used to validate a higher load capacity
without strengthening.
Three research questions were formulated in the introduction and will be addressed
below.

What are the strengthening effects of internal post-tensioning of trough bridge
slabs and are there any differences to internal non-stressed strengthening?
Internal post-tensioning can be applied to trough slabs to enhance their load capacity,
reduce and delay cracking, reduce deformations, and reduce tensile strains. The field
tests, as well as previous research, showed that adding non-stressed high-strength
reinforcement to an existing concrete bridge can improve its load resistance. However,
non-stressed strengthening does not reduce the strain from permanent loads, which can
be considerably high in the SLS. Prestressing enhances the strengthening effects in the
SLS by reducing the strains from permanent loads. Paper II showed that internal posttensioning reduced the permanent tensile strains by approximately 20 μs, which was
equal to the strain from a train with 215 kN on each axle. The strengthening effects on
the Haparanda Bridge were considerable, while a similar bridge strengthened with nonstressed CFRP (Bennitz et al., 2012b) showed equivocal effects.

What are the differences between prestressed and non-stressed strengthening
of a post-tensioned bridge?
The post-tensioned Kiruna Bridge was strengthened with two types of strengthening
systems, applied on separate girders: (1) three non-stressed NSM CFRP bars with a total
area of 300 mm2 and three prestressed laminates, each prestressed up to 100 kN (890
MPa), and with a combined area of 336 mm2. The maximum tensile strains in the
laminate strengthened girder were more reduced for the lower SLS loads, compared to
the NSM strengthened girder. However, no monitoring was done during strengthening
and none of the presumed additional strain reduction from prestressing was measured.
No differences in deflections or crack widths were noted between the two systems.

What are the limitations of the tested strengthening systems?
NSM: One limitation for NSM systems is the concrete cover of the structure. As
installation grooves must be sawn in the structure, these cannot be deeper than the
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concrete cover, otherwise the internal reinforcement may be harmed. As for all
strengthening systems, NSM is restricted by the available concrete surface, there was for
example not room for more than three bars under each girder in the Kiruna Bridge. The
utilization of non-stressed NSM systems can be relatively low, especially in the SLS.
Internal unbonded post-tensioning: As existing bridges are typically not pre-pierced for
installation of tendons, they need to be drilled afterwards. Holes can only be drilled safely
where there is no internal reinforcement and the strengthening effects depend strongly
on the tendon locations. One of the reasons for prestressing is to enhance the utilization
of the additional high strength reinforcement. However, the end anchored tendons
resists against the concrete and high prestressing can cause concrete crushing.
Externally bonded, prestressed laminates: The prestressed laminate systems are limited by the
free concrete surface. The Kiruna Bridge did for example only have room for three
laminates under each girder. These systems are highly dependent on plane surfaces. The
Kiruna Bridge had concave girder soffits and as the laminates were prestressed they
straightened, resulting in an incomplete bond line.

The contributions of this thesis are the following:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Development of a novel method to strengthen concrete bridge slabs (paper I).
Validation of the strengthening method on an existing railway bridge (paper II).
Comparing effects of two internal strengthening systems (non-stressed and
prestressed) applied on two similar trough bridges (thesis + paper II).
Proposing a method for assessing double-trough bridges (paper III).
Reporting a full-scale failure test of a post-tensioned five-span concrete bridge
(paper IV-V).
Investigating NSM strengthening of post-tensioned bridges up to structural
failure (paper IV)
Validation of a new prestressing system for CFRP laminates on an existing posttensioned bridge until system failure (paper V).
Comparing two types of strengthening systems (non-stressed and prestressed) on
the same post-tensioned highway bridge (thesis).
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5.

Future research

Several strengthening systems have in this thesis and in other papers been proven
effective for strengthening existing concrete bridges. The future aim for bridge owners is
to have several strengthening systems to choose between to find the optimal solution for
each situation (type of bridge, environment, type of strengthening and budget). The
strengthening systems should therefore be effective, reliable, environmentally friendly,
aestetically pleasing, and cause no traffic disturbance when applied. Some general
research areas include strengthening in cold climate, long-term performance of
prestressed systems, fatigue resistance, environmental impact, life-cycle-costs, and
influence on traffic during strengthening.
Strengthening in cold climate requires more research to determine for example
requirements and possibilities for adhesive curing in bonded systems. What are the
structural and material effects of long-term prestress and how long can a prestressed
strengthening system be effective before relaxation and creep affects the performance?
Fatigue problems are significant in railway bridges, and the fatigue resistance of available
strengthening systems needs thorough investigation. It is important that strengthening
can be implemented safely, at a low cost, and without high environmental risks.
Furthermore, a preferable strengthening system does not cause large traffic disturbances
during and after implamentation. More research may be focused on avoiding bridge
closedowns during strengthening.
The theory of technology readiness levels (TRL) was introduced in section 2.4 and the
future research should focus on bringing more strengthening systems into TRL 9. Three
strengthening systems were tested in their operational environment (reported in the
appended papers).
Internal unbonded post-tensioning increased the load capacity of the trough bridge in
Haparanda. The tests provided component validation for the post-tensioning
components. The tests were performed in the operational environment, but as it was
only a test of components, the target TRL was 5. In order to develop a fully functional
and reliable strengthening system, further research is needed. In order to reach as high
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system utilization as possible, studies of the optimal level of initial prestress should be
performed. For example, the initial prestress should not be too high, producing
premature concrete crushing under the end-anchors, and it should not be too low,
promoting a poor utilization of the tendons. The maximum or optimal lateral distance
between tendons in a bridge slab should be investigated. The procedure for drilling holes
should be improved, by means of increasing its precision and ability to avoid harming
existing reinforcement. A fully defined prototype system should also be defined
(prescribing for example geometrical and material properties of components, prestressing
levels, and strengthening procedures). More tests are therefore needed in order to
validate and demonstrate the prototype system before it can be considered as “mission
proven” (TRL 9).
External bonded, prestressed laminates increased the load capacity of the Kiruna Bridge.
The tests were considered as a prototype demonstration for the strengthening system and
the target TRL was 7. The functionality must be more thoroughly tested in additional
field tests to provide further documentation of successful operation. Three problem areas
have been identified for further research: strengthening discontinuous or concave
surfaces, strengthening long spans, and anchoring of temporary stressing devices. The
girders of the Kiruna Bridge were pre-cambered and as the laminates were prestressed
before bonding, they lost the surface contact with the concrete. Recent research papers
have investigated the possibilities of surface-levelling using cementitious materials before
strengthening with prestressed laminates. Another approach could perhaps be to
introduce some kind of permanent deviator, retaining the surface contact after
prestressing. Installation of long laminates (18.9 m) on the Kiruna Bridge necessitated a
large staff during laminate lay-up. A more effective installation procedure is therefore
needed for this type of strengthening. The temporary prestressing device, used to
introduce the prestress and resist it during adhesive curing, required drilling of long holes
for temporary anchor bolts. These long holes may harm the internal reinforcement. If a
majority of the girder width is covered by several laminates, it might be impossible to
choose appropriate drilling points to avoid cutting reinforcement. Another type of
temporary anchor is therefore suggested, using shorter anchor bolts.
NSM strengthening increased the load capacity of the Kiruna Bridge. The system has
been thoroughly investigated by researchers at LTU and elsewhere. The field test in
Kiruna acted in TRL 8 for non-stressed NSM strengthening of post-tensioned bridge
girders. Several concrete bridges around the world have been strengthened by near
surface mounted CFRP systems. However, the strengthening approach needs more
documentation of its long-term performance to validate effective strengthening
throughout the bridges entire service life.
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